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Résumé
Le cadre à composants Bip
Après mon arrivée à l’Inria j’ai commencé à développer, avec Joseph Sifakis, le cadre à
composants Bip. Nos objectifs principaux lors de la conception de Bip étaient de développer
un cadre à composants général et expressif qui supporte des modèles hétérogènes en mettant
en œuvre une séparation des préoccupations [154].
L’hétérogénéité signifie que les composants interagissent à travers différents modèles
d’interaction (comme la diffusion ou le rendez-vous n-aire) et modèles d’exécution (ou politiques d’ordonnancement). L’hétérogénéité est essentielle pour construire des systèmes en
utilisant ou en raffinant des composants à différents niveaux d’abstraction ou sur différentes
plates-formes. Par exemple, à un niveau abstrait, des composants peuvent communiquer à
travers un rendez-vous qui est ensuite raffiné en un protocole de communication.
La séparation des préoccupations est un prérequis pour que le cadre supporte l’hétérogénéité, en rendant explicites la description et la composition des différents aspects du
modèle.
Chaque composant Bip consiste en trois couches qui décrivent séparément son comportement (Behavior), le modèle d’interaction entre sous composants (Interaction model) [154],
et le modèle d’exécution spécifiant des contraintes d’ordonnancement (Priorities) [153]. Bip
supporte deux opérations sur les composants : la composition et la restriction. La composition de composants Bip est à nouveau un composant Bip, de même que la restriction
d’un composant par un modèle d’exécution. Des introductions plus détaillées se trouvent
dans [138] et [24].
Contrairement à d’autres cadres à composants avec un modèle d’interactions fixe, la
modélisation directe d’interactions non triviales dans un formalisme déclaratif de haut
niveau permet de modéliser de manière concise des schémas de coordination complexes [25,
23]. A partir du modèle d’interaction une implémentation correcte peut être générée automatiquement [22], ce qui réduit le risque d’erreurs.
J’ai montré que le modèle d’exécution de Bip est un moyen simple de modéliser des
schémas de coordination non triviaux comme les réseaux de régulation géniques [141].
Coordination de systèmes à composants
La construction à base de composants — motivée par l’objectif de construire des systèmes
complexes à partir de composants plus simples — nécessite que le concepteur soit capable
de garantir la correction du système à partir de la correction de ses composants et de la
manière dont ils sont composés. Cet axe de mon travail aborde la question de comment
vérifier et coordonner le comportement de composants, dans différents cadres, de manière
à garantir la correction globale du système par rapport à une spécification.
Plus concrètement, j’ai développé des techniques pour l’analyse compositionnelle de
l’absence de blocages [151, 144], du progrès [144], de la vivacité [143] et de l’atteignabilité [141]
en Bip, et je les ai implémentées dans l’outil Prometheus [138].
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Ensuite j’ai étudié le problème de synthétiser des composants adaptateurs afin de faire
communiquer un ensemble donné de composants — potentiellement incompatibles — qui
communiquent de manière asynchrone à travers des tampons FIFO, de manière à éviter
les blocages et à garantir des propriétés temps-réel et l’utilisation finie des tampons [257].
Ce travail a été réalisé dans le cadre du projet Européen Artist 2.
Finalement je me suis intéressé au raffinement compositionnel d’un contrôleur discret
C pour un système Bip S en un contrôleur C 0 pour un système cible S 0 tel que S 0 contrôlé
par C 0 se comporte comme S contrôlé par C. La notion de mapping de stratégies permet de
réutiliser automatiquement un contrôleur lorsque le système contrôlé doit être raffiné [140].
Réalisabilité de chorégraphies pour systèmes asynchrones. Les langages de spécification de chorégraphies décrivent d’un point de vue global les interactions parmi un ensemble de services dans un système à concevoir. Etant donné une spécification de chorégraphie,
l’objectif est d’obtenir une implémentation distribuée de la chorégraphie sous la forme
d’un ensemble de composants appelés pairs qui communiquent. Ces pairs peuvent être
donnés en entrée ou générés automatiquement par projection de la chorégraphie. Vérifier
la réalisabilité consiste à prouver qu’un ensemble de pairs implémente la chorégraphie. Dans
un cadre de communication asynchrone où les pairs interagissent par l’envoi de messages,
cette vérification est en général indécidable.
Dans [149] nous nous sommes appuyés sur un résultat de décidabilité récent pour vérifier
automatiquement la réalisabilité d’une chorégraphie par un ensemble de pairs dans un
modèle de communication asynchrone avec des tampons non bornés a priori.
Application : modélisation et analyse de réseaux géniques. J’ai montré comment
les principes de construction de Bip peuvent être utilisés pour modéliser et analyser des
réseaux géniques complexes, en exploitant la structure de ces derniers. En particulier,
j’ai proposé un algorithme d’analyse d’atteignabilité basé sur une simulation dirigée par
l’objectif d’atteignabilité, pour des modèles biologiques à dimension élevée. J’ai appliqué
cette approche à plusieurs réseaux de signalisation. Ces études de cas ont montré que le
nouvel algorithme passe à l’échelle pour analyser des modèles de l’ordre de 600 gènes et de
10200 états, ce qui est hors de portée des techniques non compositionnelles [141].
En outre nous avons utilisé la vérification formelle pour l’estimation des paramètres
d’un réseau de régulation génique, de manière à approcher soit un comportement observé
expérimentalement, soit un comportement désiré [27].
Contrats pour l’ingénierie de besoins hétérogènes
Les contrats ont d’abord été introduits comme un système de typage pour classes [211] :
une méthode garantit une postcondition pourvu que sa précondition soit satisfaite. Dans
la communauté de programmation par composants, les contrats sont de plus en plus considérés comme un moyen d’atteindre l’un des principaux objectifs du paradigme de la programmation par composants, à savoir la (ré-)utilisation de composants dans des contextes
différents, a priori inconnus.
Puisqu’un composant peut interagir sous des modèles de communication divers, la notion de contrat a été généralisée des pré- et postconditions sous forme de prédicats à des
contrats comportementaux qui permettent de raisonner sur le comportement temporel des
environnements avec lesquels le composant peut être composé. Dans la littérature, les contrats ont été utilisés à différents niveaux dans le processus de conception et avec des objectifs
différents, comme l’ingénierie des besoins [36] et la vérification à l’exécution [21]. Pour le
développement de programmes la thèse a été soutenue que la programmation par contrats
devait remplacer la programmation défensive [211]. Cette approche gagne actuellement
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en popularité avec l’arrivée de multi-processeurs-sur-puce (MPSoC) hautement reconfigurables où la correction de chaque bloc fonctionnel — par exemple, la cohérence de la
mémoire partagée — sous toutes les utilisations possibles est abandonnée pour une correction sous des préconditions, au profit de performances accrues.
Composition de contrats modaux et probabilistes. J’ai proposé un cadre à contrats
pour Bip qui supporte différentes opérations dans le processus de conception à base de
composants. En particulier, j’ai introduit une théorie de contrats hypothèse – garantie
modaux et étudié les différentes opérations de composition requises pour supporter une
construction ascendante (par assemblage de composants existants) et descendante (par
composition de besoins) dans le flot de conception [148]. J’ai en outre développé une théorie
de spécification pour des contrats probabilistes, permettant de raisonner sur la construction
de systèmes avec des incertitudes sur les comportements [269]. Ce travail a été effectué dans
le cadre du projet Européen Combest.
Analyse de causalité logique. Dans le cadre du projet Lise [243] sur les problèmes de
responsabilité en génie logiciel qui réunissait des chercheurs en informatique et en droit,
nous avons développé des techniques qui permettent à des partenaires contractuels (au
sens juridique) de définir et d’établir les responsabilités en cas de dysfonctionnements
logiciels. En particulier, j’ai défini plusieurs notions de causalité logique entre les violations de contrats informatiques. Ces définitions nous permettent d’analyser des logs
d’exécution observés afin d’établir quels composants étaient responsables d’une violation
de la spécification du système [147, 145, 146].
Synthèse de contrôleurs multi-échelles
Le contrôle des systèmes hybrides (systèmes exhibant à la fois des comportements discrets
et continus) requiert généralement le développement de techniques spécifiques combinant
des idées des théories des systèmes dynamiques discrets et continus. La complexité induite
par l’interaction entre les dynamiques discrètes et continues rend bien souvent difficile
l’obtention de résultats analytiques. Pour cette raison, la synthèse de contrôleurs pour les
systèmes hybrides est souvent abordée par des méthodes d’abstraction où la dynamique
continue est approchée par un modèle symbolique discret. En utilisant la notion de bisimulation approchée [131], on peut calculer des modèles symboliques de précision arbitraire
pour une classe de systèmes hybrides. Le calcul des modèles symboliques implique une
discrétisation du temps et de l’espace au moyen de grilles. Pour obtenir un modèle plus
précis ou utiliser un paramètre de discrétisation en temps plus petit, il faut choisir un
paramètre de discrétisation en espace plus petit [223, 132]. L’utilisation de grilles uniformes
limite l’application de cette approche à des systèmes de taille modeste.
Dans le cadre du projet Vedecy [244], nous avons cherché à dépasser cette limitation en
introduisant des grilles adaptatives multi-échelles [66, 65]. L’idée principale est de travailler
avec un modèle symbolique de précision uniforme mais avec des paramètres de discrétisation
en temps et en espace adaptatifs. Dans certaines régions de l’espace d’états, le contrôleur a
besoin de prendre des décisions rapides, ceci nécessite des échantillonnages en temps et en
espace plus fins. Dans d’autres régions de l’espace d’états, l’attention du contrôleur peut
être réduite, ceci nous permet d’utiliser des paramètres d’échantillonnage plus grossiers.
Pour que la méthode soit efficace, l’échelle locale de la grille doit être choisie pendant la
synthèse du contrôleur discret. Ceci nécessite le développement de nouveaux algorithmes de
synthèse de contrôleurs exploitant les spécificités des modèles symboliques multi-échelles.
En utilisant les grilles multi-échelles sur l’étude de cas d’un convertisseur de tension, nos
résultats montrent une réduction dramatique de la complexité du contrôleur [65, 217].
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Plus récemment nous avons proposé une approche de synthèse multi-échelles où l’abstraction de l’état continu est la séquence bornée des derniers modes appliqués [194]. Nous
avons montré qu’une précision arbitraire peut être obtenue en considérant des séquences
suffisamment longues. Cette abstraction a un double avantage : d’abord, le système de
transition permet une représentation compacte ; ensuite, l’approche n’utilise pas de grille
dont la complexité croı̂t exponentiellement avec le nombre de dimensions. Nous avons appliqué l’approche à un modèle de circulation routière pour lequel nous avons synthétisé
un ordonnanceur pour la coordination des feux tricolores sous des contraintes de sûreté et
d’équité.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Embedded systems have become ubiquitous — from avionics, automotive, mobile communication devices to medical devices. In safety critical application domains, failures of
embedded systems may produce material damage or compromise safety of human beings.
Although many application domains of embedded systems are not safety critical, failures
may still result in financial penalties or loss of customer satisfaction and market shares.
At the same time, economic pressure towards shorter time-to-market, together with ever
growing complexity of the systems to be designed, create a tremendous need for formal
and semi-formal design techniques.
The appealing goal of component-based design [251] is to build complex systems from
simpler components — similar to standard practice in other engineering disciplines — that
are well understood and can be reused, so as to simplify the design process while improving
the confidence in the artifact. In contrast to disciplines such as mechanical or electrical
engineering, however, the theory of how to compose components is still immature.
Constructing a system from simpler components so as to preserve properties of the
components and ensure new properties of the composition, is compromised by the multitude
of ways in which components may interact (and interfere). To some extent this problem
can be limited by restricting possible interactions (functional languages, actor-oriented
formalisms), hiding internal behavior, and making abstraction from low-level behavior that
can be automatically generated (synchronous languages). Nevertheless, existing design
approaches do not provide satisfactory solutions for the fast growing applicative needs.

1.1

Challenges

Component-based design techniques have to take up the following challenges in order to
meet the needs of system designers. For each point we provide references to the sections
addressing it.

1.1.1

Heterogeneity

Heterogeneity of the models of computation and communication (MOC) has long been
identified as a major challenge in component-based design, see e.g. [246]. As an important
effort towards this direction, component-based design supporting heterogeneity has been
addressed by the European project Combest [88].
Model of interaction. Interactions can involve two or more components. For each of
the participating components they may be blocking or non-blocking. For instance, a hand-
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shake is a binary blocking interaction; writing to a buffer may be non-blocking if the oldest
buffered element is overwritten when the buffer is full.
Expressing interaction schemes such as n-ary rendez-vous in terms of binary interactions is expensive (as a whole protocol must be modeled in terms of low-level synchronization primitives) and intrusive (as existing components must be re-engineered to achieve
atomicity of the interaction). Therefore, a general-purpose component framework should
provide high-level interaction primitives that separate interaction from the behaviors of
the components.
In practice, complex models are constructed incrementally by progressively composing
sub-systems. The interaction model should support this incremental construction. (§2.3)
Model of execution. In concurrent systems, two extreme cases of execution are the synchronous [160] and the asynchronous model of computation. In the former, all components
progress jointly at each time step. In the latter, components must obtain resources (e.g.,
CPU time, memory access) and may progress individually as long as they have all needed
resources to do so. Usually a scheduler is used to ensure fair access to shared resources in
the asynchronous model. Looking more closely, it becomes clear that the execution model
does not need to be global, but may be relative to each resource. For instance, progress
(CPU access) may be synchronous while access to other resources is asynchronous, or vice
versa [35]. Therefore, the execution model should support flexible modeling of scheduling
policies, and composition of components using different models of execution. (§2.4)
Discrete vs. continuous behavior. A strong trend in embedded systems design is the
tight interaction between discrete computations and the physical environment in a closed
loop. Examples for such cyber-physical systems are multi-processor systems-on-chip where
for each computing element voltage and frequency are controlled in a closed loop according
to the current system charge, temperature, and available power [250]; and closed-loop
control of (discrete) computing systems for load balancing and reconfiguration [56]. Not
surprisingly, verification and design of cyber-physical systems are particularly challenging
as they involve proving, on an infinite state space, the interdependent correctness of both
the discrete and the continuous behavior. (§6)

1.1.2

Design Flow

The need for rigorous system design has been put forward for a long time (see [247] for a
recent article).
Part of the difficulty software engineering is facing, compared to other engineering disciplines, in scaling up systems stems from the lack of physical constraints on software designs.
For instance, many mechanical and electrical systems are robust to small disturbances due
to energy dissipation, in contrast to most software systems whose discontinuous behavior may propagate and amplify unintended behaviors1 . Similarly, the ways to compose
physical components are strongly constrained, compared to software components.
Accordingly, there is a strong need for a rigorous design flow grounded on formally
defined operations such as composition and refinement, supporting different needs during
the design process. Composing readily implemented or off-the-shelf components on the one
hand, and composing different requirements on the same component on the other hand,
are two distinct operations with different properties. A framework supporting the entire
design process is crucial for constructive formal methods to fully deploy their benefits.
1 Robustness

of sequential circuits has been studied in [106].
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Compositionality. Formal verification and design techniques have made considerable
progress since the introduction of model checking [84, 226]. However, in spite of a considerable research effort, the development of formal results supporting the construction of
complex systems remains a hard problem. In particular, there is a lack of modular techniques supporting a component-based design flow based on incremental construction, and
compositional verification exploiting the component structure.
A current trend in systems design is to design the components of a system such that they
behave correctly when used according to some specification [250]. For instance, a memory
management component ensures coherence of shared memory only when used according to
some protocol, rather than enforcing correctness under all circumstances. The expected
benefits of this approach are less overhead for correctness enforcement at run-time and thus,
improved efficiency, at the price of verifying correctness depending on how a component is
used. (§3.2, §3.4, §3.6, §4, §6.1.2)
Composability. In practice, the desired behavior of a component (or sub-system) is
usually not defined by a single specification but rather, by the composition of several
requirements, or aspects. A composition operation for aspects should ensure that the
result refines its arguments, and signal possible inconsistencies. Often different aspects (say,
safety and quality of service) do not have the same importance. In this case, a prioritized
composition should refine the composed aspects such that in case of inconsistencies among
them, an aspect of higher priority “overrides” a lower-priority specification. (§2.4, §3.7,
§4)
Refinement. Formal support for the whole design flow from specification to implementation requires taking into account different levels of abstraction, and the refinement relation
between them, for functional behavior as well as quantities such as different time scales
and use of resources. Refinement of functionality and time scales is well understood for
simple frameworks. For instance, the formalism of Reactive Modules [10] encompasses operations for both spatial and temporal abstraction in order to combine synchronous and
asynchronous execution. However, in more complex frameworks such as embedded systems
in charge of controlling a continuous physical process, linking different levels of abstraction
is less obvious. Yet, being able to reason on different levels of abstraction is crucial for
correct and efficient design and implementation. (§3.4, §4, §6.2)
Dealing with uncertainty and faults. Embedded and distributed systems often encompass unreliable software or hardware components, as it may be technically or economically impossible to make a system entirely reliable. As a result, system designers have to
deal with uncertain behaviors, e.g., using probabilistic specifications such as “the probability that this component fails at this point of its behavior is less than or equal to 10−4 ”,
or fault recovery techniques. (§3.6, §4.2, §5)

1.1.3

Understanding Logical Causality

Many applications are heterogeneous not only regarding their models of computation and
communication, but also their origin. In the vast majority of complex systems, such as
telecommunication networks, automotive control, and even application software, different
components are provided by different vendors. When correctness by construction cannot be
achieved — e.g., due to the workflow, the presence of unreliable components, or the sheer
complexity of the system —, determining which component(s) effectively caused incorrect
behavior, in order to establish liability of the component vendors for a resulting damage,
is as inevitable as it is challenging [5]. (§5)
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Contribution

This report summarizes contributions to the construction of embedded systems:
• the Bip component framework (§2), published in [152, 151, 153, 154];
• approaches for ensuring correctness by construction:
– techniques for compositional analysis and validation of Bip models with respect
to deadlock freedom (§3.2.2), progress (§3.2.3), liveness (§3.2.4), and reachability
(§6.1.2) [143, 144, 139, 141];
– coordination of components by means of adapter synthesis (§3.3) [257, 238];
– compositional strategy mapping (§3.4) [140];
– conformance checking and buffer dimensioning for components interacting asynchronously (§3.5) [149];
– a theory of fault recovery in Bip (§3.6) [53, 54];
– verification of weakly-hard requirements on quasi-synchronous systems (§3.7)
[249].
• contract-based design: we present specification theories for both modal (§4.1) and
probabilistic (§4.2) contracts [148, 269, 155].
• We introduce notions of logical causality in component-based systems, and study
their analysis (§5) [147, 263, 145, 146, 142].
• We study symbolic abstractions of two classes of continuous systems:
– modeling of genetic signalling networks in Bip and compositional analysis of
reachability properties (§6.1.2) [139, 141]; and determination of parameters for
a parametric model of a genetic network by model-checking (§6.1.3) [27];
– we propose an approach for controller synthesis on multi-scale discrete abstractions of switched continuous systems (§6.2) [66, 65, 217, 194].

1.3

Notations

For a set of variables X, let V (X) denote the set of valuations of X, let P(X) = 2V (X)
be the set of predicates on V (X). Given a predicate P ∈ P(X), we interpret P in the
straight-forward way on valuations of X 0 ⊇ X. Given a relation R ⊆ X × Y , let dom(R) =
{x ∈ X | ∃y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ R} and ran(R) = {y ∈ Y | ∃x ∈ X : (x, y) ∈ R} be the domain
and the range of R, respectively. For X 0 ⊆ X, let R(X 0 ) = {y ∈ Y | ∃x ∈ X 0 . (x, y) ∈ R}.
We write i...j for the set {i, ..., j}.
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symbol
Σ
B
pre
C
I(C)
·|·
Comp
IM
IMgl
K
kIM
beh(K)
sem(K)
→K
P
(B, IM, true)
/
⊕
·[K 0 ]
enabled
σ
π
φ
Q(M )
C(M )
∧
∨
C
⊗IM
⊕
S
ρ
tr, tr[i...]

meaning
alphabet (of ports), switched system
symbolic transition system (behavior),
behavioral model
precondition
set of connectors, component signature
set of interactions spanned by C
interaction
set of complete interactions
interaction model (C, Comp)
glue interaction model (C, Comp)
component (B, IM, P )
composition of interaction models, components,
unfoldings, specifications, and contracts
semantic STS of component K
semantic LTS of component K
semantic transition relation of component K
execution model
component with trivial execution model
restriction of Bip components and unfoldings
composition of priorities
projection of Bip interactions,
interaction models, and components
predicate enabling transition
unfolding, strategy, set of counterfactuals
projection of unfoldings, contracts, and traces
focal point
qualitative model
component model
greatest lower bound of modal specifications
and probabilistic contracts
least upper bound of modal specifications
contract, cone of influence
composition of modal contracts
aspect conjunction of modal contracts
specification
information flow relation
trace, prefix
Table 1.1: Frequently used symbols.
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definition
2.1, 5.2, 6.9
2.1, 5.2
2.6
2.10, 5.1
2.10
notation 2.2
2.10
2.10, notation 2.1
2.12, notation 2.1
2.11, 2.17
2.13, 2.28,
3.27, 4.11, 4.31
2.15, 2.18
2.15, 2.18
2.15, 2.18
2.16
notation 2.3
2.19, 3.28
2.22, 2.27
2.29
3.24
3.26, 3.29, 5.5
3.30, 4.30, notation 5.1
6.3
6.6
6.7
4.7, 4.34
4.8
4.13, 4.22, 5.4
4.17
4.18
5.1
5.2
notation 5.1

Chapter 2

The Bip Component Framework
This chapter summarizes the publications [152, 151, 153, 154] introducing the initial version
of the component framework baptized Bip in 2005. From then, Bip has been further
developed at Verimag.

2.1

Motivation

Bip is a general, formal component framework built upon the idea of a simple yet expressive notion of “glue” to compose components. Two of our main goals in the initial design of
the Bip component framework were to support incremental construction of heterogeneous
systems. The two goals are achieved by making use of separation of concerns and introducing expressive models of interaction and execution. Let us discuss these design goals
before formally introducing the framework.
Incrementality means that a system can be constructed and validated by gradually
integrating additional components. In Bip, there is no restriction operation as in CCS [212]:
the system remains open, such that any component can be seen (and verified) as a complete
system, and be further integrated if desired. Therefore, two sets are required to describe the
interactions of each component, so as to be able to distinguish complete interactions that are
intended to persist when the (sub)system is further integrated, and maximal interactions
that may not be complete, and are intended to interact with other components once the
latter are integrated.
Heterogeneity means that components may interact through different interaction models
(such as broadcast or n-ary rendez-vous) and execution models (such as asynchronous
execution or run-to-completion). Heterogeneity is crucial to seamlessly construct systems
by using or refining components on different levels of abstraction and on different platforms.
For instance, on an abstract level, components may communicate through rendez-vous,
which is then refined into a communication protocol using shared variables (see also the
example in §3.4.5). The execution model is, in its general form, expressive enough to disable
arbitrary interactions depending on the current system state; however, the introduction
of extended priorities (Definition 2.24) has allowed us to significantly reduce the cost of
checking whether a given restriction does not introduce any deadlock, while retaining
sufficient expressiveness to model a large class of scheduling policies. Heterogeneous system
models are also becoming an issue of growing importance in the design of systems on
chip, where components of various origin, using different models of interaction, need to be
integrated (see also §3.3 on converter synthesis).
Separation of concerns is a key requirement for a framework to support incremental
construction of complex systems, by enforcing a separate and explicit description and com-
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position of different aspects of the model. Any Bip component consists of three layers:
behavior, interaction model, and execution model (initially formalized by priorities), hence
the acronym Bip. Bip supports two operations: composition and restriction. The composition of Bip components is a component again, and so is the restriction of a component with
an execution model. In the remainder of this chapter we outline only the basic building
blocks of Bip. More complete overviews can be found in [138, 24].

2.2

Behavior

The behavior of a component is defined in terms of a transition system1 .
Definition 2.1 (Symbolic transition system) A symbolic transition system (STS) is
a tuple (X, Σ, G, F, init) where
• X = {x1 , ..., xm } is a finite set of variables over arbitrary domains Dx1 , ..., Dxm ;
• Σ is a finite alphabet of actions, also called ports;
• G : Σ → P(X) associates with every action its guard specifying when the action can
occur;
• F is a function associating
function F (a) : X →
 with each action a ∈ Σ a partial

V (X) → D1 ∪ ... ∪ Dm , F (a)(x) 7→ V (X) → Dx defining an assignment to
variables, depending on the current state. The assignment function is total (defined
on all valuations V (X));
• init ∈ P(X) is a predicate characterizing the set of initial states.
Given a valuation v = (v1 , ..., vm ) ∈ V (X) and a ∈ Σ we write F (a)(v) for the valuation
F (a)(v1 ), ..., F (a)(vm ) .
Definition 2.2 (LTS) A labeled transition system (LTS) over an alphabet Σ is a tuple
B = (Q, Σ, →, Q0 ) with Q a set of states, → ⊆ Q×Σ×Q is transition relation, and Q0 ⊆ Q
a
a set of initial states. As usual we write q → q 0 for (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ →. B is deterministic if
a
a
∀q, a, q 0 , q 00 : q → q 0 ∧ q → q 00 ) =⇒ q 0 = q 00 .
When Q0 is a singleton set {q0 } we also write (Q, Σ, →, q0 ).
Definition 2.3 (Semantics of an STS) The semantics of an STS B = (X, Σ, G, F, init)
is an LTS sem(B) = (Q, Σ, →, Q0 ) where Q = V (X), → = {(q, a, q 0 ) ∈ Q × Σ × Q |
G(a) (q) ∧ q 0 = F (a)(q)}, and Q0 = {q ∈ Q | init(q)}.
In figures, we will draw the semantic LTS instead of STS.
Example 2.1 Consider an STS modeling an application that cyclically requests a resource,
gets access to it, and returns to an idle state: A = (XA , ΣA , GA , FA , initA ) with
• XA = {waiting, using};
• ΣA = {req, p, v};
• GA (req) = ¬waiting ∧ ¬using, GA (p) = waiting, GA (v) = using;
• FA (req) = {waiting := true}, FA (p) = {waiting := false, using := true}, FA (v) =
{waiting := false, using := false};
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p

waiting ∧ ¬using

Figure 2.1: Behavior of the STS A.
• initA = ¬waiting ∧ ¬using.
The reachable part of the LTS sem(A) is shown in Figure 2.1.
Definition 2.4 (Sink state) A sink state of an LTS (Q, Σ, →, Q0 ) is a state q ∈ Q such
that for any a ∈ Σ and q 0 ∈ Q, (q, a, q 0 ) ∈
/ →.
Definition 2.5 (Deadend freedom) An LTS is deadend free if it does not have any sink
state.
Definition 2.6 (pre) Given an STS B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) with sem(B) = (Q, Σ, →
, Q0 ) and a predicate P ∈ P(X), we define the predicate prea (P ) such that ∀q ∈ Q :
a
prea (P )(q) ⇐⇒ ∃q 0 ∈ Q : q → q 0 with P (q 0 ).
Definition 2.7 (Invariant) Given an STS B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) and a predicate P ∈
V
P(X), P is an invariant of B if P =⇒ α∈Σ ¬prea (¬P ).

2.3

Interaction Model

The main characteristic of Bip is the modeling of coordination and communication between
components by an interaction model as introduced in [152, 154].
Definition 2.8 (Interaction) An interaction over a set of ports Σ is a set α ⊆ Σ.
Definition 2.9 (Closure) Given sets A, B of interactions with A ⊆ B, A is closed with
respect to B if for any α ∈ A, A contains all supersets of α in B.
Definition 2.10 (Interaction model) An interaction model over a vocabulary of ports
Σ is a tuple IM = (C, Comp) where
• C ⊆ 2Σ is a set of interactions called connectors such that (1) ∀c, c0 ∈ C : c ⊆ c0 =⇒
S
c = c0 , and (2) c∈C c = Σ;
• Comp is a set of complete interactions such that each interaction in Comp is included
in some connector of C, and Comp is closed with respect to I(C).
where I(C) = {α | ∃c ∈ C : α ⊆ c} \ {∅} denotes the set of interactions spanned by C.
The set of connectors defines the set of maximal interactions between components.
Notice that connectors need not be complete interactions. A connector in C \ Comp is a
maximal interaction in the component under consideration, but is supposed to be part of
a larger complete interaction once the component is further integrated.
Notation 2.1 Given IM = (C ∪ Comp), we sometimes write — by abuse of notation —
IM for the union C ∪ Comp.
1 More

recently, other behavioral models such as Petri nets and timed automata have been used [2].
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The interaction model IM specifies how components interact with each other. Each
connector in C is a maximal set of component actions that can be executed jointly. The
set of connectors C uniquely defines the set of interactions I(C). Comp ⊆ I(C) is the
set of complete interactions. Complete or maximal interactions (that is, connectors) do
not need to synchronize with other actions to take place, whereas non-maximal incomplete
interactions cannot occur alone. Communication between component only takes place
through interactions, so as to separate communication from computation.
Notation 2.2 As usual
 we write a1 |...|an for an interaction α = {a1 , ..., an }. For instance,
the set of connectors {a, b}, {c} is simply written {a|b, c}.
Example 2.2 Consider a simple tokenring protocol consisting of two types of components,
application layer (Ai ) and network layer (Ni ), connected under the interaction model IM =
(C, Comp) with
[
{reqi , pi |granti , vi |f reei , pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1 }
C=
i∈1...3

and
[

Comp =

{pi |granti , vi |f reei , pass toki |get tok(i

mod 3)+1 }

i∈1...3

The interaction reqi stands for a request to access the network, pi |granti for access being
granted, vi |f reei to the end of network access, and pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1 for passing
on the token to the next node in the ring. A system composed of three instances of the
application layer and three instances of the network layer, interacting under IM, is shown in
Figure 2.2 (composition is formally introduced in Definition 2.13). Incomplete actions (that
do not form a connector by themselves) are indicated with •. The singleton interactions
reqi are maximal but not complete, as they are supposed to interact with some application
software that is not part of the model.
req1

req2

req3

A1

A2

A3

p1

v1

grant1
get tok1

p2

f ree1

N1

v2

grant2

get tok2
pass tok1

p3

f ree2

N2

v3

grant3

get tok3
pass tok2

f ree3

N3

pass tok3

Figure 2.2: Architecture of the tokenring.

Example 2.3 Consider the interaction model IM1 = (C1 , Comp1 ) over the port alphabet
{a, b, c} with C1 = {a|b|c} and Comp1 = {a|b, a|b|c}, graphically depicted in Figure 2.3,
where the triangle stands for a complete sub-interaction, also called trigger2 . IM models
the fact that c can only take place together with a and b, that is, the rendez-vous between
a and b may “trigger” c. IM1 can be used, for instance, to model the fact that if in an
optimistic resource sharing protocol a conflict is detected between two components waiting
for each other’s resource (a and b enabled), then a reset mechanism is triggered (c).
2 An

algebra of Bip connectors is studied in [49].
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b

c

Figure 2.3: A simple interaction model consisting of a single connector a|b|c. Bullets and
triangles stand for incomplete and complete interactions (triggers), respectively: a, b, and
c are incomplete whereas a|b and a|b|c are complete.
The interaction model is fundamental for incremental construction: while specifying
which interactions can occur at any stage of construction, it also provides information
about still incomplete interactions that require synchronization with further components.
For instance, a non-maximal and incomplete interaction α ∈ IC \ IM, although it may not
occur alone, may be visible in order to allow for an interaction α ∪ α0 once the component
is integrated in an environment proposing α0 .
We first define atomic components and components consisting of a behavior and an
interaction model, and add the execution model in §2.4.
Definition 2.11 (Atomic component) An atomic component is a tuple (B, IM) of a
behavior
B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) and an interaction model IM = (C, Comp) where C =

{a} | a ∈ Σ , and Comp ⊆ C.
In the sequel let I be some index set over components.
Definition 2.12 (Glue interaction model) A glue interaction model over a set of components Ki = (Bi , IMi ) over port alphabets Σi with IMi = (Ci , Compi ), i ∈ I, is a tuple
IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl ) where
S
• Cgl is a set of interactions called glue connectors over Σ = i Σi such that ∀c, c0 ∈
Cgl : c ⊆ c0 =⇒ c = c0 ; and
• Compgl denotes a set of complete interactions spanned by Cgl that is closed with
respect to I(Cgl ).
such that such that for any interaction α ∈ Cgl ∪ Compgl there exist two components i 6= j
such that α ∩ Σi 6= ∅ and α ∩ Σj 6= ∅.
The first item requires the glue connectors to be incomparable. The second item means
that every interaction including a complete interaction is also complete.
Example 2.4 The glue interaction model can be used to represent the extreme cases of
asynchronous composition (with IMgl = (∅, ∅)) and synchronous composition (take IMgl =
(Cgl , ∅) with Cgl = {c1 ∪...∪cn | ∀i ∈ 1...n : ci ∈ Ci }). In the first case, the glue interaction
model does not add any coordination, whereas in the second case, the connectors of the
composed model are the interactions where each component participates with one of its
connectors.
Definition 2.13 (Composition of interaction models) The composition of interaction
models IMi = (Ci , Compi ) over disjoint port alphabets Σi , i ∈ I, with respect to a glue inS
teraction model IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl ) over Σ = i Σi is the interaction model kIMgl {IMi |
i ∈ I} = (C, Comp) over Σ where
S
• C = max(Cgl ∪ i Ci ), the set of maximal connectors with respect to set inclusion,
and
S
• Comp = Compgl ∪ i Compi .
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Definition 2.14 (Composition of functions) Given functions f1 : X1 → Y1 and f2 :
X2 → Y2 with X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, let f1 ∪ f2 be their composition such that for any x ∈ X1 ∪ X2 ,
(f1 ∪ f2 )(x) = f1 (x) if x ∈ X1 , and (f1 ∪ f2 )(x) = f2 (x) otherwise.
Definition 2.15 (Semantics) The semantics of a component K = (B, IM) with B =
(X, Σ, G, F, init) and IM = (C, Comp) over Σ is sem(K) of the STS beh(K) = (X, C ∪
Comp, G0 , F 0 , init) where for each α ∈ C ∪ Comp,
V
• G0 (α) = a∈α G(a);
S
• F 0 (α) = a∈α F (a).
Remark 2.1 A connector c = {a1 , ...al } specifies a degree of cooperation. For this connector to be executed in the global system, all l partners have to cooperate. As different
connectors may have different size and involve different components, the degree of cooperation and the involved partners vary in the system. For instance, in one global state two
components cooperate, whereas in another one, it may be three or more. One port may cooperate in different connectors with different partners and different degrees of cooperation.
This is a powerful feature of the model that allows for great flexibility and distinguishes
the Bip framework from others, for example process algebras or I/O-automata [203]. In
process calculi such flexibility is either not realizable or can be achieved only in a clumsy
way.
The interaction model has been extended to encompass value passing and hiding [138].
These extensions are omitted here for the sake of conciseness.

2.4

Execution Model

The third layer of a Bip component is given by an execution model, as introduced in [152,
153].
Definition 2.16 (Execution model) An execution model over a component (B, IM)
 with
B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) and IM = (C, Comp) is a tuple P = V X , (V α )α∈C∪Comp where
V X ∈ P(X) is a predicate characterizing the set of legal states, and for each α ∈ C ∪Comp,
V α ∈ P(X) is a constraint on the execution of α.
We can now give the full definition of a Bip component.
Definition 2.17 (Component) A component over an alphabet of ports Σ is a tuple K =
(B, IM, P ) of a behavior B, an interaction model IM, and an execution model P over Σ.
Definition 2.18 (Semantics) The semantics sem(K) of a component K = (B, IM, P )
with B = (X, Σ, G, F, init), IM = (C, Comp), and P = P X , (P α )α∈C∪Comp is defined by
sem(B) = (Q, C ∪ Comp, →, Q0 ) of the STS B = beh(K) = (X, C ∪ Comp, G00 , F 0 , init)
where for any α ∈ C ∪ Comp,
G00 (α) = G0 (α) ∧ P α ∧ preα (P X )

and beh (B, IM) = (X, C ∪ Comp, G0 , F 0 , init) is the semantic STS of K without the
execution model.
The set of states of K is Q.
Notation 2.3 We write
 (B, IM, true) for a component with the trivial execution model
P = true, (true)α∈IM .
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Definition 2.19 (Restriction)
The restriction
 of component K = (B, IM, P ) with
X
α
X
IM = (C, Comp)
and
P
=
V
,
(V
)
α∈C∪Comp , with an execution model P2 = V2 ,

α
X
X
α
(V2 )α∈C∪Comp is the component K/P = (B, IM, P ) where P = V ∧ V2 , (V ∧
V2α )α∈C∪Comp .
Definition 2.20 (Deadend freedom) A component K = (B, IM, P ) is called deadendfree if sem(K) is deadend-free.

2.4.1

Priorities

Priorities are a particular case of an execution model.
Definition 2.21 (Priority order) A priority order (priority, for short) over an interaction model IM = (C, Comp) is a strict partial order over C ∪ Comp.
Definition 2.22 (Composition of priority orders) The composition of two priority orders ≺1 and ≺2 , written ≺1 ⊕ ≺2 , is the least priority order including ≺1 ∪ ≺2 .
In other words, ≺1 ⊕ ≺2 is the transitive closure of ≺1 ∪ ≺2 if the closure is acyclic,
and otherwise undefined.
Definition 2.23 (Induced execution model) A priority order ≺ over a component
(B, IM) with B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) and IM = (C, Comp) induces an execution model P =
true, (V α )α∈C∪Comp where for any α ∈ C ∪ Comp and any valuation q ∈ V (X),
Vα =¬

_

G(β)

β∈C∪Comp
α≺β

We write (B, IM, ≺) for the particular case where the execution model of a component
is defined by a priority order.
Example 2.5 Coming back to Example 2.2, suppose that each component Ai behaves as
shown in Figure 2.4 (left) and each component Ni as shown in Figure 2.4 (right).
get toki
vi

reqi

pass toki

pi

pass toki

granti

f reei

Figure 2.4: Behaviors of the tokenring components Ai (left) and Ni (right).
In T R = kIM {A1 , A2 , A3 , N1 , N2 , N3 }, requests reqi may never be served: when a request, say req1 , has been issued and the network component N1 has acquired the token, both
p1 |grant1 and pass tok1 |get tok2 are enabled. In order to give priority to serving pending
requests over passing on the token, we restrict T R with the priority order
≺ = {pass tok1 |get tok2 ≺ p1 |grant1 , pass tok2 |get tok3 ≺ p2 |grant2 ,
pass tok3 |get tok1 ≺ p3 |grant3 }.
In T R0 = T R/≺, pending requests are served before the token is passed over. If no request
has been issued, the token may be passed on immediately.
A useful property of priorities is that they preserve deadend freedom.
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Proposition 2.1 (Preservation of deadend freedom) If for a component K = (B,
IM, ≺) the semantics sem(K) is deadend-free, and ≺0 is a priority order over K such that
≺ ⊕ ≺0 is defined, then K/ ≺0 = (B, IM, ≺ ⊕ ≺0 ) is deadend-free [153].
Thus, priorities are an elegant way to ensure both composability, and preservation of
deadend freedom.
As priority orders are not fine-grained enough for applications where the decision
whether to disable some interaction depends on several interactions being enabled simultaneously — this is, for instance, the case for the generalized mutual exclusion properties
as in Example 2.6 below —, we generalize them as follows.
Definition 2.24 (Extended priority) An extended priority over an interaction model
IM = (C, Comp) is a relation ≺ ⊆ (C ∪ Comp) × 2C∪Comp .
We write α ≺ β1 β2 · · · βk for (α, {β1 , β2 , ..., βk }) ∈ ≺.
Definition 2.25 (Induced execution model) An extended priority ≺ over a component (B, IM) with B = (X, Σ, G, F, init) and IM = (C, Comp) induces an execution model
α
P = true, (Vα∈C∪Comp
where for any α ∈ C ∪ Comp,
Vα =¬

_

^

m
α≺m

β∈m

G(β)

It would be nice to have a similar definition for the composition of extended priorities
as for priority orders, that yields a simple criterion for the composition to preserve deadend
freedom. To this end, we introduce a new definition of closure.
Proposition 2.2 (Safety) Given a component K = (B, (C, Comp), ≺), an interaction
α ∈ C ∪ Comp, and a state q of K, α is disabled in q if there exists a set of interactions
B ⊆ C ∪ Comp such that α ≺ B and all interactions in B are enabled in q [153].
Remark 2.2 In [154] the semantics of a component has been defined in a more permissive way: all (even non-maximal and incomplete) interactions whose participating ports
are enabled, may occur. This approach guarantees that the composition of deadend-free
components is deadend-free. Safety with respect to the non-occurrence of non-maximal incomplete interactions, called interaction safety in [154], relies on the fact that transitions
violating the property are disabled by complete or maximal interactions of higher priority.
Definition 2.26 (Interaction safety) Consider a system S with interaction model IM = (C, Comp). Define the priority order ≺ on incomplete
interactions such that α1 ≺ α2 if α1 ∈ I(C) \ (C ∪ Comp) and α2 ∈ C ∪ Comp.
S is called interaction safe if its restriction by ≺ can perform only complete or
maximal interactions.
In this setting, interaction safety can be checked in the same way as deadend freedom in
the usual interaction semantics, e.g. by means of a dependency graph (see §3.2.2).
Definition 2.27 (Composition of extended priorities) Given two extended priorities
≺1 and ≺2 , their composition ≺1 ⊕ ≺2 is the least extended priority ≺ such that ≺1 ∪ ≺2 ⊆
≺, and
• if a ≺ B, b ≺ C, and b ∈ B, then a ≺ B ∪ C;
• if a ≺ A and a ∈ A then a ≺ A \ {a}.
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arr4

waiting3

v3

active2

p3
active3

waiting4

v3

p4
active4

Figure 2.5: Behaviors Bi , i ∈ 1...4, of four processes contending for shared resources.
Proposition 2.3 (Preservation of deadend freedom) If for a component K = (B, IM,
≺) where ≺ is an extended priority, the semantics sem(K) is deadend-free, and ≺0 is an
extended priority over K such that ≺ ⊕ ≺0 is irreflexive, then K/ ≺0 = (B, IM, ≺ ⊕ ≺0 ) is
deadend-free [153].
Example 2.6 (Modular Construction of Safety Properties) We illustrate the composability of extended priorities to guarantee safety and deadend freedom, by the example
of four simple processes modeled by the systems shown in Figure 2.5. The processes share
two identical resources. Each of the processes Pi has three states idlei , waitingi , and activei .
Transition pi enters state activei where one of the resources is used. Transition vi frees the
resource and returns to state idlei .
Mutual exclusion “2-out-of-4” on the use of the resources by at most two processes is
ensured by the priority
≺mutex = {pi ≺mutex vj vk | i, j, k ∈ 1...4 ∧ i 6= j ∧ i 6= k ∧ j 6= k}
Intuitively, the pi action of an idle process is disabled whenever two other processes are
using the resource.
In order to schedule the processes such that processes should have increasing priority
from left to right when competing for resources, we define the fixed-priority scheduling policy
≺pol such that p1 ≺pol p2 , p2 ≺pol p3 , and p3 ≺pol p4 .
In order to enforce both requirements, we compose the extended priorities. The obtained
extended priority ≺mutex ⊕ ≺pol is irreflexive. By Proposition 2.3, the constructed system
k(∅,∅) {B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 }/≺mutex ⊕ ≺pol is deadend-free (where k(∅,∅) denotes asynchronous
composition, see Definition 2.28 below).
Priorities have been shown to be a convenient way to model and compose even nontrivial scheduling policies [7].

2.5

Component Composition

Now we can extend Definition 2.13 to three-layered components.
Definition 2.28 (Composition) Let Ki = (Bi , IMi , Pi ) be components with Bi = (Xi , Σi ,
Gi , Fi , initi ) over disjoint port alphabets Σi , i ∈ I, and let IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl ) be a glue
S
interaction model over Σ = i Σi . The composition of components Ki under IMgl is the
component kIMgl {Ki | i ∈ I} = (B, IM, P ) where
S
S
S
V
• B = ( i Xi , Σ, i Gi , i Fi , i initi );
• IM = (C, Comp) = kIMgl {IMi | i ∈ I};
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ViX , (V α )α∈C∪Comp where for any α ∈ C ∪ Comp,
Vα

 α
if α ∈ Ci ∪ Compi for some i
 Vi
Vglα if α ∈ Cgl ∪ Compgl
=

true otherwise

We often call component system or system a component obtained by composition.
Definition 2.29 (Projection) Let Ki be components over disjoint port alphabets Σi , i ∈
S
I, and let IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl ) be a glue interaction model over Σ = i Σi . Let S =
S
kIMgl {Ki | i ∈ I}, K 0 ⊆ {Ki | i ∈ I}, and Σ[K 0 ] = Ki ∈K 0 Σi .
Given an interaction α over Σ, let α[K 0 ] = α ∩ Σ[K 0 ] be its projection on K 0 .
The projection of S on components K 0 is S[K 0 ] = kIMgl [K 0 ] {Ki | Ki ∈ K 0 } where
IMgl [K 0 ] = (Cgl [K 0 ], Compgl [K 0 ]) with

• Cgl [K 0 ] = max c[K 0 ] | c ∈ Cgl ∧ ∀i ∈ I : ¬(c[K 0 ] ⊆ Σi ) , and
• Compgl [K 0 ] = {α ∈ Compgl | α ⊆ Σ[K 0 ]}.
When projecting on a singleton set K 0 = {k} we also write ·[k] instead of ·[{k}].
Intuitively, the set of projected glue connectors Cgl [K 0 ] is the projection of all connectors
in Cgl on Σ[K 0 ] from which all connectors that are local to a single component — and
that are by Definition 2.12 already part of its set of connectors — are removed. The set
Compgl [K 0 ] is the set of complete interactions that belong to K 0 .
Proposition 2.4 Given a system S = kIMgl {Ki | i ∈ I} of components and K 0 ⊆ {Ki | i ∈
I}, we have
S[K 0 ] = kIMgl [K 0 ] {Ki | Ki ∈ K 0 }
Proposition 2.5 Composition is associative [154]: given a system S = kIMgl {K1 , K2 , K3 },




S = IM
kIMgl [K1 ,K2 ] {K1 , K2 } , K3 = IM K1 , kIMgl [K2 ,K3 ] {K2 , K3 }
gl

2.6

gl

Prometheus

Prometheus [138] was the first implementation of the Bip framework with bounded domains. It uses a BDD-based symbolic representation of the components, and has been used
as a platform to experiment many of the techniques described in the sequel. Independently,
the Bip framework has been implemented in a tool platform also called Bip [22] and used
for verification in various industrial case studies, see e.g. [25].

2.7

Discussion

We have presented the Bip component framework. Its three-layered components and two
basic operations — composition and restriction — support the modeling of systems combining heterogeneous models of interaction and execution.
In contrast to component frameworks supporting a fixed model of interaction, the direct
modeling of non-trivial interactions in a high-level formalism allows us to concisely model
complex coordination patterns and protocols [25, 23]. This structural expressiveness of the
Bip interaction model has been compared in [50] with other frameworks such as CCS [212]
and CSP [168]. From the interaction model a correct implementations can then be derived
automatically [22], hence reducing the risk of errors.
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The interaction model presented here is non-causal, in the sense that there is no distinction — apart from the completeness of interactions — between ports initiating an
interaction, and ports passively waiting for an interaction to happen. Such a notion of
causality has been introduced in [51].
The execution model of Bip has proven to be a convenient way to model such nontrivial coordination schemes as for instance genetic regulatory networks; this application
is discussed in more depth in §6.1.2.
Besides its application to industrial case studies [25], Bip has become a platform for
implementing and experimenting new results. Recent extensions of Bip include the dynamic variant Dy-Bip [57], SBip [33] for statistical model-checking, and secBip [240] for
reasoning about information flow security.

2.7.1

Related Work

In the following we shortly discuss formal component frameworks with related interaction
and coordination mechanisms.
The AltaRica [15] framework is based on principles that are closely related to the layers in Bip. Interactions of components are modeled by a set of broadcast synchronization
vectors generalizing the Arnold-Nivat synchronized product. Similarly to Bip, a priority
order on actions can be defined. A bisimulation relation defines equivalence of components; replacing a sub-component with an equivalent sub-component yields an equivalent
component.
The channel-based coordination model Reo [14] is focusing on connectors and their
composition. Basic connectors — including synchronous lossy and non-lossy connectors,
one-place and unbounded FIFO connectors, fork, and merge — can be composed to form
more complex coordination schemes.
An algebra of stateless connectors is developed in [60], building on a set of basic connectors, namely, symmetry, synchronization, mutual exclusion, hiding, and inaction. The
framework is shown to be expressive enough to model the stateless connectors of the categorical framework CommUnity [116] and of Reo.
Another component framework with expressive, reusable connectors is the architectural
specification language Wright [6] where connectors consist of roles describing the behaviors of participants, and glue coordinating and constraining the interactions. Roles and
component protocols are specified in CSP [168].
The Rapide language [201] for prototyping distributed systems uses partially ordered
event sets to model dependency in synchronization, concurrency, data flow, and timing
aspects. Rapide distinguishes the component interface and and executable model of the
component behavior.
Fiacre [46] is an intermediate format consisting of behavioral models in the form of
state machines, and a layer modeling communication between the state machines, and
specifying real-time constraints and priorities.
Fractal [59] is a component framework based on an extension of the π-calculus [214].
Each component consists of a membrane and a content. The membrane consists of a set
of controllers in charge of introspection and filtering of messages. Components interact
through reconfigurable communication channels.
The formalism of reactive modules [10] has been designed as a formalism to combine
synchronous and asynchronous execution. Two notions of abstraction are defined: temporal
abstraction, collapsing several rounds of execution into a single step, and spatial abstraction
(hiding).
Ptolemy [195] is an actor-based framework for modeling and composing different
models of computation and communication called domains. Some domains have a formal
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semantics.
Java/A [30] is a component language for programming software architectures that integrates the concept of connectors in Java. Connectors are binary. The abstract component
model has a formal semantics.
Besides, a number of component frameworks have been proposed that lack a formal semantics, but support analysis of certain aspects, among them SaveCCM [69] and
Rubus [163] for embedded real-time system.

Chapter 3

Coordination of
Component-based Systems
3.1

Motivation

Component-based construction — motivated by the goal of constructing complex systems
from simpler components — requires the designer to be able to ensure correctness of the
system from the correctness of its components and the way they are composed. This
section tackles the question of how to verify and coordinate the behavior of components,
in different settings, so as to ensure overall correctness of a system with respect to some
specification.
In §3.2 techniques for compositional analysis of deadlock freedom, progress, and liveness
are presented.
In §3.3 we study the problem of synthesizing adaptor components to make a set of given
— possibly incompatible — components work together so as to avoid deadlocks and ensure
boundedness for components exchanging items through FIFO buffers.
In §3.4 we are interested in compositionally refining a discrete controller C for a Bip
system S into a controller C 0 for a target system S 0 such that S 0 controlled by C 0 behaves
like S controlled by C. This notion of strategy mapping allows us to automatically reuse a
controller as the system to be controlled is refined.
In §3.5 we study conformance of a set of components interacting over an asynchronous
communication model with a priori unbounded buffers, with a system-level specification.

3.2

Compositional Analysis

Building systems that satisfy given specifications is a central problem in systems engineering. Standard engineering practice consists in decomposing a complex system to be
designed into a set of components. A pivotal question is how to compose components in
order to construct a correct system, or dually, how to verify whether the global behavior
of the system satisfies given properties. In some cases, it is possible to solve the composition problem by synthesizing a controller or supervisor that restricts the behavior of
the components [205] so that the overall system behaves correctly by construction or is
amenable to formal analysis. However, both verification at the global system level and
synthesis techniques have well-known limitations due to their inherent complexity or undecidability, and cannot be applied to arbitrarily complex systems. As an alternative to
cope with complexity, compositional verification and design techniques have been studied
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for a long time [102]. The goal of compositional construction is to model and compose
the components of a system in such a way that important properties such as progress and
liveness are preserved when a new component is added to the system.

3.2.1

Compositional Analysis in Metropolis

Metropolis [20] is a design environment for embedded systems. It supports a methodology that favors the reusability of components by explicitly decoupling the specification
of orthogonal aspects over a set of abstraction levels. Metropolis proposes a formalism
called meta-model that is designed so that various computation and communication semantics can be specified using common building blocks. The meta-model supports progressive
refinement of components, their communication and coordination. The Metropolis architecture encompasses a compiler front-end to translate a meta-model specification into an
intermediate representation, and a set of back-end tools to support tasks such as synthesis,
refinement, analysis, and verification of the model.
In [150] we have presented a framework and tool support for compositional modeling and
analysis of Metropolis models. The basic question addressed in this paper is how to link
compositional modeling methodologies and tools with a general framework like Metropolis. More precisely, we were interested in constructing, from a given Metropolis
model, a component model consisting of a set of components, interactions, and priority
functions1 , and verifying (1) consistency of the priority functions (Definition 2.22), (2)
interaction safety (Definition 2.26), (3) deadlock freedom, and (4) structural liveness [55].
These verification techniques were implemented in the Prometheus I tool [137].
For the verification of models given in an expressive modeling language like the metamodel of Metropolis, it is in general necessary to represent high-level constructs in a more
basic formalism on which verification can be carried out. To this end we have developed
the following work flow, implemented within the Metropolis platform:
1. The system designer provides a restricted meta-model specification that is compatible with the Prometheus I formalism, and optionally a high-level description of a
scheduling policy to be applied to the system.
2. The meta-model specifications are transformed in the Prometheus I formalism and
the model is analyzed by Prometheus I.
For the interfacing with Metropolis, Prometheus I has been equipped with a parser
front-end for the Metropolis meta-model. Prometheus I constructs the model incrementally by first analyzing the behavior of the components, then taking into account their
synchronization on shared resources, and finally applying the specified scheduling policy.
The resulting model is analyzed compositionally by verifying properties of the components
and deriving properties of the system.
We have presented a set of results on a non-trivial example, the micro-kernel operating
system TinyOS [92]. TinyOS is an extremely small (less than a kilobyte) foot-print operating system for embedded systems that provides basic functionality such as task scheduling,
message passing, and interrupt handling, and supports a modular structure of the application. TinyOS has been designed to run on small, inexpensive embedded computers called
nodes, which can be distributed over a building, measure parameters such as temperature,
and communicate with each other over a short-range low-power wireless device.
A TinyOS application consists of a set of modules that interact through two types
of communication: commands and signaling of events. Both are non-blocking; command
1 This

latter.

work was done before the development of Bip, but can be cast into the real-time extension of the
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invocation only initiates the command execution and returns control to the caller. A
TinyOS application therefore has a high degree of logical concurrency.
We verified a sensing and routing application running on each node that is in charge of
periodically requesting data from a sensor, transmitting this data, and routing incoming
messages towards their destination. The application was modeled in Metropolis and
automatically translated into 15 interacting components and 43 priority functions modeling mutual exclusion constraints between critical sections using shared resources, and
the scheduling policy. The priority functions were checked for consistency and composed.
By applying the compositionality results, Prometheus I determines the model to be
deadlock-free and safe, and the actors to be live.
The TinyOS case study has shown the power of compositionally verifying the liveness
and soundness of a non-trivial example, but also current limitations. In particular, this
work has motivated the development of techniques for compositional analysis of properties of components in a system: sufficient conditions for individual deadlock freedom and
liveness of components will be presented in §3.2.3 and §3.2.4.

3.2.2

Deadlock Freedom

Throughout this section we consider a Bip model S = kIM {Ki | Ki ∈ K} with semantics
sem(S) = (Q, IM, →), K countable, and components Ki = (Bi , IMi , true) with Bi =
(Xi , IM[Ki ], Gi , Fi , initi ) and semantics sem(Ki ) = (Qi , IM[Ki ], →i , Q0 ).
Let P be a predicate on the global state space. We assume here that P is an inductive
α
invariant, i.e. ∀q, q 0 ∈ Q ∀α ∈ C ∪ Comp (P (q) ∧ q → q 0 ⇒ P (q 0 )). As an example we
consider the predicate Preach(Q0 ) describing all global states that are reachable from the
initial states.
A system is considered to be P -deadlock-free if in every global state satisfying P it may
perform a maximal or complete interaction.
Definition 3.1 (P -deadlock-free) Given an inductive invariant P , a component system
S with sem(S) = (Q, IM, →) is called P -deadlock-free if for every state q ∈ Q satisfying
α
P there is a transition q → q 0 with α ∈ C ∪ Comp. S is called deadlock-free if it is
P -deadlock-free for P = true.
Definition 3.2 (Complete state) Consider components K 0 ⊆ K with sem(S[K 0 ]) =
(Q0 , IM[K 0 ], →0 ). A state q ∈ Q0 of K 0 is called complete in S if there is some interaction
α
α ∈ C ∪ Comp and some q 0 with q → 0 q 0 . Otherwise it is called incomplete.
Definition 3.3 (Dependency graph) The dependency graph for S is a labeled directed
graph GS = (V, E) where the set of nodes is V = K and the set of labels is L = L1 ∪ L2 ,
with L1 = {c ∈ C |6 ∃α ∈ Comp : α ⊆ c} and L2 = {(c, α) | c ∈ C, α ∈ Comp, α ⊆ c, and
6 ∃β ∈ Comp : β ( α} and the set of edges is E ⊆ V × L × V such that
c[i]

1. (i, c, j) ∈ E, where c ∈ L1 , iff ∃qi ∈ Qi , qi incomplete, ∃qi0 ∈ Qi such that qi → i qi0
and c[j] 6= ∅;
2. (i, (c, α), j) ∈ E, where (c, α) ∈ L2 , iff ∃qi ∈ Qi , qi incomplete, ∃qi0 ∈ Qi such that
c[i]

qi → i qi0 and α[j] 6= ∅.
We define the snapshot of GS , resp. of a subgraph G of GS , with respect to a global state
q = (q1 , q2 , . . . , qi , . . .) ∈ Q as GS (q) = (V, E(q)) where E(q) ⊆ E such that
c[i]

1. (i, c, j) ∈ E(q), where c ∈ L1 , iff qi is incomplete and ∃qi0 ∈ Qi such that qi → i qi0 ;
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2. (i, (c, α), j) ∈ E(q), where (c, α) ∈ L2 , iff qi is incomplete and ∃qi0 ∈ Qi such that
c[i]

qi → i qi0 .
Intuitively, the nodes of the graphs are the components of S. An edge (i, c, j) means
that there is an incomplete state qi such that c[i] is enabled in qi , and j participates in
the incomplete connector c. An edge (i, (c, α), j) means that there is an incomplete state
qi such that c[i] is enabled in qi , and j participates in the complete interaction α.
Remark 3.1 (Complexity) Note that for the construction of the graph we inspect each
component Ki separately and hence avoid the combinatorial complexity of global
 state analP
ysis. The graph GS can be constructed in O |C| · |K| · (|Comp| + i | →i |) .
In the following we will use predicates on global states that are conjunctions of predicates on local states.
Definition 3.4 Let G = (V, E) be a dependency graph according to Definition 3.3.
For e = (i, c, j) ∈ E let cond(e) = Gi (c[i]) ∧ ¬G(c).
For e = (i, (c, α), j) ∈ E let cond(e) = Gi (c[i]) ∧ ¬G(α).
For Ki ∈ K let inc(Ki ) = {qi ∈ Qi | qi is incomplete}.
Vr
If p = e1 , ..., er is a path in GS , then we put cond(p) = i=1 cond(ei ).
In the next definition the notion of P -critical path is introduced. A critical cycle
describes a situation where cyclic waiting of components could arise.
Definition 3.5 (P -critical path) Given an inductive invariant P , a path p in GS is
V
called P -critical if P ∧ (cond(p) ∧ Ki ∈p inc(Ki )) 6≡ false, where Ki ∈ p means that
node Ki is the start of some edge of p. A path p in GS (q) is called critical if (cond(p) ∧
V
Ki ∈p inc(Ki ))(q) 6= false. A path that is not critical is called non-critical.
Certain paths can immediately be singled out as non-critical.
Lemma 3.1 (Non-critical path) If c ∈ L1 , or (c, α) ∈ L2 , occurs |c| times as a label on
p = e1 , ..., er with ei 6= ej for i 6= j in GS , then cond(p) ≡ false.
Definition 3.6 (P -refutable) Let P be an inductive invariant and p be a P -critical cycle
in a finite successor-closed subgraph Gf of GS , and q = (q1 , q2 , ...) a global state with P (q).
p is said to be P -refutable, if, whenever p lies in Gf (q), where qi is incomplete for every
i, then there is a non-critical path p̂ in Gf (q) such that for every edge e = (i, c, j), resp.
e = (i, (c, α), j), on that path Gi (c[i])(qi ) holds.
As the next theorem shows, a system is deadlock-free if there is a successor-closed
subgraph of GS that does not contain any critical cycle. It is not hard to see that this
condition can be considered equivalent to the one given in [154]. In addition, the theorem
states that, if there is no such subgraph, we have the option to check if there is a subgraph
in which the critical cycles can be refuted.
Theorem 3.1 (P -deadlock freedom) Given an inductive invariant P , if there is a finite
non-empty successor-closed subgraph Gf of GS such that every P -critical cycle in Gf is P refutable, then S is P -deadlock-free [144].
Example 3.1 Figure 3.1 shows the dependency graph GS of the tokenring from Example 2.5. The only successor-closed subgraph is GS itself. There are 8 minimal critical
cycles:
Ai

pi |granti

−→

vi |f reei

Ni −→ Ai ,

i = 1, 2, 3
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A2
A1
p1 |grant1

p2 |grant2

A3

v2 |f ree2

v1 |f ree1

p3 |grant3

N2

pass tok1 |get tok2

pass tok2 |get tok3

pass tok3 |get tok1

N1

v3 |f ree3

N3

Figure 3.1: Dependency graph GT R of the tokenring system. All labels c of the edges stand
for (c, c). All connectors are complete interactions.
vi |f reei

Ai −→ Ni

pi |granti

−→

pass tok1 |get tok2

−→

N1

pass tok2 |get tok3

Ai ,

N2

i = 1, 2, 3

pass tok2 |get tok3

−→

N3

pass tok1 |get tok2

pass tok3 |get tok1

−→

N1

pass tok3 |get tok1

N3
−→
N2
−→
N1
−→
N3
None of them is refutable. However, we can show that the predicate

 _

 ^
_
tokeni ∧ ¬
tokenj ∧
(usingi ⇐⇒ busyi ) ∧ (busyi =⇒ tokeni )
P =
i∈1...3

j6=i

i∈1...3

is an inductive invariant of T R. None of the cycles above is P -critical. By Theorem 3.1,
T R is P -deadlock-free.
The existence of a successor-closed subgraph of GS , that has no critical cycles or only
such that can be refuted, can be used in a straightforward way when composing systems.
If the new connectors do not refer to the components of the subgraph then the composed
system is deadlock-free.
Proposition 3.1 (Incremental deadlock freedom) Let Ki = (Bi , IMi , true) be component systems with IMi = (Ci , Compi ), i = 1, 2. Let Gf be a successor-closed subgraph of
GK1 in which every critical cycle can be refuted. Let w.l.o.g the nodes of Gf be {1, . . . l}.
Let I = {x ∈ I(C1 ) | x[j] = ∅ for all j ∈ {1, . . . l}}. Let IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl ) be a glue interaction model over K1 and K2 . If Cgl [K1 ] ⊆ I then kIMgl {K1 , K2 } is deadlock-free [144].
Robustness of deadlock freedom with respect to the failure of a set of ports has been
studied in [144].

3.2.3

Progress

Throughout this section we consider a component system S = kIM {Ki | Ki ∈ K} with
semantics sem(S) = (Q, IM, →), K countable, and components Ki = (Bi , IMi , true) with
Bi = (Xi , IM[Ki ], Gi , Fi , initi ) and semantics sem(Ki ) = (Qi , IM[Ki ], →i , Q0i ).
Deadlock freedom is an important property of a system. But it does not provide any
information about the progress an individual component Ki ∈ K may achieve. Hence,
it is interesting to consider the property of (individual) progress of component i, i.e. the
property that at any point of any run of the system, there is an option to proceed in such
a way that i will eventually participate in some interaction, which means that a clever
scheduler can achieve progress of component i (see [154]).
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Definition 3.7 (P -run) Let S be P -deadlock-free. A P -run of S is an infinite sequence
α
α
σ = q0 →0 q1 →1 q2 . . . where q0 ∈ Q0 and ql ∈ Q, P (ql ) = true, and αl ∈ C ∪ Comp for any
αn−1
α
α
l. For n ∈ N, σn denotes the prefix q0 →0 q1 →1 q2 . . . → qn .
Definition 3.8 (P -progress) Let S be P -deadlock-free. Let K 0 ⊆ K.
• K 0 may P -progress in S if for any P -run σ of S and for any n ∈ N there exists
σ 0 such that σn σ 0 is a P -run of S and for some Ki ∈ K 0 , Ki participates in some
interaction α of σ 0 .
• K 0 may strongly P -progress in S if for any P -run σ of S and for any n ∈ N there
exists σ 0 such that σn σ 0 is a P -run of S such that every Ki ∈ K 0 participates in some
interaction α of σ 0 .
In the first case, we just guarantee that we may always proceed in such a way that some
component of K 0 participates in some interaction. In the second case, we may proceed in
such a way that every component Ki ∈ K 0 participates in some interaction.
If a set K 0 of components may progress in S then a clever scheduler can guarantee that
a run is chosen where infinitely often some interaction with participation of the subsystem
K 0 is performed.
The graph GS that we use to determine deadlock-freedom of a system can also be used
to determine if a subsystem of components K 0 ⊆ K may progress. For this we construct
the restriction S[K 0 ] of the system S to K 0 , and define when K 0 is controllable with respect
to an interaction α ∈ I(C[K 0 ]) that is a potential partner for an interaction in I(C)\Comp,
which means that we may ensure that the subsystem defined by K 0 will be able to provide
α when it is needed.
Definition 3.9 (P RE) Let K 0 ⊆ K and S 0 = S[K 0 ] the projection on K 0 with semantics sem(S[K 0 ]) = (Q0 , I(C[K 0 ]), →0 ). For X ⊆ Q0 define pre(X) ⊆ Q0 such that
q = (q1 , ..., q|K 0 | ) ∈ pre(X) if
α

1. q ∈ Q0 is complete in S 0 then ∃α ∈ (C[K 0 ] ∩ C[K]) ∪ Comp[K 0 ] ∃q 0 : q → 0 q 0 ∧ q 0 ∈ X
α

2. q ∈ Q0 is incomplete in S 0 then ∀q 0 ∈ Q0 ∀α ∈ I(C[K 0 ])\Comp : q → 0 q 0 =⇒ q 0 ∈ X.
For Q0 ⊆ Q0 , we denote by P RE(Q0 ) the predicate characterizing the least solution of
X = Q0 ∪pre(X). P RE(Q0 ) characterizes the set of states from which we can reach a state
in Q0 along a path in sem(S[K 0 ]) by always performing complete interactions whenever a
state is complete in S 0 .
Definition 3.10 (P -controllable) Let S be a P -deadlock-free component system. Then,
K is P -controllable with respect to α ∈ I(C) if P =⇒ P RE(G(α)).
K 0 ⊆ K is P -controllable with respect to IM if ∀α0 ∈ I(C[K 0 ]):

∃α ∈ I(C) \ Comp : α ∪ α0 ∈ I(C) =⇒ K 0 is P -controllable with respect to α0 in S[K 0 ]
That is, K 0 is controllable with respect to IM if it is controllable with respect to all of
its interactions α0 that participate in some interaction α ∪ α0 such that α 6= ∅ is incomplete.
We can now present a condition ensuring that a subsystem induced by K 0 may strongly
progress, that is, for every run σ we may at any point continue with a run σ 0 such that
every component of K 0 will participate at some time in the run σ 0 .
Theorem 3.2 (Strong P -progress) Let S be a P -deadlock-free component system. K 0 ⊆
K may strongly P -progress in S if the following two conditions hold [144]:
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1. ∀Ki ∈ K 0 ∃ a finite successor-closed subgraph Gf,i of GS that contains i and does not
contain any P -critical cycle.
2. ∀Ki ∈ K 0 ∀α ∈ C[K 00 ] : owners(α) is P -controllable with respect to IM, where K 00 is
the set of components of Gf,i , and owners(α) = {Kj ∈ K | Kj (α) 6= ∅}.
The property of progress can be treated in an analogous way.
Example 3.2 We want to check whether in the tokenring T R of Example 2.5, the application component A1 may (strongly) P -progress, where P is the inductive invariant defined
in Example 3.1. We reuse the graph GT R of Figure 3.1. The first condition of Theorem 3.2
is satisfied, as we have already seen in Example 3.1.
In order to verify the second condition of Theorem 3.2 we have to check whether for all
connectors c ∈ C of T R, owners(c) is P -controllable with respect to IM:
• reqi : owners(reqi ) = {Ai }, I(C[{Ai }]) = {reqi , pi , vi }. We have to check P controllability of {Ai } with respect to pi and vi ; this condition is satisfied.
• pi |granti : owners(pi |granti ) = {Ai , Ni }, I(C[{Ai , Ni }]) = {reqi , pi |granti , pi , granti ,
vi |f reei , vi , f reei , get toki , pass toki }. We have to check P -controllability of {Ai , Ni }
with respect to get toki and pass toki ; this condition is also satisfied.
• vi |f reei : owners(vi |f reei ) = {Ai , Ni }, as above.
• pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1 : owners(pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1 ) =
{Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 }, I(C[{Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 }]) = {granti , grant(i mod 3)+1 , f reei ,
f ree(i mod 3)+1 , pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1 , get toki , pass tok(i mod 3)+1 }. We have to
check P -controllability of {Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 } with respect to granti , f reei ,
grant(i mod 3)+1 , f ree(i mod 3)+1 , get toki , and pass tok(i mod 3)+1 . Figure 3.2 shows
the behavior of T R[{Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 }]. It can be checked that {Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 } is
P -controllable with respect to get toki , granti , f reei , grant(i mod 3)+1 , and
pass tok(i mod 3)+1 . However, {Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 } is not P -controllable with respect to
f ree(i mod 3)+1 . This is because once N(i mod 3)+1 has received the token from Ni , the
sub-system cannot control which of grant(i mod 3)+1 or pass tok(i mod 3)+1 to choose.
get toki

granti

pass tok(i mod 3)+1
pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1
f ree(i mod 3)+1

f reei

pass toki |get tok(i mod 3)+1

grant(i mod 3)+1

pass tok(i mod 3)+1

Figure 3.2: Behavior of T R[{Ni , N(i mod 3)+1 }]. Grey states are incomplete.
Therefore, progress of A1 cannot be established by Theorem 3.2. This shortcoming
could be resolved by examining controllability of supersets of owners(·) to establish strong
progress.

3.2.4

Liveness

In this section we recall the results from [143], and then generalize them to components
with arbitrary execution models.
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Liveness in systems with execution model true
Deciding liveness is NP-hard for component-based systems [204]. However, one may define
(stronger) conditions that are easier to test and entail the desired properties. Here we
present a condition that can be tested in polynomial time and entails liveness for a component Ki ∈ K. In what follows, we assume for simplicity that the local transition systems
Ki have the property that they offer at least one interaction in every state. The general
case can be reduced to this case by introducing idle actions or by adapting the definitions
and results below to include this situation. To test for liveness we construct a graph, where
the nodes are the components, and, intuitively, an edge Ki → Kj means “Kj needs Ki ”,
in the sense that Ki eventually has to participate in an interaction involving Kj when Kj
progresses.
Throughout this section we consider a component system S = kIM {Ki | Ki ∈ K} with
IM = (C, Comp) and K finite. A subset K 0 of components is said to be P -live if K 0
participates infinitely often in every P -run.
Definition 3.11 (P -liveness) Let ∅ =
6 K 0 ⊆ K. K 0 is P -live in S if S is P -deadlock-free
and every P -run of S encompasses an infinite number of transitions where some Ki ∈ K 0
participates, i.e. for every P -run σ and for all n ∈ N there is an m with m ≥ n and there
is Ki ∈ K 0 with αm [Ki ] 6= ∅.
Definition 3.12 (P -inevitable) A set of interactions A ⊆ I(C) is P -inevitable in S if
every P -run of S encompasses an infinite number of transitions labeled with interactions
in A.
Proposition 3.2 A set of components K 0 ⊆ K is P -live in S if I(C[K 0 ]) is P -inevitable
in S, and S is P -deadlock-free.
In order to check P -liveness of a component system, we define a sufficient condition
that is easy to verify.
Definition 3.13 (Glive ) The graph Glive (S) is given by (K, →) where
Ki → Kj

if

I(C[Kj ]) \ excl(Ki )[Kj ] is P -inevitable in Kj

and excl(Ki )[Kj ] = {α[Kj ] | α ∈ C ∪ Comp ∧ α[Ki ] = ∅}.
An edge Ki → Kj means “Ki is needed by Kj ”, in the sense that Kj cannot progress
without Ki eventually making a step.
Theorem 3.3 (P -liveness) Let S be P -deadlock-free, and let Kk ∈ K. We put R0 (Kk ) =
{Kj | Kk →∗ Kj } and Ri+1 (Kk ) = {Kl ∈ K \ Ri (Kk ) | ∀α ∈ C ∪ Comp : α[Kl ] 6= ∅ =⇒
∃Kj ∈ Ri (Kk ) : α[Kj ] 6= ∅} ∪ Ri (Kk ).
S
If i≥0 Ri (Kk ) = K then Kk is P -live in S [143].
Example 3.3 We want to check P -liveness of N1 in the tokenring T R0 = T R/≺ for the
inductive invariant
 _

 ^

_
P =
tokeni ∧ ¬
tokenj ∧
(usingi ⇐⇒ busyi ) ∧ (busyi =⇒ tokeni )
i∈1...3

j6=i

i∈1...3

We first check P -liveness in T R. Figure 3.3 shows the graph Glive (T R). We compute
R0 (N1 ) = {A1 , A2 , A3 , N1 , N2 , N3 } = K. By Theorem 3.3, N1 (and similarly, N2 and N3 )
is P -live in T R. P -deadlock-freedom of T R0 = T R/≺ (see Example 2.5) follows from P deadlock-freedom of T R (see Example 3.1) and Proposition 2.3. It follows that Ni , i ∈ 1...3
is P -live in T R0 .
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A2
A1

A3
N2

N1

N3

Figure 3.3: Inevitability dependency graph Glive (T R) of the tokenring system.
Proposition 3.3 (Complexity) Testing the condition of Theorem 3.3 can be done in
polynomial time in the sum of the sizes of the sem(Ki ) and the size of C ∪ Comp [143].
The condition given in the above theorem can easily be adapted to establish the P liveness of a set K 0 ⊆ K of components.
Liveness in systems with arbitrary execution model
Theorem 3.3 uses a criterion on the interaction model as a sufficient condition for inevitability. This may, however, be overly pessimistic for components systems where the execution
model helps to ensure inevitability, such as a fair scheduler. We therefore generalize the
result to take into account the execution model. To this end, we introduce the notion of
maximal l-fixed invariant.

Throughout this section we consider a component system S = kIM {Ki | Ki ∈ K} /P
with IM = (C, Comp), semantics sem(S) = (Q, IM, →, Q0 ) and a finite number of components Ki = (Bi , IMi , Pi ) with Bi = (Xi , IM[Ki ], Gi , Fi , initi ) and semantics sem(Ki ) =
(Qi , IM[Ki ], →i , Q0i ).
Definition 3.14 (Existential abstraction) Let X and X 0 be sets of variables such that
X 0 ⊆ X, and let P be a predicate on X. We write P |∃X 0 for the existential abstraction of
P on X 0 , that is, the strongest predicate on X 0 implied by P .
Definition 3.15 (Maximal l-fixed invariant) Given two components Kk , Kl ∈ K, we
define the maximal l-fixed invariant of k:

inv(k, l) = νY : Y = Y ∧ prek,l (Y ) |∃Xk ∪Xl
where νY.P denotes the greatest fixed point Y satisfying P , and
_
prek,l (Y ) =
G0 (α) ∧ preα (Y )
α∈C∪Comp
α[Kk ]6=∅∧α[Kl ]=∅

Intuitively, prek,l (Y ) characterizes the set of states from which Y can be reached in
one step by an interaction involving Kk but not Kl . The predicate inv(k, l) is an upper
bound on the state space within which k is deadlock-free for some fixed state of l. That is,
inv(k, l) = false means that for any state of l, k will eventually block such that it cannot
become enabled without having l progress.
Definition 3.16 (Inevitability dependency graph) The inevitability dependency
graph idg(K, S) is the graph idg(K, S) = (K, →) with edges

Ki → Kj | inv(j, i) = false
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The inevitability dependency graph generalizes Glive by taking the execution model into
account; for systems with the trivial execution model true, both coincide.
Theorem 3.4 (Liveness) Let S be a deadlock-free system. A non-empty subset K 0 ⊆ K
is live in S if all components in K \ K 0 are reachable from K 0 in idg(K, S).
Proof 3.1 Suppose that all components in K \ K 0 are reachable from K 0 in idg(K, S),
and consider some component Ki ∈ K \ K 0 . By construction of idg(K, B), component Ki
can progress only a finite number of steps without any of Ki ’s predecessors making some
action. By the hypothesis on reachability of all components from K 0 , this means that none
of the components in K can execute an infinite number of actions without some component
in K 0 progressing as well. Since B is deadlock-free, this implies liveness of K 0 .
Example 3.4 The inevitability dependency graph of the tokenring example with the priorities defined in Example 2.5 is the same as the dependency graph of Figure 3.3. Liveness
of each component Ni follows from Theorem 3.4.

3.2.5

Related Work

Compositional model-checking. Compositional model checking for CT L∗ by the use
of interface processes has been proposed in [86]. The problem of compositional minimization of synchronized LTSs is tackled in [157] based on user-provided interface specifications
modeling the behavioral constraints imposed on each LTS by synchronization with other
LTS. A method for automated generation of such interfaces is described in [188]. Using a
similar approach, compositional state space generation by abstracting component behaviors under different equivalences has been discussed in [260]. [3] formalizes a component
calculus with different styles of composition based on a variant of the π-calculus [214]. The
calculus supports reasoning about congruence but there are no results for verification of
specific properties.
Deadlock freedom. Our condition on deadlock freedom has been further improved
in [184]. [18] presents algorithms for verifying deadlock freedom of concurrent programs
with shared variables in polynomial time, provided that the programs have a particular
form. An efficiently verifiable sufficient condition for deadlock freedom in Bip similar to
ours has been presented recently in [19].
In the component framework Wright [6], connectors consist of roles describing the
behaviors of participants, and glue coordinating and constraining the interactions. The
composition of compatible components under a deadlock-free connector is deadlock-free if
the connector is conservative, in the sense that it does not introduce new behaviors.
In the abstract component model of Java/A [30], the composition of deadlock-free components is deadlock-free provided that the components are compatible. This verification is
preformed by the compiler.
A method for compositional deadlock detection based on invariants has been implemented in the D-Finder tool [34] for Bip.
Liveness. The notion of synchronic distance as a measure for the independence of two
components with respect to synchronization with each other has been introduced in [135].
Enforcing a maximal synchronic distance is proposed as a means to enforce fairness.
[9] provides compositional and assume/guarantee rules for the refinement of live reactive
systems. Verification of liveness properties using compositional reachability analysis has
been studied in [76].
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Adapter Synthesis

Due to their increasing complexity, embedded systems and systems-on-chip (SoC) are nowadays often designed by (re)using already implemented components called COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) components or IPs (intellectual property blocks). This approach helps
to save development effort, reduce time-to-market, and achieve better quality thanks to
already validated components.
However, while a set of components may meet the functional requirements, their protocols may not be consistent, leading to several kinds of mismatches such as control, data,
and timing mismatches [52, 123, 170, 175, 251]. Control mismatches happen when the
sequencing of control signals between protocols is inconsistent. Data mismatches happen when the data-widths of the two protocols differ and additional buffers are needed to
manage loss-less data communication. Timing mismatches arise from inconsistent timing
constraints of the protocols.
Adapter synthesis — also called protocol conversion in the literature — deals with
the automatic synthesis of an additional component, often referred to as an adapter or a
converter, to coordinate the interaction behavior of the components in order to avoid mismatches and guarantee that the obtained system satisfies a given specification. Adapter
synthesis allows the developer to automatically build systems that are correct by construction from third-party components, hence improving reusability.
The requirements for a converter — and thus, the specifications for a converter synthesis
algorithm — depend heavily on the considered models of computation and communication
and on the properties to be preserved. For instance, consider a framework where components are synchronous sequential circuits and communications are electric wires, with the
requirement that the protocol should refine a specified behavior. The role of an adapter
would be to pass on, delay (latch), or withhold signals between components, or even to
generate missing signals so as to ensure that the requirements are met. For this framework,
converter synthesis based on a refinement relation between the protocols and a specification
has been studied in [238].
On the other hand, consider an instance of Bip where components are connected to
a common clock, and data items are communicated by binary rendez-vous, with the requirement to guarantee deadend freedom and causality of communications (each data item
must have been produced before it is consumed, that is, data items cannot be “guessed”
by the adapter). Here, the role of the adapter will be to desynchronize time progress of the
components, store data items until they are consumed, and withhold data items whose consumption at the current state could lead to a violation of the requirements. An approach
for converter synthesis in this setting will be presented in the next section.

3.3.1

Real-time Adapters

In [257] we have studied adapter synthesis for black-box components communicating through
a data-flow interaction model. Each component is equipped with an interface that specifies
the interaction behavior with the expected environment through input and output actions.
In addition, the component interface specifies the component’s activation frequency and
timing constraints — namely, latency and duration of actions with respect to its activations
— and controllability of the component actions.
The output ports of a component may be connected to input ports of other components
through synchronous interactions. In order to deal with incompatible components (e.g.,
clock inconsistency, read/write latency/duration inconsistency, mismatching interaction
protocols) we synthesize component adapters interposed between two or more interacting
components. We have formalized the adapter synthesis algorithm by using Petri nets [221]
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theory. We have implemented the results in a tool called SynthesisRT, which we have used
to validate the approach on a case study concerning a remote medical care system.
Although the work in [257] was originally presented using a timed process algebra, we
formalize it here in the Bip framework for the sake of consistency. In contrast to [257]
where the progress of each component was subject to a periodic activation clock, we do
not consider activation clocks here in order to simplify the presentation; however, it is
straight-forward to model the effect of activation clocks by the component behaviors.
Definition 3.17 (Timed protocol) A timed protocol is a Bip model S = kIMgl {Ki |
i ∈ I} = (B, IM, true) with I a finite index set and IM = (C, Comp) satisfying the following
requirements.
• The port alphabet Σ of S is partitioned into input ports Σin , output ports Σout , internal ports Σint , and clock ports Σclk = {ticki | i ∈ I}. Furthermore, Σ is partitioned
into controllable ports Σc and uncontrollable ports Σu such that Σout ∪ Σclk ⊆ Σc
and Σint ⊆ Σu ; input ports may be either controllable or uncontrollable.
• Ki = (Bi , IMi , true) are finite components with Bi = (X
 i , Σi , Gi , Fi , initi ) with initial
states initi ∈ V (Xi ), and IMi = (Ci , ∅) with Ci = {a} | a ∈ Σi . Moreover, in
sem(Bi ) there is no cycle consisting only of uncontrollable actions.
• IMgl = (Cgl , ∅) with Cgl ⊆ {a|b | a ∈ Σout ∧ b ∈ Σin ∩ Σc } ∪ {tick1 |...|tickn } such that
∀c, c0 ∈ Cgl : c ∩ c0 6= ∅ =⇒ c = c0 .
Uncontrollable actions model internal choices or open inputs, and can only interleave.
Glue connectors either connect an output port with an input port, or all clock ports; each
input or output port is part of at most one connector. All interactions are supposed to
be incomplete; this will allow the converter to disable them, by not offering a required
interaction, in order to ensure deadlock freedom and boundedness of buffers.
In order to enforce safety requirements, part of the components may play the roles of
observers that move into a sink state whenever some undesired behavior is observed.
Example 3.5 Consider the timed protocol of Figure 3.4 with Σin = {go, data?, ack?},
Σu = {go}, Σout = {data!, ack!}, Σint = ∅, Σclk = {tick1 , tick2 }, and interaction model
IM = (C, ∅) where C = {go, data!|data?, ack!|ack?, tick1 |tick2 }. The protocol suffers from
two kinds of mismatches. First, the producer emits two data items (data!) and then waits
for an acknowledgment (ack?), whereas the consumer sends an acknowledgment after each
data?. This means that the second data item and the first acknowledgment need to be
buffered in order to avoid a deadlock. Second, the producer lets time elapse after its two
transmissions, whereas the consumer needs a tick2 transition after each acknowledgment.
Therefore, in order to avoid a deadlock (or rather, a timelock), time progress of both components has to be desynchronized.
As an input, we consider a timed protocol S = kIMgl {Ki | i ∈ I} = (B, IM, true) with
IM = (C, ∅). In general, S may be deadlocking. Our adapter synthesis approach consists
of three main steps.
1. First, the Bip model is translated into a Petri net in order to desynchronize communications between output and input ports through a buffer place. This translation is
compositional.
2. Next, we compute a saturated marking graph as a finite sub-behavior of the (in general
infinite) marking graph, and perform discrete controller synthesis to ensure deadend
freedom, to obtain a controlled marking graph.
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tick1 , ack?

tick2
go

data?
tick2

data!

ack!

ack?
data!

tick1

Figure 3.4: Timed protocol: producer (left) and consumer (right).
3. Finally, we extract an adapter component and compute a new interaction model to
compose the adapter with the original components.
In the sequel we will describe each of the steps above more in detail.
Translation into a Petri net
The goal of the first step is to desynchronize communications by buffering outputs until
they are consumed by an input action, while preserving the synchronization of clock ports.
In [257] this was achieved by translating the behavior Bi of each component into a Petri net
N (Bi ), and synchronizing the transitions standing for occurrences of ticki actions of the
obtained Petri nets. However, this approach leads to an exponential number of common
transitions modeling time progress. Here we present a variant where time progress of the
components is D-synchronous [87], that is, any component may have a difference of up to
D time units with respect to synchronous time progress, where D ≥ 1 is a parameter.
Definition 3.18 (Petri net) A Petri net is a bipartite graph (P, T, A, M0 ) with nodes
P ∪ T and directed edges A, where P is a set of places, T is a set of transitions partitioned
into controllable transitions T c and uncontrollable transitions T u , A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P )
is a set of arcs, and M0 : P → N is a set of initial markings.
The first step consists in translating the behavior Bi of each component into a safe
Petri net N (Bi ) where each transition represents the occurrence of an action in sem(Bi ),
and each place represents a state of sem(Bi ). Thus, the semantics of N (Bi ) is identical to
sem(Bi ). We name the transitions of N (Bi ) corresponding to the occurrences of an action
a with a1 , ..., ana .
Next, we have to take communications and synchronization on a common time base
into account. In order to model communications, we add for each connector a|b ∈ C
with a ∈ Σout and b ∈ Σin a fresh place pa|b and arcs ai → pa|b from each transition ai
modeling an occurrence of a to pa|b , and similarly arcs pa|b → bj to transitions standing
for occurrences of b.
In order to synchronize time progress of the component Petri nets, we add, as shown in
Figure 3.5, a new global tick transition, and for each component Ki two places pre − ticki
and post − ticki and arcs pre − ticki → tick → post − ticki , and post − ticki → tickij →
pre − ticki for each component transition tickij .
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pre − tick1

tick

post − tick1

pre − tick2

tick21

post − tick2

tick22

Figure 3.5: Decoupling time progress of two components K1 and K2 for D = 1.
A transition t of the obtained Petri net ND (S) is uncontrollable if and only if t = ai
with a ∈ Σu and i ∈ 1...na . Let T u denote the set of uncontrollable transitions.
Finally, the initial marking m0 of the obtained Petri net ND (S) is defined as follows:
for each place p of N (Bi ) standing for the initial state of Bi , let m0 (p) = 1; for each
component Ki let m0 (post − ticki ) = D; for all other places p ∈ P let m0 (p) = 0.
In ND (S), local time progress of the components is loosely coupled, in the sense that
any two components can be desynchronized by at most D ≥ 1 time units.
Computing the Controlled Marking Graph
Definition 3.19 (Marking graph) The marking graph of a Petri net N = (P, T, A, M0 )
is an LTS (Q, T, →, M0 ) where Q = 2P →N is the set of markings, and
n

→ = (q, t, q 0 ) | q, q 0 ∈ Q ∧ t ∈ T ∧ ∀p ∈ P : (p, t) ∈ A =⇒ q(p) ≥ 1 ∧

/A o
 q(p) − 1 if (p, t) ∈ A ∧ (t, p) ∈
q 0 (p) =
q(p) + 1 if (p, t) ∈
/ A ∧ (t, p) ∈ A

q(p)
otherwise
We use a saturated marking graph (called “extended coverability graph” in [257]) to
obtain a finite abstraction of the behavior of ND (S).
Definition 3.20 (Saturated marking graph) Let N = (P, T, M0 ) be a Petri net with
marking graph G = (M, Σ, →, M0 ). A sub-graph H = (MH , Σ, →H , M0 ) of G (with MH ⊆
MG and →H ⊆ →G ) is a saturated marking graph of N if M0 ∈ MH and for any m ∈ MH
t
and m0 ∈ M with m → m0 ,
1. if t ∈ T u then m0 ∈ MH and (m, a, m0 ) ∈ →H ;
2. if t ∈ T c then either m0 ∈ MH and (m, a, m0 ) ∈ →H , or there exists m00 ∈ MH such
that
(a) M0 →∗H m00 →∗ m0 , and

(b) ∀p ∈ P : m00 (p) ≤ m0 (p) ∧ m00 (p) < m0 (p) =⇒ m00 (p) ≥ max{1, M0 (p)} .
The first condition ensures closure under uncontrollable transitions. The second condition means that H contains all markings m0 of G unless there exists some “smaller”
marking m00 in H from which the same transitions are enabled and from which m0 is reachable. For a given Petri net, the minimal saturated marking graph (with respect to graph
inclusion) can be constructed by exploring the marking graph and “cutting” transitions
leading to a state m0 for which some m00 satisfying conditions 2.(a) and (b) exists. This
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graph is finite. The rationale behind condition 2. is that markings are added as long as
they enable new transitions. A similar criterion has been used in [91] to identify irrelevant
markings and conjectured to be complete, meaning that if a bounded and non-blocking
execution exists, it will be represented in the saturated marking graph. In contrast to the
coverability graph [119] that over-approximates the behaviors of a Petri net, the saturated
marking graph is an under-approximation.
Example 3.6 The marking graph of the timed protocol of Example 3.5 is infinite, since
more ack! than ack? actions may take place if the ack?-self-loop of the producer is never
taken. In the saturated marking graph, only a finite prefix of the execution path is explored.
Let H be a saturated marking graph of ND (S). We use discrete controller synthesis [232]
to compute a maximal controller ensuring deadend freedom on H.
Definition 3.21 (Maximally permissive controller for deadend freedom) Given
an LTS B = (Q, Σ, →, Q0 ) with Σ partitioned into controllable actions Σc and uncontrollable actions Σu , the maximally permissive controller ensuring deadend freedom is
C(B) = (Q0 , Σ, →0 , Q00 ) where
• Q0 is the greatest fixpoint of X = Q ∩ p
g
re(X) where p
g
re(X) = {q ∈ Q | ∃a ∈ Σc ∃q 0 ∈
a

b

X : q → q 0 ∧ ∀b ∈ Σu ∀q 00 : (q → q 00 =⇒ q 00 ∈ X)};
• →0 = → ∩ (Q0 × Σ × Q0 );
• Q00 = Q0 ∩ Q0 .
Thus, C(H) is the maximally permissive controller ensuring deadend freedom on H. By
construction, C(H) can be used as a controller ensuring deadend freedom on the marking
graph of ND (S). We call C(H) the controlled marking graph.
Extracting the Adapter
In order to extract an adapter from the controlled marking graph and compose it with the
timed protocol S, we have to define an interaction model for the adapter component, and
construct an appropriate glue interaction model.
Definition 3.22 (Adapter) Given the component system S and a controlled marking
graph G = (Q, ΣG , →, M0 ) of ND (S), we construct a component A(G) = (BA , IMA , true)
such that sem(BA ) = G 0 , where G 0 is obtained from G by renaming, for each action a ∈
Σin ∪ Σout of S, each copy ai ∈ Σ introduced in the Petri net construction, with the fresh
symbol a0 . We put IMA = (CA , ∅) with CA = {a} | a ∈ ΣG .
Each primed symbols a0 of the adapter mirrors an input or output action a of the timed
protocol S.
Definition 3.23 (Adapted timed protocol) Given a timed protocol S = kIM {Ki | i ∈
I} with IM = (C, ∅) and an adapter A = (BA , IMA , true) for ND (S), let IMgl = (Cgl , Compgl )
with Cgl = Compgl = {a|a0 | a ∈ Σ}. Then, S 0 = kIMgl {Ki | i ∈ I} ∪ {A} is the adapted
timed protocol.
That is, each input, internal, output, and clock port of the components in the timed
protocol is composed with the corresponding ports of the adapter. Uncontrollable ports
are supposed to be observable, but by construction of the adapter they cannot be disabled.
Example 3.7 Figure 3.6 shows the architecture of the adapted timed protocol from Example 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Architecture of the adapted timed producer/consumer protocol.
Properties.

The adapted timed protocol S 0 has the following properties:

• If the adapter A(G) has a non-empty behavior then S 0 is deadend-free.
• S 0 is a D-synchronous [87] composition of the components of S: synchronous interactions of S are desynchronized with upper bound D on the buffer sizes.

3.3.2

Discussion

The first approach to demonstrate the problem and some informal steps for a solution were
proposed in [158]. By now there is a rich body of formal approaches to adapter synthesis
in different settings, see e.g. [219] for a game-theoretical approach, [108] for a refinementbased solution, and [67] for an approach based on Petri nets. In contrast to the solution
presented here, many of these approaches ignore real-time. Moreover, for most of them,
adapter synthesis boils down to composing the component LTSs with a specification LTS
and applying discrete controller synthesis to disable transitions so as to ensure deadend
freedom and possibly fairness; solutions where the adapter decouples the components by
buffering more than one instance of each data item, are not explored.
Closely linked to the problem of adapter synthesis is that of quasi-static scheduling
— see e.g. [245, 91] — where the goal is to schedule a set of communicating processes so
as to ensure boundedness of buffers, by choosing at run-time from a set of pre-computed
schedules depending on uncontrollable (data-dependent) internal choices of the processes.
The existence of a quasi-static scheduler has recently been proven to be undecidable in
general [95]; this means that the minimal saturated marking graph may not represent the
full behavior of ND (S); therefore the approach sketched above may not be complete.
Some interesting directions of future work are a generalization to partial observability of
component ports by the adapter, and incremental adapter synthesis where an adapter for
a set of components K can be obtained by first constructing an adapter for a set K 0 ⊆ K,
using an abstraction of the behavior of its context K \ K 0 . Finally, it would be interesting
to study dynamic adapter synthesis, possibly reusing ideas from quasi-static scheduling,
in order to repair inconsistencies that may arise at run-time in dynamically reconfigurable
frameworks such as Fractal [59].

3.4

Strategy Mapping

In this section we consider the port alphabet Σk of each component to be partitioned into
a set of controllable ports Σck and a set of uncontrollable ports Σuk .
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Motivation

With the increasing complexity of embedded systems, coupled with the need for faster
time-to-market and high confidence in the reliability of the product, design methods that
ensure correctness by construction are, when available, the solution of choice. When dealing
with reactive systems, which interact with their environment, the behavior of the system
to be designed has to be considered in terms of strategies: can some desired behavior be
enforced in spite of the — potentially non cooperative — environment?
Computing a strategy satisfying some property is expensive, and although decentralized
discrete controller synthesis has been studied for some decades, compositionality remains
a hard problem. In particular, progress properties are notoriously more difficult to tackle
compositionally than safety properties. Therefore, most modular approaches focus on
safety properties, e.g., [268, 125], or consider special cases. The interesting approach of
[74], based on secure equilibria, is limited to two components. More closely related to
our work, [96] defines a strong notion of modular refinement between “sociable” interface
automata — allowing for interaction through shared actions and variables —, such that the
refinement relation between a pair of components is independent of the environment. [58]
defines refining contexts ensuring compositional refinement in a framework of components
communicating through streams.
In [140], we are interested in a design flow supporting the refinement of strategies,
rather than in discrete controller synthesis performed on some given level of abstraction.
We consider a platform-based design process consisting of successive mapping steps [177].
The goal of each step is to map a strategy σ constructed so far, which guarantees a desired
behavior on a system S, onto a system S 0 . The approach is constructive: if the mapping
succeeds, a refinement relation is automatically constructed, showing how σ can be implemented using the primitives provided by S 0 . The mapping is performed component-wise,
using an abstraction of the behavior of the environment of each component. We provide
compositionality results ensuring that the refinement carries over to the global strategy.
More precisely, given a strategy σ over a system S of components Ci , and a target
platform S 0 of components Ci0 — where we assume that each component Ci is associated
with exactly one component Ci0 —, our goal is to implement σ on S 0 as follows. First, we
compute a refinement relation i between each pair (Ci , Ci0 ). Each of these relations is
then implemented by a local strategy σi0 that can be seen as a control logic constraining
the behavior of Ci0 , obtained as an image of σ under i .
Mapping is particularly interesting in a heterogeneous framework supporting different
models of interaction and communication, and thus, different ways of implementing a
desired behavior. We therefore formulate the results in a subset of Bip.
To our knowledge, this is the first work on compositional mapping of strategies. In
contrast to many approaches limited to safety, strategy refinement and mapping support
arbitrary strategies. We expect compositionally verifying refinement of a strategy that
ensures some property to be less pessimistic than compositionally synthesizing a strategy
ensuring the same property “from scratch”, especially for properties other than safety.

3.4.2

Strategies

We consider action vocabularies A partitioned into controllable actions Ac and uncontrollable actions Au . Uncontrollable actions are used to represent input events that cannot be
triggered nor prevented by the modeled system.
For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that for any interaction α, α ∩ Au 6= ∅ =⇒
|α| = 1, that is, uncontrollable actions can only interleave. According to the presence of
uncontrollable actions, we partition IM into IMc and IMu .
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Definition 3.24 (enabled) Given an LTS B = (Q, IM, →, Q0 , init), α ∈ IM, and q ∈ Q,
α
let enabledB (α)(q) ⇐⇒ ∃q 0 ∈ Q . q → q 0 .
Definition 3.25 (Interface interaction) Given an interaction α and a behavior Bk with
port alphabet Ak , let IFk (α) = α \ Ak be the interface interaction of α.
We first introduce some notions used to reason about strategies.
Definition 3.26 (Unfolding) An unfolding of a finite behavior B with sem(B) = (QB ,
IM, →B , Q0B ) is a tuple σ = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 ) such that (Q, IM, →, Q0 ) is an LTS, l : Q →
α
α
QB is a total labeling function such that ∀q, q 0 ∈ Q ∀α ∈ IM . q → q 0 =⇒ l(q) →B l(q 0 ),
and Q0 ⊆ Q is a set of initial states such that ∀q ∈ Q0 : l(q) ∈ Q0B .
By abuse of notation, we sometimes identify B with its trivial unfolding (QB , IM, →B
, idQB , Q0B ).
Example 3.8 Consider the system mutex = kIM {P1 , P2 , S} consisting of the three components shown in Fig. 3.7 with IM = {a1 , p1 |p, v1 |v, a2 , p2 |p, v2 |v}. Two processes contend
for the use of a shared resource, with a semaphore ensuring mutual exclusion. All actions
except for a1 and a2 are controllable.
s1

s2
free

a1
v1

w1
p1

v

a2
p

v2

w2
p2

busy

u1

u2
P1

S

P2

Figure 3.7: Two components P1 and P2 coordinated by a semaphore S.
Fig. 3.8 shows an unfolding σ of mutex modeling a first-come-first-served policy for
fair resource use. σ has two states labeled with the same product state w1 w2 where both
components are waiting for access to the critical section. Depending on the order in which
the access has been requested (a1 ; a2 or a2 ; a1 ), the component having made the request first
is granted access.
We extend the definitions of composition and restriction to unfoldings.
Definition 3.27 (Composition) Given an interaction model IM and unfoldings σi =
(Qi , IM[i], →i , li , Q0i ), i ∈ 1...n, let kIM {σi | i ∈ 1...n} = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 ) where
• Q = Q1 × ... × Qn , Q0 = Q01 × ... × Q0n ;
α

α[i]

• q → q 0 if α ∈ IM and for any i ∈ 1...n, either qi → i qi0 , or α[i] = ∅ and qi0 = qi .
• l(q1 , ..., qn ) = (l1 (q1 ), ..., ln (qn )).
Definition 3.28 (Restriction) The restriction
 of an unfolding σ = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 )
with an execution model P = true, (V a )a∈IMc is the unfolding σ/P = (Q, IM, →0 , l, Q0 )
where →0 = {(q, α, q 0 ) ∈ → | α ∈ IMu ∨ V α (q)}.
Definition 3.29 (Strategy) A strategy σ over a behavior B with sem(B) = (QB , IM, →B
, Q0B ) is an unfolding σ = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 ) of B that is closed under uncontrollable tranα
α
sitions, that is, if q ∈ Q and ∃α ∈ IMu ∃y . l(q) →B y, then ∃q 0 ∈ Q s.t. q → q 0 and
l(q 0 ) = y.
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u1 w2
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Figure 3.8: Unfolding σ (the names of the semaphore states are omitted).
Example 3.9 The unfolding σ of mutex from Fig. 3.8 is a strategy.
Definition 3.30 (Projection) Given an unfolding σ = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 ) over kIM {Ci |
i ∈ 1...n}i /P and a component Ck , let σ 0 = (Q, IM[k], →0 , l, Q0 ) where →0 = {(q, α[k], q 0 ) |
(q, α, q 0 ) ∈ →}. The projection πk (σ) of σ on Ck is the unfolding (Q0 , IM[k], →00 , l0 , Q00 )
where (Q0 , IM[k], →00 , Q00 ) is the determinization (τ -elimination, see e.g. [4]) of (Q, IM[k],
→0 , Q0 ). For a state q = {q 1 , ..., q m } ∈ Q0 with q i = (q1i , ..., qni ) (where ∀i, j ∈ 1...m : qki =
qkj ) let l0 (q) := l(qk1 ).
Example 3.10 The projection σi = πi (σ) of σ on each of the components P1 , P2 , and S,
of Example 3.8 is equal to the trivial unfolding of the components.

3.4.3

Strategy Refinement

Let I be a finite set of component indices. Given a system B = kIM {Bi | i ∈ I}/P =
(Q, IM, →, Q0 ), an unfolding σ = (Qσ , IM, →σ , l, Q0σ ) over B, α ∈ IM, and q ∈ Qσ , let
α
enabledσ (α)(q) ⇐⇒ ∃q 0 ∈ Qσ . q → q 0 . For k ∈ I, let disabledk,σ (α) be a function
associating with each interaction α a predicate over Q × Qσ characterizing the states in
which α is locally enabled in all involved components except for k, but disabled in σ:
^
disabledk,σ (α) = ¬enabledσ (α) ∧
enabledBi (α[i])
i6=k
α[i]6=∅

We first define (non-compositional) strategy refinement.
Definition 3.31 Given behaviors B1 , B2 with sem(Bi ) = (Q1 , IM, →1 , Q01 ) and sem(B2 ) =
(Q2 , IM 0 , →2 , Q02 ), unfoldings σ = (Q, IM, →, l, Q0 ) and σ 0 = (Q0 , IM 0 , →0 , l0 , Q00 ) over B1
and B2 , respectively, and a relation v ⊆ Q2 × Q1 , we define ≤B1 ,B2 (σ, σ 0 ) ⊆ Q0 × Q as
the greatest fixpoint of

α
≺ = v ∩ (y, x) | ∀α ∈ IMc s.t. x → x0
∃m ≥ 0 ∃b0 , ..., bm ∈ (IM 0 )c ∃y1 , ..., ym , y 0 ∈ Q0 .
b

bm−1 0

0 0
y0 = y →
... →

b

m 0 0
ym →
y ∧ ∀i ∈ 1...m . yi ≺ x ∧ y 0 ≺ x0

(3.1)

β

∧ ∀β ∈ (IM 0 )u . y →2 y 00 =⇒
α

y 00 ≺ x ∨ ∃α ∈ IMu . x → x0 ∧ y 00 ≺ x0
σ 0 refines σ if Q0 ⊆ ≤B1 ,B2 (σ, σ 0 )(Q00 ).



(3.2)
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Intuitively, line (3.1) defines a simulation relation: from any pair of states x, y of
α
the local strategies with y ≺ x, whenever σ can make a transition x → x0 , σ 0 can make
a sequence of transitions such that both target states again satisfy the relation, and all
intermediate states visited by σ 0 are related with x. Line (3.2) ensures refinement to be
contravariant: simulation is preserved by all uncontrollable transitions of σ 0 . Unlike the
usual definition of refinement with respect to safety properties, an unfolding σ 0 refines σ
if it simulates σ (the underlying behaviors may be incomparable). This ensures that the
behavior offered by σ — which may be used when the component B1 is deployed — is
also provided by σ 0 . On the other hand, σ 0 may have additional controllable behavior:
refinement ensures that σ 0 is sufficient to implement σ on B2 . The refinement relation is a
form of alternating simulation [97]. A weaker definition of refinement such as (alternating)
trace inclusion would not be sufficient to ensure compositionality.
In [140] we have defined the compositional refinement of a strategy σG over S onto
a platform S 0 , by adding sufficient conditions to Definition 3.31 so as make refinement
compositional. Intuitively, the moves of σ 0 are required to be enabled in the global system
S 0 whenever the corresponding move of σ is enabled in S, and the effect of σ 0 on S 0 must
not be not more restrictive than the effect of σ on S. More precisely, consider

• an unfolding σG with state space QG over S = kIM {Ci | i ∈ I} /P with state space
QS and component state spaces Qi ;

• a target platform S 0 = kIM 0 {Ci0 | i ∈ I} /P 0 with state space QS 0 and component
state spaces Q0i ;
• an unfolding σk0 over Ck0 ;
• a refinement invariant inv over QS × QG × QS 0 .
We define the predicate v (“less restrictive than”) over QG × QS × QS 0 such that for
any x ∈ Qk , y ∈ Q0k ,
^

y v x ⇐⇒ inv ∧
enabledσG (γ)[l(x)/Qk ] =⇒ ¬disabledk,S 0 (γ)[l0 (y)/Q0k ]
γ∈IMc \IM[k]

This predicate characterizes the states for which the behavior of other components than k
is not more restricted in S 0 than in σG , both due to interactions that are not offered by k,
or due to the execution model.
Let σk be the projection of σG on Ck . The refinement of σk by σk0 under inv, written
0
σk inv
S,S 0 σk , is defined in [140], using the predicate v as an inductive invariant. The
0
relation inv
S,S 0 depends on S and S . This is because strategy refinement takes into account
an abstraction of the environment, even if the actual simulation relation is local to a pair of
behaviors. The abstraction distinguishes states according to the interactions they disable;
transitions are distinguished according to the set of interactions they can participate in.
The global unfolding σG allows us to provide information about the desired global behavior,
if available, to make the definitions of enabled and v less pessimistic. Whenever the global
strategy
σG is not explicitly specified, we conservatively assume σG = kIM ({σ} ∪ {Ci | i 6=

k}) /P . The role of the refinement invariant is to provide information about related states
in both systems S and S 0 , e.g., to require equivalence of the states of two observers.
Strategy refinement is compositional:

kIM {Ci | i ∈ I} /P and S 0 = kIM 0 {Ci0 |
Theorem
 03.5 (Strategy refinement) Let S =
i ∈ I} /P . Given unfoldings σi over Ci , σi0 over Ci0 , i ∈ 1...n, and σG over S, if
0
inv
0
0
0
∀i . σi0 inv
S,S 0 σi with respect to σG then σ S,S 0 σG , where σ = kIM 0 {σi | i ∈ I}/P .
That is, the composition of locally refining strategies is a refining strategy.
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component Ci0

πi

component Ci00
strategy σi00

πi

global


unfolding σ
system S

unfolding σi0



Theorem 3.5



unfolding σ 0
system S 0

Corollary 3.1

k
strategy σ 00
system S 00

Figure 3.9: Design flow using strategy refinement.
Remark 3.2 The definition of compositional refinement and Theorem 3.5 assume one-toone component refinement, in order to keep the syntactic simplicity of one-to-one correspondence. It is still possible to reason about refinement where components are removed
or added, by representing a component Ck that exists only in S (resp. S 0 ), by a “neutral” component C¯k in S 0 (resp. S) with the same controllable interactions IM[k]c that are
always enabled.
Definition 3.32 (Stability) An unfolding p is stable in S if there exists a strategy σ and
a refinement invariant inv such that σ inv
S,S p.
Corollary 3.1 (Stability) Given an unfolding p over S = kIM {Ci | i ∈ I}/P and a
refinement invariant inv, if for each component Ck , pk = πk (p) is stable — say, σk inv
S,S pk
p.
for some strategy σk — then p is stable, and kIM {σi | i ∈ I}/P inv
S,S
The scheme of Fig. 3.9 summarizes a possible design flow supported by the results
above.

3.4.4

Strategy Mapping

Theorem 3.5 provides a means to check for refinement between a pair of unfoldings. A
strategy can be automatically and compositionally mapped on another system. The following definition and proposition allow us to map a strategy σ on an unfolding σ 0 , that is,
construct the maximal sub-strategy σ 00 ⊆ σ 0 that effectively refines σ.
In [140] we have defined the compositional mapping of a strategy σG over S onto a
platform S 0 . More precisely, consider

• an unfolding σG with state space QG over S = kIM {Ci | i ∈ I} /P with state space
QS ;

• a target platform S 0 = kIM 0 {Ci0 | i ∈ I} /P 0 with state space QS 0 ;
• an unfolding σk0 over Ck0 ;
• a refinement invariant inv over QS × QG × QS 0 .
Let σk be the projection of σG on Ck . The mapping of σk on σk0 , written σk &inv σk0 ,
is defined in [140] as an unfolding σk00 over Ck0 . Mapping uses our notion of strategy
refinement, and restricts the target unfoldings to the largest strategies such that their
composition refines the composition of the source strategies. Strategy mapping satisfies
the following properties.
Proposition 3.4 If σk0 is a strategy then σk &inv σk0 is a strategy.
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Mapping an unfolding σ on a target unfolding σ 0 , rather than directly on the underlying behavior B, helps to improve precision, as mapped states may be distinguished in a
mapping on σ 0 that may be confused when mapping on B.

Proposition
3.5 (Correctness) Let S = kIM {Ci | i ∈ I} /P , S 0 = kIM 0 {Ci0 | i ∈
 0
I} /P , σi = (Qi , IM[i], →i , li , Q0i ) be an unfolding on Ci , i = 1, ..., n, and inv be a refinement invariant. If ∀i . Ci0 inv
S,S 0 σi , then
• ∀k . σk &inv Ck0 inv
S,S 0 σk , and
• kIM 0 {σi &inv Ci0 | i ∈ I}/P 0 inv
S,S 0 kIM {σi | i ∈ I}/P .
0
Proposition 3.6 (Completeness) If (σ &inv C 0 ) 6inv
S,S 0 σ, then there is no strategy σ
over C 0 refining σ under inv.

3.4.5

Case Study: Distributed Mutual Exclusion

An interesting application domain of strategy mapping is to solve the following problem:
how to deploy a centralized component-based system, whose components are coordinated
through synchronization primitives, on a distributed platform where only lower-level communication primitives are available? We illustrate the principle with the mapping of a
simple strategy ensuring mutual exclusion and fairness, on Kessels’ distributed mutual
exclusion algorithm [176].
Consider the centralized system mutex = kIM {P1 , P2 , S} of Fig. 3.7 with IM = {a1 , p1 |p,
v1 |v, a2 , p2 |p, v2 |v} and the first-come-first-served strategy σ of Fig. 3.8. We call ww1 (resp.
ww2 ) the state labeled with w1 w2 reached with a1 ; a2 (resp. a2 ; a1 ) in which P1 (resp. P2 )
is served first. All other states of σ are uniquely identified by their label. Let σP1 , σP2 ,
and σS be the projections of σ on P1 , P2 , and S, respectively. We want to map strategy σ
on the target platform given by two components implementing Kessels’ mutual exclusion
algorithm [176]:
K1:
req[1] = 1;
turn[1] = turn[2];
await (!req[2] or turn[1]!=turn[2]);
// critical section
req[1] = 0;

K2:
req[2] = 1;
turn[2] = !turn[2];
await (!req[1] or turn[1]=turn[2]);
// critical section
req[2] = 0;

According to Remark 3.2, we model Kessels’
algorithm with two components
and


one dummy component obs = {q⊥ }, {p, v}, (q⊥ , {p}, q⊥ ), (q⊥ , {v}, q⊥ ) “refining” the
semaphore. obs has only one state and is always ready to make a p or v action. We will
use this component as an observer to identify transitions in which one of the components
K1 , K2 enters or leaves its critical section.
Kessels’ algorithm is modeled as component model ks = kIM 0 {K1 , K2 , obs}/P with
0
0
0
K1 and K2 as shown
 in Fig. 3.10, IM = {t1 , t1 , a1 , p1 |p, v1 |v, t2 , t2 , a2 , p2 |p, v2 |v} and
α
P = true, (V )α∈IM defined as follows:
α
t1
t01
p1 |p
t2
t02
p2 |p

Vα
turn2
¬turn2
¬req2 ∨ turn1 6= turn2
¬turn1
turn1
¬req1 ∨ turn2 = turn1
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Figure 3.10: Behavior of component Ki .
and V α = true for all other α ∈ IM 0 , where reqi = li2 ∨ li3 ∨ li4 ∨ li6 ∨ li7 ∨ li8 , and turni =
li5 ∨li6 ∨li7 ∨li8 . While the Bip framework supports variable assignment between components
[24, 138], the component states are explicit in the simplified presentation adopted here. We
therefore represent the reading with a pair of transitions ti and t0i and the execution model
shown above.
Let us now map strategy σ on ks, that is, implement mutual exclusion with the fairness
constraint modeled by σ, in a distributed setting where the components K1 , K2 communicate only through shared variables. According to Kessels’ algorithm where in case of
conflict, K1 is given priority over K2 if and only if turn1 6= turn2 , we fix the refinement
invariant
inv = (ww1 =⇒ turn1 6= turn2 ) ∧ (ww2 =⇒ turn1 = turn2 )
and compute

vP1 = inv ∧ enabledP1 ,σ (a2 ) =⇒ ¬disabledK1 ,ks (a2 ) ∧

enabledP1 ,σ (p2 |p) =⇒ ¬disabledK1 ,ks (p2 |p) ∧

enabledP1 ,σ (v2 |v) =⇒ ¬disabledK1 ,ks (v2 |v)
= inv ∧ ¬w2 ∨ ww1 ∨ u1 ∨ ¬(l23 ∨ l27 ) ∨ ¬req1 ∨ turn1 = turn2



for component P1 /K1 , and similarly for components P2 /K2 and S/obs. The refinement
relation ≤=≤inv
mutex,ks (σP1 , K1 ) is shown in Table 3.1.

s1
w1
u1

l11

l12

l13

l14

l15

l16

l17

l18

•
•
-

•
•
-

•
-

•

•
•
-

•
•
-

•
-

•

Table 3.1: ≺ after 1 iteration and greatest fixpoint ≤inv
mutex,ks (σP1 , K1 ) of ≺.
In order to prove refinement of P1 by K1 , we have to show according to Definition 3.31
that (1) the initial state s1 of P1 is refined by some initial state of K1 (all of whose states
are by definition initial states in its trivial unfolding): this condition is obviously satisfied;
and (2) for any state q 0 among the states l11 , l12 , l15 , l16 simulating the initial state s1 of
the projection of σ, we have vP1 [(s1 , s2 , idle)/Qmutex , q 0 /QK1 ] = true). This condition
is satisfied, too. It follows that K1 inv
mutex,ks πP1 (σ). Similarly, it can be shown that
inv
K2 inv
mutex,ks πP2 (σ) and obs mutex,ks πS (σ). The mappings σK1 := σP1 &inv K1 ,
σK2 := σP2 &inv K2 , and σobs := σS &inv obs are equal to the target components K1 ,
K2 , and obs, that is, their full behavior of the target components is used to implement σ.
With Theorem 3.5, global refinement, that is, ks inv
mutex,ks σ, follows.
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In this example, we have mapped σ on a system whose behavior is very close to that
of σ. This does not need to be the case, however, as long as the available behavior of the
target platform is “expressive enough” to refine σ.

3.4.6

Discussion

We have presented an approach to compositionally cope with strategies, by way of refinement and mapping, in a platform-based design process consisting of successive mapping
steps. The latter are performed component-wise; compositionality results ensure that the
refinement carries over to the global strategy. The results are formulated in a subset of the
heterogeneous component framework Bip.
The complexity of the definitions of strategy refinement and strategy mapping — only
sketched here — comes, on one hand, from the experience of case studies — like the one
detailed above — that showed that former versions of strategy refinement were too strict
and hence, often were not satisfied by concrete examples. This led to the introduction of
a refinement invariant, and the use of v as an inductive invariant. The second source of
complexity is the expressiveness of the Bip interaction model.
Related work. Our notion of strong refinement from [140] uses a particular form of
bisimulation to ensure that the controllable behavior of the abstract strategy is implemented by the lower-level strategy, and that the latter, in turn, does not have any behavior not consistent with the former. A similar approach has been adopted to verify action
contraction [235] and non-atomic refinement [105], and prove linearizability [166] of concurrent CSP processes [104]. The existence of refinement mappings with respect to both safety
and liveness properties has been studied in [1]. More recently, compositional refinement of
reachability properties has been studied in [64] in a framework of modal specifications.
Future work. This work opens several interesting research directions.
First, the results should be reformulated in a modeling framework with a less expressive
notion of glue — thus allowing for more straight-forward definitions of strategy refinement
—, for instance synchronous data-flow frameworks such as [258].
It seems particularly promising to apply the approach to the verification and design of
highly concurrent systems of loosely interacting components, such as sensor networks or
genetic networks.
Furthermore it would be interesting to study whether our definition of refinement can
be relaxed — e.g., using the notion of coupled simulation from [105] which allows a sequence
of actions to be refined by another sequence — while preserving compositionality.
Considering unfoldings as programs, uncontrollable events as faults, and strategies as
fault-tolerant programs, an interesting application of this work would be a compiler dedicated to, or parametrized with, source and target platforms S and S 0 , that compiles a
program σ over S into an equivalent fault-tolerant program σ 0 running on S 0 .

3.5

Conformance Checking for Choreographies of
Components Interacting Asynchronously

Choreography specification languages describe from a global point of view interactions
among a set of services in a system to be designed. Given a choreography specification,
the goal is to obtain a distributed implementation of the choreography as a system of
communicating components (also called peers). The protocols of these peers can be given as
input or automatically generated by projection from the choreography. Verifying whether
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some set of peers implements a choreography specification is called conformance checking.
This check is in general undecidable if asynchronous communication is considered, that is,
services interact through message buffers.
In [149] we have leveraged a recent decidability result on quasi-static scheduling [95]
to check automatically the conformance of a set of peers under an asynchronous communication model with a priori unbounded buffers, and compute the minimal required buffer
size. The verification relies on exploring only a subset called the canonical schedule of the
reachable state space. Finiteness of the canonical schedule implies conformance for sufficiently large but finite buffers. The use of a dominance order on states allows us to decide
whether the canonical schedule is infinite.

3.6

Fault Recovery in Bip

In [53, 54] we have introduced a generic formal framework for specifying and reasoning
about fault recovery (also called non-masking fault-tolerance) for component-based models.
We characterize component-based models based on Bip. However, our method is not
limited to Bip. Unlike the approaches in [17, 186, 200] where a monolithic model is analyzed
or components are defined in terms of properties of sets of computations, our method is
based on observational behavior of a model in the presence of faults.
We have defined what it means for component models to provide a recovery mechanism,
so that the model converges to its normal behavior in the presence of faults (e.g., in selfstabilizing systems), and presented a sufficient condition for incrementally constructing
non-masking models. We have further defined what it means for a component to be a
corrector and shown that non-masking models must contain corrector components; these
components correct the observational behavior of a faulty model. We have shown how
they can be constructed as distinct components interacting with components that provide
functional tasks, so as to separate recovery from functional concerns: when a normal
execution phase is interrupted by the occurrence of faults, control is transferred from
the impacted functional components to corrector components in charge of fault handling
and recovery, and handed back to the functional components once normal behavior is
reestablished. Finally, we have illustrated that any non-masking model can be transformed
into an equivalent model, where functional and recovery tasks are modularized in different
components.

3.7

Verification of Weakly-Hard Requirements on
Quasi-Synchronous Systems

Synchronous Languages [38] such as Lustre [161], Esterel [45], and Signal [41], are based
on clock calculi as formalisms to express and reason about (Boolean) constraints on the
presence of signals, e.g. to define a sub-clock relation. These formalisms fit well their
intended purpose: to reason about synchronous systems where time is abstracted to a
sequence of discrete instants.
As maintaining the hypothesis of a synchronous clock may become expensive or infeasible for distributed implementations, distribution has been the focus of many publications since the early days of synchronous programming. Existing distribution methods
maintain the synchronous semantics in the distributed implementation by means of protocols [259, 71, 70] or a combination of protocols and assumptions on the clock drifts [39, 40].
These assumptions, and the reasoning about the properties they ensure, are made outside
of the model in the form of theorems, each of which has to be proven “by hand”. In
contrast, in many systems such as distributed control systems, occasional deviations of
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the behavior of the distributed implementation from the synchronous model may be acceptable as long as the frequency of such deviations is bounded [179]. The goal of Gideon
Smeding’s PhD thesis [248] was to propose a quasi-synchronous framework encompassing
constraints on the relative speed of clocks, together with a formalism for reasoning about
clock-dependent properties within the model, in order to provide a seamless link between
synchronous models and their asynchronous implementation.
The quasi-synchronous approach developed in [248] considers independently clocked,
locally synchronous components that interact via communication-by-sampling or FIFO
channels. We have defined relative drift bounds on pairs of recurring events such as clock
ticks or the arrival of a message. Drift bounds express constraints on the stability of clocks,
e.g., clock x ticks at least twice within any three consecutive ticks of clock y. We can thus
move from total synchrony, where all clocks tick simultaneously, to global asynchrony by relaxing the drift bounds. As constraints are more relaxed, behavior diverges more and more
from the synchronous system behavior. The approach of [248] takes as inputs a program
written in a Lustre-like language extended with asynchronous communication by sampling,
application requirements on the distribution in the form of weakly-hard constraints [42]
bounding e.g. the tolerated loss of data tokens, and platform assertions (e.g., relative clock
speeds, available communication resources), and verifies whether the program meets the
requirements under the platform assertions.
A second contribution of [248] is the use of drift bounds for performance analysis of
stream processing systems. This clock calculus captures correlated variations of streams.
In the common case of a data-flow system that splits a stream for separate treatment, and
joins them afterwards, the proposed analysis yields more precise results than comparable
methods, especially in the case of bursty behavior [249].
The targeted application domains of [248] include contract-based design of real-time
systems — where the guaranteed behavior of a component will depend on the timing
guarantees provided by its context —, and formal reasoning about non strictly semanticspreserving desynchronization, for instance to support synchronous programming of sensor
networks.

Chapter 4

Contract-based Design
Contracts have first been introduced as a type system for classes [211]: a method guarantees some post-condition under the assumption that its pre-condition is satisfied. In the
component-based programming community, contracts are moving in the focus of research
as a means to achieve one of the main goals of the component paradigm, namely the deployment and reuse of components in different, a priori unknown contexts. As components
may interact under various models of communication, the notion of contract has been generalized from pre- and post-conditions in the form of predicates to behavioral contracts,
allowing the designer to reason about the temporal behavior of environments with which
a component can be composed. In the literature, contracts have been used at different
stages of the design process and with different goals, including requirements engineering [36] and runtime verification [21]. For program development it has been argued [211]
that contract-based design should replace defensive programming. This approach is currently gaining popularity with the advent of highly reconfigurable multi-processor-on-chip
(MPSoC) designs where correctness of each functional block — for instance, coherence of
shared memory — with respect to all possible uses is traded against correctness only under
some assumptions, and better efficiency.
In this chapter we study contract frameworks over Bip. In §4.1, we introduce a theory of
modal assume/guarantee-contracts, and study different composition operations supporting
bottom-up and top-down construction in a design flow. In §4.2, we study a specification
theory for probabilistic contracts.

4.1
4.1.1

Modal Assume/Guarantee Contracts
Motivation

In contrast to a specification defining how a component must behave, contracts can be
seen as implications, providing a guarantee depending on an assumption on the context.
Accordingly, different semantics of contract composition are conceivable, with the two
special cases of conjunction of implications yielding a lazy composition, and implication of
a conjunction for an eager composition. The latter approach is adopted by [190], where
the assumption of the composed contract is defined as the weakest assumption ensuring
the conjunction of both guarantees. In the present work we choose the former approach:
a component satisfying the composition of two contracts must satisfy each guarantee if
and only if the corresponding assumption holds. This notion of composition is consistent
with the component paradigm mentioned above, enabling the component to offer different
guarantees depending on the context.
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C
⊕
C0
C1 ⊗IM C2
B1 kIM B2
Figure 4.1: Example of a contract-based design flow.
In a component-based design flow, contracts and their composition may be used with
different goals in the design flow: on the one hand, a contract may be used to describe
the guarantees a component is able to give, depending on its environment. We call this a
component contract. Component contracts can be used top-down to successively refine an
abstract component, or bottom-up to build a system from previously constructed components. On the other hand, a contract may specify a requirement as a guarantee that must
be ensured under some hypothesis. We call this a requirement contract, or aspect; sometimes they are also referred to as use cases. Aspects are usually implemented top-down.
Therefore, contracts are an elegant way to combine bottom-up and top-down design. Although syntactically there is no difference between both kinds of contracts, the difference
comes from the way they are composed.
For instance, suppose that we want to design a controller for a mobile video player
satisfying the requirements C (“the incoming video stream is decoded in high quality when
sufficient power is available, and with degraded quality of service otherwise”) and C 0 (“the
sound volume is limited if headphones are plugged in”). We can design our controller
by constructing C ⊕ C 0 , decomposing the resulting contract (manually or by quotienting
with the modal specification of a legacy component [229]) into simpler contracts C1 and
C2 , and separately implementing both. The controller is then obtained by composing the
implementations B1 and B2 . The design flow is shown in Figure 4.1.
For component contracts over disjoint components we define a “best effort” composition
operation that is parametrized by an interaction model. The composition ensures each
guarantee depending on the satisfaction of its assumption, provided that the guarantee is
feasible under the specified interaction model. We show that this operation satisfies the
property of independent implementability.
For aspects on the same component or sub-system we define a composition operation
based on modal conjunction to ensure that the composition refines both contracts. This is
motivated by the fact that different aspects express different requirements whose conjunctions is to be satisfied. The same operation serves to compose an aspect with a component.
It is shown to be sound and, under some conditions, complete. To our knowledge this is
the first work formalizing and allowing us to effectively combine both types of contract
composition.
Furthermore, we define a prioritized composition of aspects whose result refines the
composed aspects, such that in case of inconsistencies among them, an aspect of higher
priority “overrides” a lower-priority contract.
In [148] we define contracts in terms of modal automata [189] extending automata with
a modality that indicates for each transition whether it may or must be implemented. This
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more expressive framework has the advantage of keeping a larger design space, whereas a
premature choice of implementing or not a given transition would prematurely narrow the
design space, and rule out possible implementations.
Related work. Modal specifications benefit from a well-established theory and a set
of results that we build upon, in particular work on modal residuation [229]. A detailed
discussion of benefits of modalities for interface theories, in particular for fitting together
contracts over different action vocabularies, can be found in [231]. Since we introduce two
distinct operations for composing contracts over disjoint interaction models and a common
interaction model, respectively, we do not encounter this issue here.
Verification based on modal contracts in Bip is studied in [227], where a decomposition
of contracts is used to define compositional refinement of component contracts. [36] discusses a contract-based design flow for a rich component framework. Aspects are formalized
in terms of pairs (assumption, guarantee) of sets of traces. Conjunction of non-modal specifications has been introduced in [202] with the goal of enabling heterogeneous specifications
mixing operational and logical parts.
Outline. In §4.1.2 the lattice of modal specifications is defined. We introduce two new
operations on modal specification called weak implication and priority composition, and
discuss their properties. §4.1.3 introduces contracts as pairs of modal specifications. In
§4.1.4 we use the operations on modal specifications to define several composition operations on contracts.

4.1.2

Modal Specifications

Automata enriched with modalities on transitions have been introduced in [189] two decades
ago (see [13] for a complete survey). Basically, modal specifications possess two types of
transitions: may-transitions that are optional, as opposed to must-transitions that are
mandatory. We fix Σ◦ as the universal alphabet.
Definition 4.1 (Modal specification) A modal specification is a tuple S = hQ, q 0 , Σ,
∆m , ∆M i where Q is a finite set of states, q 0 ∈ Q is the unique initial state, Σ ⊆ Σ◦ is
a finite set of actions (or ports), and ∆m , ∆M ⊆ Q × Σ × Q are respectively the set of
may-transitions and of must-transitions. We require that ∆m is deterministic and that
∆M ⊆ ∆m .
The condition ∆M ⊆ ∆m naturally imposes that every required transition (i.e., in ∆M )
is also allowed (i.e., is also in ∆m ). In the sequel we will refer to this as the consistency
condition.
a
a
For short, we shall write or draw: q → q 0 when (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ ∆M ; q 99K q 0 when (q, a, q 0 ) ∈
a
∆m \ ∆M ; q 9 when ∀q 0 : (q, a, q 0 ) ∈
/ ∆m .
Example 4.1 Consider a communication channel whose alphabet of actions includes msg
for a sending request and two kinds of acknowledgment for transmission: ack in case of
success and nack in case of failure. The modal specification in Fig. 4.2 specifies that every
message sent must be acknowledged.
Definition 4.2 (Behavior) We call behavior a modal specification hQ, q 0 , Σ, ∆m , ∆M i
where ∆M = ∆m .
Thus, a behavior does not have any optional transition and can be seen as a standard
LTS.
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nack
msg

ack

Figure 4.2: A modal specification
When composing specifications (several composition operations will be introduced later
on), inconsistencies between the modalities may appear. We thus consider the following
extension of modal specification called pseudo-modal specifications in which we relax the
consistency condition in order to model the possible discrepancies:
Definition 4.3 (Pseudo-modal specification) A pseudo-modal specification is a tuple
pS = hQ, q 0 , Σ, ∆m , ∆M i similar to a modal specification, except that the consistency condition is relaxed i.e., ∆M * ∆m is possible.
Modal specifications correspond to the subclass of pseudo-modal specifications for which
∆M ⊆ ∆m . As a consequence, the definitions below for pseudo-modal specifications also
apply to modal specifications. For q ∈ Q, we denote:
• may(q) = {a ∈ Σ | ∃q 0 ∈ Q : (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ ∆m } the set of allowed actions;
• must(q) = {a ∈ Σ | ∃q 0 ∈ Q : (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ ∆M } the set of required actions;
• mustnot(q) = Σ \ may(q) the set of forbidden actions.
A state q such that must(q) * may(q) is said inconsistent, denoted q, and consistent
otherwise. We write Q ⊆ Q for the set of inconsistent states.
The Lattice of Modal Specifications
We now define the semantics of modal and pseudo-modal specifications.
Refinement. Refining a pseudo-modal specification boils down to preserve the musttransitions and to possibly transform some optional transitions into must-transitions or to
take them off the specification.
M
Definition 4.4 (Refinement) A pseudo-modal specification pS1 = hQ1 , q10 , Σ1 , ∆m
1 , ∆1 i
M
0
m
refines a pseudo-modal specification pS2 = hQ2 , q2 , Σ2 , ∆2 , ∆2 i with Σ2 ⊆ Σ1 , written
pS1  pS2 , if there exists a simulation relation θ ⊆ Q1 × Q2 such that: (q10 , q20 ) ∈ θ, and
for all (q1 , q2 ) ∈ θ, the following holds:
M
0
0
0
• for every (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆M
2 there exists (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and (q1 , q2 ) ∈ θ;
0
0
m
0
• for every (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
1 with a ∈ Σ2 there exists (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2 and (q1 , q2 ) ∈ θ;

/ Σ2 then (q10 , q2 ) ∈ θ.
• if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
1 with a ∈
For any pair (q1 , q2 ) ∈ θ we have by definition:

may1 (q1 ) ⊆ may2 (q2 ) ∪ (Σ1 \ Σ2 )
must1 (q1 ) ⊇ must2 (q2 )
Models of a pseudo-modal specification are an ultimate refinement:
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Definition 4.5 (Model relation) A behavior B is a model of a pseudo-modal specification pS, denoted B |= pS, if B  pS. The set of models of pS is denoted by Mod(pS).
We write S> for the modal specification h{q 0 }, q 0 , ∅, ∅, ∅i; S> is greater for  than all
modal specifications and it admits every behavior as a model. On the other hand, let S⊥ be
the modal specification h{q 0 }, q 0 , Σ◦ , ∅, ∆M i with ∆M = {(q 0 , a, q 0 ) | a ∈ Σ◦ }. S⊥ refines
all modal specifications, and its set of models is empty.
It is possible to transform a pseudo-modal specification into a modal specification without changing its set of models [229]. We call this operation reduction and denote ρ(pS)
the reduction of pS. It consists in pruning away the inconsistent states of pS. It follows
the observation that when B1 |= pS2 , for any (q1 , q2 ) ∈ θ:
must2 (q2 ) ⊆ must1 (q1 ) = may1 (q1 ) ⊆ may2 (q2 )
and thus q2 is consistent.
For U ⊆ Q, let preM (U ) = {q ∈ Q | (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ ∆M ∧ q 0 ∈ U } and let
preM
0 (U ) =
preM
k+1 (U ) =
preM
∗ (U ) =

U
preM (preM
k (U ))
S
M
pre
(U
)
k
k

for k ≥ 0

Definition 4.6 (Reduction ρ) The reduction ρ(pS) of a pseudo-modal specification pS =
hQ, q 0 , Σ, ∆m , ∆M i is defined as S⊥ if q 0 ∈ preM
∗ ( Q), and as the modal specification
0
m
M
m
m
M
hQ \ preM
(
Q),
q
,
Σ,
∆
,
∆
i
otherwise,
where
∆
and ∆M
are the sets of
∗
ρ
ρ
ρ ⊆∆
ρ ⊆∆
transitions of pS whose source state and destination state do not belong to preM
∗ ( Q).
This construction is similar to the synthesis of a most permissive controller [232] with
states from Q interpreted as the bad states and with must-transitions as transitions labeled
by uncontrollable events.
In the sequel, pseudo-modal specifications may serve as an artifice when composing
modal specifications; conflicts between the modalities of the composed modal specifications may generate an inconsistent state. By then applying the reduction operation, a
semantically equivalent modal specification is obtained.
Remark 4.1 The main reason for assuming determinism in the may-transition relation
for modal specifications is that the modal refinement then coincides with the inclusion of
sets of models [229]: let S1 and S2 be two modal specifications:
S1  S2 ⇐⇒ Mod(S1 ) ⊆ Mod(S2 )
If non-determinism is allowed in S1 or S2 , modal refinement is not complete [191].
Modal specifications equipped with modal refinement form a complete lattice. The
construction of their infimum and their supremum are introduced next.
Definition 4.7 (Greatest lower bound ∧) The greatest lower bound of two modal specifications S1 and S2 is S1 ∧ S2 = ρ(S1 &S2 ) where S1 &S2 = hQ1 × Q2 , (q10 , q20 ), Σ1 ∪
Σ2 , ∆m , ∆M i where
 0 0
0
m
 (q1 , q2 ) if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
n
o
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2

m
0
0
m
∆ = (q1 , q2 ), a, r | r =
(q1 , q2 ) if (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and a ∈
/ Σ2

(q1 , q20 ) if (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆m
/ Σ1
2 and a ∈
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a

∧
a

q1 →1 q10
a
q1 99K1 q10
a
q 1 91

q2 →2 q20

q2 99K2 q20

a

a

→ (q10 , q20 )
a
→ (q10 , q20 )

(q1 , q2 )
(q1 , q2 )
(q1 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) → (q1 , q20 )

a∈
/ Σ1
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a

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q1 , q20 )

q2 92

a∈
/ Σ2

(q1 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
N/A

a

Table 4.1: Transition relation of S1 ∧ S2
∨
a

q1 →1 q10
a
q1 99K1 q10
a
q1 91

a

a

a

q2 →2 q20

q2 99K2 q20

q2 92

a

(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K q20

a

(q1 , q2 ) 99K q10
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K q10
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K q20

a

Table 4.2: Transition relation of S1 ∨ S2

∆M

 0 0
(q1 , q2 )






 0
n

(q1 , q2 )
= (q1 , q2 ), a, r | r =





(q , q 0 )

 1 2

0
m
if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆M
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2 ,
0
m
0
or (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆M
2
o
if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆M
and
1

0
0
m
a∈
/ Σ2 or ∀q2 : (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈
/ ∆2
if (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆M
and
2

a∈
/ Σ1 or ∀q10 : (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈
/ ∆m
1

The resulting transitions are explicitly enumerated in Table 4.1. The greatest lower
bound operation coincides with a logical conjunction [228]: for any modal specifications S1
and S2 ,
Mod(S1 ∧ S2 ) = Mod(S1 ) ∩ Mod(S2 )
Definition 4.8 (Least upper bound ∨) The least upper bound S1 ∨ S2 of two modal
specifications S1 and S2 is the tuple h(Q1 × Q2 ) ∪ Q1 ∪ Q2 , (q10 , q20 ), Σ1 ∩ Σ2 , ∆m , ∆M i, where
m
m
M
M
M
∆m = ∆m
= ∆M
1 ∪ ∆2 ∪ ∆∨ , ∆
1 ∪ ∆2 ∪ ∆∨ , and
 0 0
0
m
 (q1 , q2 ) if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
n
o
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2

m
0
0
m
0
0
∆∨ = (q1 , q2 ), a, r | r =
q1
if (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and @q2 : (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆m
2

0
0
m
q20
if (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆m
2 and @q1 : (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1


0
M
∆M
(q1 , q2 ), a, (q10 , q20 ) | (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆M
∨ =
1 ∧ (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2
The resulting transitions are explicitly enumerated in Table 4.2.
Remark 4.2 The least upper bound of modal specification does not match with a logical
disjunction. In fact, modal specification are not closed under disjunction [114]. However,
S1 ∨ S2 is the least specification for the refinement preorder whose set of models contains
Mod(S1 ) ∪ Mod(S2 ).
Weak Implication
This section introduces a new operation on modal specification called weak implication
which is a partial adjoint of the conjunction. In other words, the weak implication S ÷ S1
characterizes the modal specifications X solving the equation S1 ∧ X ≤ S.
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a

a

a

÷
q1 →1 q10
a
q1 99K1 q10
a
q1 91
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q2 →2 q20

q2 99K2 q20

a

a

(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

a

a∈
/ Σ2

q 2 92
a

(q1 , q2 ) → >
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K >
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K >

a

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

Table 4.3: Transition relations of S1 ÷ S2
Definition 4.9 (Weak implication ÷) The weak implication of two modal specifications S1 and S2 is S1 ÷ S2 = h(Q1 × Q2 ) ∪ {>}, (q10 , q20 ), Σ1 , ∆m , ∆M i where
 0 0
0
m
 (q1 , q2 ) if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
n
o
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2

m
0
0
m
∆ = (q1 , q2 ), a, r | r =
(q1 , q2 ) if (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and a ∈
/ Σ2

>
if ∀ q20 : (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈
/ ∆m
2

∆M

∪ {(>, a, >) | a ∈ Σ1 }
 0 0
n

(q1 , q2 )
= (q1 , q2 ), a, r | r =
(q10 , q2 )

0
m
M
if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆M
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2 \ ∆2
0
M
if (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 and a ∈
/ Σ2

o

Let S⊥ ÷ S = S⊥ when S =
6 S⊥ and S ÷ S⊥ = S> .
The resulting possible transitions are enumerated in Table 4.3. Intuitively, for a given
pair of states, the modality of each action is defined as the weakest modality such that the
conjunction with S2 refines S1 . Observe that if Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅ then S1 ÷ S2 = S1 .
Proposition 4.1 Given three modal specifications S1 , S2 , and S, the following implication
holds:
S2  S ÷ S1 =⇒ S1 ∧ S2  S.
The converse does not hold in general. Consider the modal specifications in Fig. 4.3
defined over the same alphabet {a, b}, we have S1 ∧ S2  S but S2  S ÷ S1 as after a first
occurrence of a, the action a is required in S ÷ S1 whereas, in S2 , a is forbidden.

a

a

b
(a) S1

(b) S2

(c) S

a

a

a

b
⊥
(d) S1 &S2

a

a

b
>
a, b

(e) S1 ∧ S2

(f) S ÷ S1

Figure 4.3: Counterexample showing the incompleteness of weak implication ÷
We now define a relation between modal specifications called non-conflicting under
which completeness of weak implication is ensured. Intuitively two modal specifications
S1 and S2 are non-conflicting if any shared action required by one is not forbidden by the
other. In [192] this relation is called independence.
Definition 4.10 (Non-conflicting) Two modal specifications S1 and S2 are non-conflicting if there exists a relation Γ ⊆ Q1 × Q2 such that (q10 , q20 ) ∈ Γ and for all pairs
(q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ:
• For all a ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2 :
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0
m
0
0
– for every (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆M
1 there exists (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2 with (q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ;
0
m
0
0
– for every (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆M
2 there exists (q1 , a, q1 ) ∈ ∆1 with (q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ;
0
m
0
0
– if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
1 and (q2 , a, q2 ) ∈ ∆2 then (q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ.
0
• for all a ∈ Σ1 \ Σ2 , if (q1 , a, q10 ) ∈ ∆m
1 then (q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ;
0
• for all a ∈ Σ2 \ Σ1 , if (q2 , a, q20 ) ∈ ∆m
2 then (q1 , q2 ) ∈ Γ.

Example 4.2 The modal specifications S1 and S2 in Fig. 4.3 are not non-conflicting as,
after the occurrence of a, the action b is required in S1 and forbidden in S2 .
If S1 and S2 are non-conflicting then the computation of the greatest lower bound
a
a
S1 ∧ S2 does not produce inconsistency, as the rule q1 → q10 and q2 9 in Table 4.1, which
entails that (q1 , q2 ) is inconsistent, is never applied.
Proposition 4.2 Given three modal specifications S1 , S2 , and S such that S1 and S2 are
non-conflicting:
S1 ∧ S2  S =⇒ S2  S ÷ S1 .
Weak implication is called a partial adjoint of conjunction as it is correct (Prop. 4.1) but
complete only under a certain assumption (Prop. 4.2). A correct and complete construction
which would then be an adjoint of conjunction does not exist for modal specifications.
Theorem 4.1 Conjunction for modal specification does not have an adjoint [148].
Parallel Composition
We now generalize parallel composition of Bip component behaviors (Definition 2.28) to
modal transition systems.
Definition 4.11 (Composition kIM ) The composition of two modal specifications Si =
M
hQi , qi0 , Σi , ∆m
i , ∆i i, i = 1, 2 with disjoint alphabets, under an interaction model IM over
Σ1 ] Σ2 is S1 kIM S2 = hQ1 × Q2 , (q10 , q20 ), IM, ∆m , ∆M i, where the transition relations ∆m
M
and ∆M are obtained by synchronizing respectively ∆m
i and ∆i : for any α ∈ IM,
0
• ((q1 , q2 ), α, (q10 , q20 )) ∈ ∆m if (qi , α[i], qi0 ) ∈ ∆m
i when α[i] 6= ∅, and qi = qi otherwise,
i = 1, 2;
0
• ((q1 , q2 ), α, (q10 , q20 )) ∈ ∆M if (qi , α[i], qi0 ) ∈ ∆M
i when α[i] 6= ∅, and qi = qi otherwise,
i = 1, 2.

Let SkIM S⊥ = S⊥ kIM S = S⊥ .
Example 4.3 Fig. 4.4 shows the modal specifications S1 and S2 , defined over the alphabets
{a, b} and {c, d}, respectively, and their composition S1 kIM S2 under the interaction model
IM = {b, a|c, b|d}.

a
(a) S1

b

c
(b) S2

b

a|c

(c) S1 kIM S2

Figure 4.4: Example of composition kIM
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a

<

a

q1 →1 q10
a
q1 99K1 q10
a
q 1 91
a∈
/ Σ1

q2 →2 q20

q2 99K2 q20

a

a

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) → q20
a
(q1 , q2 ) → (q1 , q20 )

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q1 , q20 )
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a

a∈
/ Σ2

q2 92
a

(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9

a

(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q2 )
a
(q1 , q2 ) 9
N/A

Table 4.4: Transition relation of S1 < S2
Refinement is a congruence with respect to composition (this property is also called
stepwise refinement of modal specifications):
Proposition 4.3 For modal specifications S over Σ, S1 , S2 over Σ0 , and IM over Σ ] Σ0 ,
S1  S2 =⇒ S1 kIM S  S2 kIM S
Priority Composition
Last, we introduce a priority composition. Intuitively, S1 < S2 behaves, for each action,
like S2 whenever the modality in S2 is different from may (undetermined), otherwise it
behaves like S1 .
M
Definition 4.12 (Priority composition) Let Si = hQi , qi0 , Σi , ∆m
i , ∆i i, i = 1, 2 be two
0 0
modal specifications, S1 < S2 is the tuple h(Q1 × Q2 ) ∪ Q2 , (q1 , q2 ), Σ1 ∪ Σ2 , ∆m , ∆M i with
m 0
M
M 0
m 0
M 0
∆m = ∆m
= ∆M
2 ∪ (∆ ) , ∆
2 ∪ (∆ ) , and (∆ ) and (∆ ) are defined by Table 4.4.

Proposition 4.4 Given three modal specifications S1 , S2 and S3 :
• S1 < S2  S2 ;
• (S1 < S2 ) < S3 = S1 < (S2 < S3 ).

4.1.3

Modal Assume/Guarantee Contracts

We now enrich our component-based framework with a notion of contracts. As briefly indicated in the introduction, a contract is a pair of specifications: one describes an assumption
on the usage of the component made by its environment; the other one corresponds to a
guarantee offered by the component as long as the assumption is satisfied.
Definition 4.13 (Contract) A contract C is a pair (A, G) of modal specifications where
A is called assumption and G guarantee.
We do not make restriction on the alphabet of A and G; their scope can thus be different.
A contract C = (A, G) on a component with alphabet Σ guarantees any implementation
to satisfy G, provided that A is satisfied. Since the context in which the component will
be deployed is unknown at design time, A can only make assumptions about the locally
observable behavior of the component when integrated in its environment, not about the
behavior of the environment itself.
Example 4.4 The contract (AF un , GF un ) consisting of the pair of modal specifications
in Fig. 4.5 specifies that every message sent must be acknowledged, provided that a sent
message is re-emitted as long as it has not been acknowledged.
The semantics of contracts is defined as follows.
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nack
msg

ack
(a) Assumption AF un

msg
ack
(b) Guarantee GF un

Figure 4.5: Communication channel – functional aspect CF un
Definition 4.14 (Implementation) A modal specification S satisfies a contract C =
(A, G) if A ∧ S  G. Models B of S are then called implementations of C, written B |= C.
A contract represents early requirements that may be strengthened during design time.
We thus introduce a refinement relation on contracts.
Refinement
Refining a contract means weakening assumptions and strengthening guarantees when the
initial assumption is met:
Definition 4.15 (Refinement) A contract (A0 , G 0 ) refines (A, G), written (A0 , G 0 ) 
(A, G) if A  A0 and A ∧ G 0  G.
We denote ≡ the equivalence relation induced by . Contracts can also be ordered by
comparing their sets of implementations:
Definition 4.16 (Model inclusion) We write (A0 , G 0 ) v (A, G) if every implementation
of (A0 , G 0 ) is also an implementation of (A, G). We write (A0 , G 0 ) ≡ (A, G) if (A0 , G 0 ) v
(A, G) and (A, G) v (A0 , G 0 ).
Proposition 4.5 (A0 , G 0 )  (A, G) =⇒ (A0 , G 0 ) v (A, G). The converse is not true.
Let us distinguish the two following particular contracts: C⊥ = (S> , S⊥ ) and C> =
(S⊥ , S> ). For any contract C we have C⊥  C  C> . Moreover, C⊥ has no implementation
and C> admits any behavior as implementation.
Implicit Form
A fundamental question following Definition 4.14 is then: can we compute a modal specification having the same set of implementations as a given contract C? This question is
addressed by the implicit form of C. For a given contract C = (A, G), the weak implication
G ÷ A is called the implicit form of C. It is refined by all specification S satisfying C and
such that S and A are non-conflicting.
Example 4.5 The implicit form of the contract CF un in Fig. 4.5 is depicted in Fig. 4.6.
While ack and nack are forbidden in the initial state of the assumption AF un , the implicit
form of CF un has a may-transition from the initial state to a >-state labelled by ack and
nack. This represents the consequence of the violation of the assumption: if ack or nack
occur then the contract is relaxed and no more guarantee is provided.
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nack
msg
ack

Figure 4.6: Implicit form of the contract CF un

4.1.4

Composition of Contracts

Composition operations for contracts may be used with different goals in a design flow,
and hence, be given different semantics: on the one hand, a contract may describe the
guarantees a component is able to give, depending on its environment. Accordingly, the
component composition of two contracts is the strongest contract satisfied by the composition of any pair of implementations of both contracts.
On the other hand, a contract may be used to specify a requirement as a guarantee
that must be ensured under some hypothesis. We call this a requirement contract, or
aspect. We define two operations for aspect composition of two contracts: one with a
conjunctive semantics, defined as the weakest common refinement of both contracts, and
priority composition, allowing a contract of higher priority to override a lower-priority
contract in case of conflict.
Component Composition
For disjoint component contracts we define a “best effort” composition operation that
is parametrized by a Bip interaction model. This composition ensures each guarantee
depending on the satisfaction of its assumption, provided that the guarantee is feasible
under the specified interaction model.
Consider two behaviors B1 and B2 that are respectively implementations of contracts C1
and C2 . When a system is built bottom-up by composing B1 and B2 under an interaction
model IM, one obvious question is: what can be inferred on B1 kIM B2 from C1 and C2 ? To
this end, we define the composition operation ⊗IM on contracts.
Definition 4.17 (Composition ⊗IM ) Given contracts C1 = (A1 , G1 ) and C2 = (A2 , G2 )
on disjoint alphabets and an interaction model IM, we define C1 ⊗IM C2 = (A, G) where:
• G = (G1 ÷ A1 )kIM (G2 ÷ A2 )
• A = (A1 kIM A2 ) ÷ G
The composition ⊗IM is commutative and associative. The property of independent
implementability (also referred to as constructivity in [165]) allows us to obtain an implementation of the composition of contracts as the composition of their implementations.
Theorem 4.2 (Independent implementability) Let C1 , C2 be two contracts and IM an
interaction model, if B1 |= C1 and B2 |= C2 then B1 kIM B2 |= C1 ⊗IM C2 .
Since the contract C1 ⊗IM C2 is satisfied by the composition under IM of any pair of
implementations of C1 and C2 , the composition operation ⊗IM allows us to reason about
contracts in a bottom-up manner. Similarly, for contracts the composition ⊗IM is monotonic with respect to the refinement preorder:
Proposition 4.6 (Stepwise refinement) Given three contracts C, C1 , C2 , the following
holds:
C1  C2 =⇒ C1 ⊗IM C  C2 ⊗IM C
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send, ok

send

ok
(a) Assumption AClient

(b) Guarantee GClient

Figure 4.7: A contract CClient for a client component

ack|ok, nack|f ail
msg|send

msg|send
msg|send
ack|ok
ack|ok,
nack|f ail

ack|ok, nack|f ail
nack|f ail

IM
msg|send

nack|f ail
msg|send
ack|ok

IM
(a) Assumption A⊗IM

(b) Guarantee G⊗IM

Figure 4.8: The contract CF un ⊗IM CClient
One may argue that there are other ways to compose C1 and C2 such that the independent implementability property is satisfied. We however now show that C1 ⊗IM C2 is the
minimal contract with respect to the model inclusion preorder satisfying the independent
implementability property:
Theorem 4.3 (Minimality) If for all B1 and B2 such that B1 |= C1 and B2 |= C2 we
have B1 kIM B2 |= C, then C1 ⊗IM C2 v C.
Example 4.6 Consider a client whose alphabet consists of the three actions: send for a
message to be transmitted, and two kinds of responses: ok if the message has been received,
and fail otherwise. The contract in Fig. 4.7 states that, under the hypothesis that fail never
occurs, every transmitted message is well received (i.e., send is acknowledged by ok). The
interactions between the client and the communication channel are given by the interaction
model IM = {msg|send, ack|ok, nack|f ail}. The result of composing CF un of Fig. 4.5 and
CClient of Fig. 4.7 is depicted in Fig. 4.8. In the obtained guarantee, msg|send is followed
by ack|ok unless nack|fail occurs, which constitutes a violation of AClient . From then on,
msg|send may be followed by ack|ok or nack|fail.
By independent implementability, the composition of any pair of implementations of
CF un and CClient satisfies CF un ⊗IM CClient . This may look surprising, since the assumption
A⊗IM allows ack|ok to take place from the initial state, whereas ack was not allowed to
happen from the initial state of AF un . This is because this behavior is ruled out by CClient ,
which guarantees only send to take place. In other words, the information of CClient is used
to weaken the assumption A⊗IM .
Aspect Composition
It is current engineering practice to model different aspects of a specification separately.
In terms of contracts, this amounts to attach several contracts to a single component. A
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overload
ack,
nack, msg

reset

ack, nack, msg
overload

(a) Assumption ARel

overload
ack,
nack, msg

reset

nack, msg

(b) Guarantee GRel

Figure 4.9: Communication channel – reliability aspect CRel
central question is whether a set of contracts is consistent, and how to compute a common
implementation, or shared refinement [107]. We define the composition of contracts C1 and
C2 as the weakest contract C refining each aspect, that is, making the guarantee of each
contract provided that the corresponding assumption is met.
Definition 4.18 (Composition ⊕) Given two contracts C1 = (A1 , G1 ) and C2 = (A2 , G2 ),
let

C1 ⊕ C2 = A1 ∨ A2 , (G1 ÷ A1 ) ∧ (G2 ÷ A2 )
This notion of composition is consistent with the component paradigm mentioned above,
enabling the component to offer different guarantees depending on the context. The composition ⊕ is commutative and, for contracts sharing the same alphabet, associative.
Proposition 4.7 (Stepwise refinement) For any contracts C, C1 , and C2 ,
C1  C2 =⇒ C1 ⊕ C  C2 ⊕ C
Example 4.7 Consider now a second contract CRel in Fig. 4.9 dealing with the reliability
of a communication channel. Two new actions are introduced: overload which occurs
when the maximal capacity of the communication channel is reached and reset for the
re-initialization of the system. The contract CRel specifies the following:
• assumption ARel : on overload, the system must be reset.
• guarantee GRel : on overload, the communication channel only produces nack; or,
equivalently, messages can be positively acknowledged only when the system is not
overloaded.
The guarantee obtained by composing the two aspects CF un and CRel is depicted in
Fig. 4.10. It can be decomposed in four blocks:
• the upper left block corresponds to the situation where none of the assumptions made
in the two contracts is violated and thus, both guarantees are verified;
• the upper right block corresponds to the case where the assumptions of CF un has been
violated. As a consequence, the contract CF un is disabled and only GRel is ensured;
• similarly, in the bottom left block, the assumption of CRel have been violated and only
GF un is ensured;
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ack
msg
nack
ack, nack

overload
reset, msg,
ack, nack

Figure 4.10: The guarantee of CF un ⊕ CRel .
• last, the bottom right block is a >-state corresponding to the situation where both
assumptions of CF un and CRel have been violated and both contracts are disabled.
Theorem 4.4 (Correctness of ⊕) The aspect composition operation ⊕ is correct with
respect to model inclusion: for any contracts Ci ,
C1 ⊕ C2 v Ci , i = 1, 2.
Theorem 4.5 (Partial completeness of ⊕) Consider two contracts C1 = (A1 , G1 ) and
C2 = (A2 , G2 ). If S is a modal specification that satisfies C1 and C2 and is non-conflicting
with A1 and A2 , then S satisfies C1 ⊕ C2 .
Because of the non-conflicting assumption here, we only talk about partial completeness.
We conjecture that due to the non-existence of an adjoint to the greatest lower bound of
modal specifications, aspect composition cannot be correct and complete; this is still an
open question.
Prioritized Aspect Composition
In practice, aspects are not equally important. For instance, an aspect “safety” may be
chosen to override an aspect “quality of service”. The operation of priority composes
aspects in a hierarchical order, such that in case of inconsistency, an aspects of higher
priority overrides a lower-priority contract. A similar operation for the four-valued Belnap
logic has been introduced in [61] to compose access control policies.
Definition 4.19 (Priority < on contracts) Given two contracts C1 = (A1 , G1 ) and C2 =
(A2 , G2 ), we define:

C1 < C2 = A1 ∨ A2 , (G1 ÷ A1 ) < (G2 ÷ A2 )
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Figure 4.11: The guarantee of CRel < CF un
Example 4.8 The guarantee obtained by composing CRel < CF un is depicted in Fig. 4.11.
When the communication channel is on overload, a positive acknowledgment ack may occur as specified in the higher-priority contract CF un , which was impossible in CRel . The
remaining guarantee is GF0 un (lower block).
Proposition 4.8 For any contract C, C1 and C2 , the priority composition operation on
contracts satisfies the following properties:
1. C1 < C2 v C2 ;
2. C < (S⊥ , S> ) = C.
That is, all models of the priority composition satisfy the contract of higher priority. Whenever the latter does not make a choice, the models must satisfy the choice made by C1 .
For any contracts C1 , C2 and C3 over the same alphabet, the priority composition
operation is associative. We can therefore extend priority composition to a hierarchy of an
arbitrary number of aspects and compose them in any order.

4.1.5

Discussion

We have defined modal contracts as a pair of modal specifications, and introduced a new
operation on modal specification called weak implication. Based on this operation, we have
introduced three composition operations between modal contracts, responding to different
requirements in the design flow and satisfying different properties:
• component composition ⊗IM of contracts over disjoint sub-systems, parametrized
with an interaction model IM. The composition is defined as the strongest contract
satisfying the property of independent implementability;
• aspect composition ⊕ of contracts over the same sub-system, defined as the weakest
contract refining both arguments;
• priority composition < of contracts over the same sub-system, enforcing a hierarchy
of importance among the contracts.
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In contrast to modal interfaces [230] and our implicit form G ÷ A using a distinct state
> representing the fact that the assumption has been violated, modal assume/guarantee
contracts explicitly distinguish assumption and guarantee. This has several practical consequences. First, in assume/guarantee contracts, assumption and guarantee can be refined separately, whereas in the implicit form, weakening an assumption coincides with a
strengthening of the guarantee.
Second, assume/guarantee contracts enable the designer to make assumptions on some
desired behavior, in contrast to the implicit form where assumptions (in the form of transitions leading to >) can only express that some behavior is not expected.
Finally, and more importantly, it is frequent that assumption and guarantee cover
different aspects of a design. In this case, assume/guarantee contracts enable separation
of concerns and compositional reasoning about different views, whereas the complexity of
the implicit form would blow up with the product of the size of the assumption and the
guarantee.
As we have seen, these advantages of modal assume/guarantee contracts come at the
price of aspect composition being only partially complete (Theorem 4.5).
Related work. A theory of assume/guarantee interfaces is presented in [183], along with
acyclic assume/guarantee rules for computing guarantees of composed components.
In [190], assume/guarantee interfaces are seen as pairs of input-enabled I/O-automata.
These component contracts are then composed by synchronized product where the assumption of the composed contract is defined as the weakest assumption ensuring the
conjunction of both guarantees. The monolithic form of these contracts corresponds to
interface automata [97], which jointly capture input assumptions and output guarantees,
whereas the approach developed in this article can be mapped onto modal interfaces which
are more expressive and more pertinent for interface-based design [193, 230].
More recently, a general framework defining a contract theory from a specification
theory has been proposed in [29] and instantiated with the theory of modal specifications.
However, aspect composition is not considered.
[75] develops a (non-modal) compositional specification theory including parallel composition, conjunction, and quotient operations, for both a declarative and an operational
component theory where I/O actions synchronize. This work is extended in [79] to assume/guarantee specifications.
The approach developed in [37, 36] aims at being the most general possible and considers assume/guarantee contracts as pairs of specifications, without fixing their formalism
a priori. A general composition operation called fusion is then defined that separately
composes assumptions and guarantees. This generality entails the strong restriction of the
specification formalism and the guarantees being closed under ∧, ∨, and negation.

4.2

Probabilistic Contracts

In this section we present the framework of probabilistic contracts introduced in [269, 155]
for constructing component-based embedded systems, based on the formalism of discretetime Interactive Markov Chains. A contract specifies the assumptions a component makes
on its context and the guarantees it provides. Probabilistic transitions represent allowed
uncertainty in the component behavior, for instance, to model internal choice or reliability. Action transitions are used to model non-deterministic behavior and communication
between components. An interaction model specifies how components interact with each
other.
We provide the ingredients for a component-based design flow, including (1) contract
satisfaction and refinement, (2) parallel composition of contracts over disjoint, interacting
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(a) Client – Link – Server.
f ail2
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rec `1
`0

0.02
0.98 ` del0 ` rec0
2
3
del

`4

del0 `9
f ail1 `8
rec0
0.05 `6
0.95
`5

(b) The IMC M` of the Link.
Figure 4.12: An example of IMC: a Client-Link-Server.
components, and (3) conjunction of contracts describing different requirements over the
same component. Compositional design is enabled by congruence of refinement.

4.2.1

Motivation

Embedded and distributed systems often encompass unreliable software or hardware components, as it may be technically or economically impossible to make a system entirely
reliable. As a result, system designers have to deal with probabilistic specifications such as
“the probability that this component fails at this point of its behavior is less than or equal
to 10−6 ”. More generally, uncertainty in the observed behavior is introduced by abstraction of black-box behavior of components, the environment, or the execution platform. In
this work, we introduce a framework for the design of correct systems from probabilistic,
interacting components.
Figure 4.12(a) shows a Link system that transmits data between a Client and a Server.
The Link receives a request from the Client and encodes the request before sending it to the
Server. The encoding process fails with probability 0.02. After receiving a response from
the Server, it decodes the data before delivering it to the Client. To model components, we
use a variant of Interactive Markov Chain (IMC) framework [167] with discrete time semantics, which combines labeled transition systems (LTS) and Markov chains. Figure 4.12(b)
shows an IMC describing the Link component of Figure 4.12(a). From its initial state `0 ,
the Link goes to state `1 as soon as it receives (rec) a request from a Client; the probability
that it delivers (del0 ) this request to the Server is 0.98 and the probability that it fails to
deliver it to the Server is 0.02. The Link goes to state `4 immediately after receiving a
response (rec0 ) from the Server; the probability that it delivers (del) the response to the
Client is 0.95 and the probability of failing to do so is 0.05. In state `8 , the Link may still
communicate with the Server regarding other services, but will not deliver any response to
the Client.
Components communicate through interactions, that is, synchronized action transitions. Interactions are essential in component frameworks because they allow the modeling
of how components cooperate and communicate. We use Bip to model interactions between components. Since the deploying context of a component is not known at design
time, we use probabilistic contracts to specify and reason about the correct behaviors of a
component. Contracts were first introduced in [210]. They allow the designer to specify
what a component can expect from its context, what it must guarantee, and explicitly limit
the responsibilities of both.
The framework we propose here allows us to model components, their interactions, and
the uncertainty in their observed behavior (§4.2.2). It supports different steps in a design
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flow: refinement, satisfaction, and projection (§4.2.3), parallel composition (§4.2.4), and
conjunction (shared refinement) (§4.2.4). These operations satisfy the following properties:
• Refinement is compositional, that is, the parallel composition of refining contracts
refines the composition of the refined contracts.
• Several contracts over the same component may be used to independently specify
different requirements, possibly over different subsets of the component interactions.
The conjunction is a common refinement of all contracts. It is the greatest common
refinement if all contracts have the same alphabet.
As pointed out in [63], conjunction of probabilistic specifications is non trivial, since a
straight-forward approach would introduce spurious behaviors.

4.2.2

Components and Contracts

We use Interactive Markov Chains [167] with discrete-time semantics to model the behavior
of components.
Definition 4.20 (Probability distribution) A probability distribution over a finite set
P
X is a function f : X → [0, 1] such that x∈X f (x) = 1.
Definition 4.21 (Interactive Markov Chain (IMC)) An IMC is a tuple
(Q, A, →, ∆, s0 ) where:
• Q is a nonempty finite set of states, partitioned into Qp , the set of probabilistic states,
and Qa , the set of action states;
• A is a finite alphabet of actions;
• → ⊆ Qa × A × Q is an action transition relation;
• ∆ : Qp → (Q → [0, 1]) is a transition probability function such that, for each s ∈ Qp ,
∆(s) is a probability distribution over Q;
• s0 is the initial state.
Each action state in Qa may have outgoing action transitions — also called nondeterministic transitions in the literature — like those in a labeled transition system (LTS).
Each probabilistic state in Qp has outgoing probabilistic transitions like those in a Markov
chain. Probability distributions on states are memoryless, i.e., the future of an IMC depends only on the current state, not on past choices. For example, in Figure 4.12(b), the
probabilistic choice that the Link delivers the response to the Client (i.e., ∆(`4 )(`5 ) = 0.95)
is independent from the probabilistic choice of delivering a request to the Server (i.e.,
∆(`1 )(`2 ) = 0.98).
Notation: For convenience, we sometimes write the transition probability function ∆
as a transition relation 99K ⊆ Qp × [0, 1] × Q such that:
99K = {(s, p, s0 ) | s ∈ Qp ∧ s0 ∈ Q ∧ p = ∆(s)(s0 )}
Graphically, we only depict the 99K transitions labeled with a non null probability (see
Figure 4.13(a)).
We introduce contracts as a finite specification for a possibly infinite number of components modeled by IMCs. In contrast to IMCs, the probabilistic transitions of a contract
are labeled with probability intervals, similar to the formalism of [173, 270]. Moreover,
two distinct states > and ⊥ are used to distinguish the assumptions on the use of the
component from the guarantees it provides.
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Figure 4.13: Contract Examples
Definition 4.22 (Contract) A contract is a tuple (Q, A, →, σ, t0 ) where:
• Q is a nonempty finite set of states, partitioned into Q = Qp ∪ Qa ∪ {>, ⊥}, where
Qp is the set of probabilistic states, Qa is the set of action states, and > and ⊥ are
distinct states without any outgoing transitions;
• A is a finite alphabet of actions;
• → ⊆ Qa × A × Q is the action transition relation;
• σ : Qp → (Q → 2[0,1] ) is a transition probability predicate, associating with each pair
of states in Qp × Q an interval of probabilities;
• t0 is the initial state.
Definitions: We also write σ as a transition relation 99K ⊆ Qp × 2[0,1] × Q such that
>0
99K = {(s, P, s0 ) | s ∈ Qp ∧ s0 ∈ Q ∧ P = σ(s)(s0 )}. We write q 99K q 0 if ∃p > 0 : p ∈ σ(q, q 0 )
>0 +

>0

>0

and denote by 99K the transitive closure of 99K. Let
= → ∪ 99K, and let ∗ be the
reflexive and transitive closure of . A state q ∈ Q is reachable if t0 ∗ q. A contract is
consistent if ⊥ is not reachable.
The meaning of a contract C over a component M is the following:
a

• a transition s → > specifies the assumption of the component M that an interaction
involving action a does not occur in state s;
• in an action state s, an action a labeling a transition not leading to > specifies the
guarantee of the component M that a is enabled in s; conversely, the absence of
any outgoing transition labeled with a specifies the guarantee that an interaction
involving a will not occur;
• the > state represents the fact that the assumption has been violated, and henceforth,
the component M can show arbitrary, uncontrollable behavior;
• the ⊥ state stands for “inconsistent” and means that M cannot satisfy the contract C
any more;
[a,b]

• a transition s 99K t specifies an interval of allowed transition probabilities.
Hypothesis 4.1 We require that the target states of probabilistic transitions are action or
>0

probabilistic states: if q 99K q 0 then q 0 ∈
/ {>, ⊥}.
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Example 4.9 The contract Cs in Figure 4.13(b) specifies that, after the Server receives a
request req 0 , the probability that it reaches state t3 is within [0, 0.1]; in state t3 , it assumes
that the environment does not provide req 0 ; if this occurs, its implementation is not bound
by Cs any more; the probability that it reaches t2 from t1 is within [0.9, 1]; in state t2 , it
guarantees to send a response (res0 ). In §4.2.3, we show how to check that the IMC Ms
(in Figure 4.13(a)) satisfies the contract Cs .
From the definitions of IMC and contract, we can see that an IMC can be trivially
converted into a contract. For this, we define a lifting operator b.c:
α

bs1 −
→ s2 c
p

bs1 99K s2 c

=

α

s1 −
→ s2
[p,p]

= s1 99K s2

For the sake of simplicity, we use the same notation 99K to represent both kinds of probabilistic transitions (i.e., those in an IMC and in a contract).
In Figure 4.14 we define some useful operations related to probability intervals.
dne = if n > 1 then 1 else n
[`1 , u1 ] + [`2 , u2 ] = [`1 + `2 , du1 + u2 e]
[F1]
[`1 , u1 ] ∗ [`2 , u2 ] = [`1 ∗ `2 , u1 ∗ u2 ]
[F2]
k ∗ [`, u] = [k ∗ `, k ∗ u] for k ∈ [0, 1] [F3]
Figure 4.14: Operations on probability intervals.
The following definition, borrowed from [111], states that, for any probability chosen
in any probabilistic transition’s interval, it is always possible to choose probabilities in the
intervals of all the remaining transitions outgoing from the same state such that the sum
is 1.
Definition 4.23 (Delimited contract) A contract C = (Q, A, →, σ, t0 ) is delimited [111]
P
iff ∀s ∈ Qp ∀s0 ∈ Q ∀p ∈ σ(s)(s0 ) : 1 − p ∈ s00 ∈Q\{s0 } σ(s)(s00 ).

4.2.3

Contract Refinement

System synthesis involves refining a contract until an implementation is obtained. We
therefore define formally the notion of contract refinement.
Refinement and Satisfaction
We first define contract refinement, and give thereafter some explanations.
Definition 4.24 (Contract refinement) Let C1 = (Q1 , A, →1 , σ1 , s0 ) and C2 = (Q2 , A,
→2 , σ2 , t0 ) be two contracts. A relation  ⊆ Q1 × Q2 is a simulation if for all s  t we
have:
1. s = > =⇒ t = >;
2. t = ⊥ =⇒ s = ⊥;
3. If (s, t) ∈ Qa1 × (Qa2 ∪ {>}) then
α

α

(a) ∀t0 6= > ∈ Q2 , (t →2 t0 ) =⇒ (∃s0 ∈ Q1 , s →1 s0 ∧ s0  t0 );
α

α

(b) ∀s0 ∈ Q1 , (s →1 s0 ) =⇒ (t = > ∨ ∃t0 ∈ Q2 , t →2 t0 ∧ s0  t0 ).
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4. If (s, t) ∈ Qp1 × Qp2 then there exists a function δ : Q1 × Q2 → [0, 1], which, for each
s0 ∈ Q1 , gives a probability distribution δ(s0 ) over Q2 , such that for every probability
distribution f over Q1 with f (s0 ) ∈ σ1 (s)(s0 ) and ∀t0 ∈ Q2 ,
X

f (s0 ) ∗ δ(s0 )(t0 ) ∈ σ2 (t)(t0 ) and ∀s0 ∈ Q1 : δ(s0 )(t0 ) > 0 =⇒ s0  t0
s0 ∈Q1
>0 +

5. If (s, t) ∈ Qa1 × Qp2 then ∃ta ∈ Qa2 : t 99K2 ta ∧ s  ta and ∀t0 ∈ Q2 ,

>0
t 99K2 t0 =⇒ s  t0 .
>0 +

6. If (s, t) ∈ Qp1 × Qa2 then ∃sa ∈ Qa1 : s 99K1 sa ∧ sa  t and ∀s0 ∈ Q1 ,

>0
s 99K1 s0 =⇒ s0  t .
It can be shown that a greatest simulation relation, called refinement and noted ≤,
exists. C1 refines C2 (written C1 ≤ C2 ) iff s0 ≤ t0 .
In Definition 4.24, conditions (1) and (2) ensure that C1 makes no stronger assumptions
on the context than C2 , and that the inconsistent state ⊥ is only refined by itself. Since
Definition 4.24 defines ≤ as the greatest relation, this implies that for any state s, ⊥ ≤ s
and s ≤ >.
Condition (3a) says that any action transition accepted by C2 must also be accepted
by C1 . In contrast, action transitions leading to > (i.e., violating the assumption) do not
need to be present in the refinement C1 . This is why we have ∀t0 6= > in condition (3a). On
the other hand, condition (3b) says that each action transition of C1 must also be enabled
in C2 , unless C2 is in the > state. Condition (4), adapted from [173], deals with refinement
among probabilistic states. Intuitively, s  t if there exists a function δ that distributes
the probabilities of transitions from s to all successor states s0 onto the transitions from t
to its successors t0 , such that the sum of the probability fractions (i.e., f (s0 ) ∗ δ(s0 )(t0 )) is in
the range σ2 (t)(t0 ); this is illustrated in Example 4.11. Condition (5) says that an action
state s refines a probabilistic state t if it refines all action states reachable with a path of
positive probabilities from t. Finally, condition (6) is symmetrical to condition (5).
In §4.2.2, we gave an intuitive explanation of contracts: transitions leading to > model
the violation of the assumption, whereas action transitions not leading to > model the
guarantee that the transition has to be offered. The following example shows that Definition 4.24 is consistent with the usual contravariant notion of contract refinement requiring
that the refining contract has a weaker assumption and a stronger guarantee.
Example 4.10 In Figure 4.15 (a), the contract C2 says that, in the state t0 , the action b is
assumed not to happen; if an interaction involving b occurs (and the environment violates
the assumption of C2 ), then the component implementing C2 is no longer bound by C2 ;
i.e., it can do anything after the action b is synchronized. The contract C2 also says that,
in the state t0 , the action a is guaranteed to be offered. Thus, a contract can refine C2 in
different ways, as shown in Figure 4.15:
(1) C1a ≤ C2 : the contract C1a does not offer action b in state s0 .
(2) C1b ≤ C2 : the contract C1b offers action b in state u0 . If the b is synchronized with
its environment, it reaches state u4 , from which C1b can perform any action.
Both in C1a and C1b , the action a is guaranteed in state s0 and u0 respectively. It is also
easy to check that s1 ≤ t1 as the probabilistic transition leading to s2 has a tighter interval
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and s2 ≤ t2 , and similarly for the transition leading to s3 . This means that both C1a and
C1b have stronger guarantees than C2 . At the same time, the states of both C1a and C1b
have fewer transitions leading to > than the states of C2 they are refining. For instance,
contract C1a guarantees not to offer action b in state s0 , whereas C2 assumes b not to occur.
This means that u0 accepts more behaviors by the environment than t0 without reaching >.
a

t0

b
a

>

[0.5, 0.9] t2

t1

[0.1, 0.5]

b

c

t3

u4

(a) Contract C2

a

b

a

a
[0.6, 0.8]
a
s0

s1

s2

(b) Contract C1a

a

u1
b

[0.2, 0.4]

b

u0

>

[0.6, 0.8]

u2

[0.2, 0.4]

s3

u3

(c) Contract C1b

Figure 4.15: Stronger guarantee and weaker assumption
We define the satisfaction of a contract by an IMC as the refinement of the contract by
the lifted IMC (i.e., written in the form of a contract).
Definition 4.25 (Contract satisfaction) An IMC M satisfies a contract C (written
M |= C) iff bM c ≤ C.
Example 4.11 We illustrate in Figure 4.16 how to check that the contracts of Figure 4.13
are such that bMs c ≤ Cs , in particular, s1 ≤ t1 . It is easy to check that s3 ≤ t2 , s4 ≤ t2 ,
and s2 ≤ t3 . According to Condition (4) in Definition 4.24, we must find for each si ∈
P
{s2 , s3 , s4 } a probability distribution δ(si ) over {t2 , t3 } such that i∈{2,3,4},j∈{2,3} f (si ) ∗
δ(si )(tj ) ∈ σ2 (t1 )(tj ) — where f is the probability distribution over {s2 , s3 , s4 } with f (s2 ) =
0.1, f (s3 ) = 0.7, and f (s4 ) = 0.2 —, and δ(si )(tj ) = 0 if si 6≤ tj . In Figure 4.16,
δ(s3 )(t2 ) = d1 , δ(s4 )(t2 ) = d2 , δ(s2 )(t3 ) = d3 (all three represented by dotted lines), and
δ(si )(tj ) = 0 for all other pairs of states. We must thus check that for each tuple (p2 , p3 , p4 )
satisfying the constraints (1) to (4) in Figure 4.16, the constraints (5) and (6) are implied.
As each δ(si ) is a probability distribution, we obtain for our example d1 = d2 = d3 = 1.
(Note that if we had s2 ≤ t2 as well with weight d4 from s2 to t2 , we would have another
constraint d3 +d4 = 1, and (5) would become p3 ∗d1 +p4 ∗d2 +p2 ∗d4 ∈ [0.9, 1].) Condition (4)
can be checked efficiently by requiring the set inclusion to hold for the bounds of interval
σ(s)(s0 ), using a linear programming solver.
Definition 4.26 (Models of contracts) The set of models of a contract C — written
M(C) — is the set of IMCs that satisfy C: M(C) = {M | M |= C}.
It can be checked that the inconsistent contract C⊥ , consisting only of the state ⊥, does
not have any model.
In [155] we have shown refinement to be reflexive and transitive.
Bisimulation
We adapt the usual notion of bisimulation to contracts, and define reduction of a contract
with respect to bisimulation.
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p2 ∈ [0.1, 0.1]
p3 ∈ [0.7, 0.7]
p4 ∈ [0.2, 0.2]
p2 + p3 + p4 = 1
p3 ∗ d1 + p4 ∗ d2 ∈ [0.9, 1]
p2 ∗ d3 ∈ [0, 0.1]

Figure 4.16: Left: Contract refinement s1 ≤ t1 . Right: Constraints to be checked.
Definition 4.27 (Bisimulation ') Given two contracts C1 = (Q1 , A, →1 , σ1 , s0 ) and
C2 = (Q2 , A, →2 , σ2 , t0 ), a relation ' ⊆ Q1 × Q2 is a bisimulation if both ' and '−1 =
{(t, s) | s ' t} are simulations.
C1 and C2 are bisimilar (written C1 ' C2 ) iff s0 ' t0 , where ' is the greatest bisimulation.
Definition 4.28 (Reduction modulo ' and reduced contract C) Let C = (Q, A,
→, σ, s0 ) be a contract and ' be a bisimulation over Q. For all s ∈ Q, let Cs = {q ∈ Q |
s ' q} be the equivalence class of s. Let C = {Cs | s ∈ Q}. The reduced contract, written
C/' , is (C, A, →' , σ' , Cs0 ) with C p = {c ∈ C | ∀s ∈ c : s ∈ Qp } and C a = C \ (C p ∪ {>, ⊥})
such that, ∀s = {s1 , . . . , sm }, t = {t1 , . . . , tn } ∈ C, we have:
α

α

• s →' t iff ∃i, j : si → tj , and
P
• σ' (s, t) = 1≤j≤n σ(s1 , tj ) iff s ∈ C p .
If ' is the greatest bisimulation then we write C for C/' .
Notice that an equivalence class may contain both action and probabilistic states. For
each probabilistic state si ∈ s, the probabilities of transitions to states tj ∈ t are summed
up (it does not matter which of the transitions is taken since all the successors tj are
equivalent). This sum is the transition probability from si to some state in t. By definition
of ', the sum is the same for all si ∈ s, thus we pick σ(s1 , tj ).
Lemma 4.1 (Bisimilarity of reduction) For any contract C, we have C ' C.
Definition 4.29 (Deadend freedom)
A delimited contract C = (Q, A, →, σ, s0 ) is
deadend-free if any reachable state has an outgoing transition in (Q \ {>}, A, →0 , σ, s0 )
where →0 = {(q, a, q 0 ) ∈ → | q 0 6= >}.
In other words, C is deadend-free if all reachable action states have a successor state
other than >. In particular, ⊥ is unreachable in any deadend-free contract since ⊥ has no
successor at all.
Theorem 4.6 (Refinement preserves deadend-freedom) Let C = (Q, A, →, σ, s0 )
and C 0 = (Q0 , A, →0 , σ 0 , s00 ) be two contracts such that C 0 ≤ C, and C 0 is delimited and
consistent. If C is deadend-free then so is C 0 .
Contract Projection
The need of projection arises naturally in contract frameworks. A and B being two alphabets of actions such that B ⊆ A, we abstract from actions in A \ B that are not relevant by
renaming them into internal τ actions. The contract over the alphabet B ∪ {τ } is then projected on the sub-alphabet B by using the standard determinization algorithm by subset
construction (see e.g. [4]).
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Definition 4.30 (Projection) Let C = (Q, A, →1 , σ, s0 ) be a contract and B ⊆ A such
α
α
that for any q ∈ Qa and α ∈ A, if q →1 > or q →1 ⊥ then α ∈ B. Let C 0 = (Q, B ∪{τ }, →2
, σ, s0 ) be the contract where all transition labels in A \ B are replaced with a new label τ .
We require that C is such that act ∩ prob = ∅ where

τ∗
act = q ∈ Q | ∃q 0 ∈ Q : q →2 q 0 ∧

a
τ∗
(∃α ∈ B ∃q 00 ∈ Q : q 0 →2 q 00 ) ∨ (∀q 00 : q 0 →2 q 00 =⇒ q 00 ∈ Qa )
τ∗

prob = {q ∈ Q | ∃q 0 ∈ Qp : q →2 q 0 }
τ∗

τ

and →2 is the transitive and reflexive closure of →2 .
The projection of C on B (written πB (C)) is obtained by τ -elimination (determinization)
of C 0 .
The requirement that action transitions immediately leading to > or ⊥ be kept in the
projection ensures that Hypothesis 4.1 is preserved. The second requirement ensures that
the states of πB (C) are partitioned into action states, probabilistic states, {>}, and {⊥}.
More precisely, act is the set of states q from which a state q 0 is reachable by taking only
τ transitions, such that either a transition with an action label in B is enabled in q 0 , or
no more probabilistic state is reachable. Conversely, prob is the set of states from where
a probabilistic state can be reached. Disjointness of both sets ensures that every state of
πB (C) is uniquely typed, such that πB (C) is a contract again.
Lemma 4.2 (Projection and refinement) For all contracts C1 = (Q1 , A, →1 , 99K1 ,
s0 ) and C2 = (Q2 , A, →2 , 99K2 , t0 ) and for all B ⊆ A such that πB (C1 ) and πB (C2 ) are
defined, if C1 ≤ C2 then πB (C1 ) ≤ πB (C2 ).
Example 4.12 In Figure 4.13, if we do not care how the implementation handles failure
cases, we can check that πAs \{handle} (Ms ) |= Cs , where As is the action alphabet of Cs .

4.2.4

Contract Composition

We introduce two composition operations for contracts: parallel composition k parametrized
with an interaction model, and conjunction ∧ (also called shared refinement).
Parallel Composition of Contracts
Parallel composition allows the designer to build complex models from simpler components
in a stepwise and hierarchical manner. In order to reason about the composition of components at the contract level, we extend the parallel composition of Bip component behaviors
(Definition 2.28) to probabilistic contracts.
Definition 4.31 (Parallel composition of contracts) Let C1 = (Q1 , A1 , →1 , 99K1 , s0 )
and C2 = (Q2 , A2 , →2 , 99K2 , t0 ) be two contracts and IM an interaction model over A1 ∪A2 .
The parallel composition ofC1 and C2 with respect to IM – written C1 kIM C2 – is the contract Q, I, →0 , 99K, (s0 , t0 ) where:
1. Q = (Q01 ×Q02 )∪{>, ⊥} with Q01 = Q1 \{>1 , ⊥1 }, Q02 = Q2 \{>2 , ⊥2 }, Qa = Qa1 ×Qa2 ,
and Qp = Q \ (Qa ∪ {>, ⊥});
2.
→0 = {(q, a, q 0 ) ∈ → | q 0 ∈
/ Q> ∪ Q⊥ } ∪
{(q, a, >) | ∃q 0 ∈ Q> : (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ →} ∪
{(q, a, ⊥) | ∃q 0 ∈ Q⊥ : (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ →}
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where → is the least relation satisfying the rules [R1]–[R3] in Figure 4.17; and
3. 99K is the least relation satisfying the rules [R4]–[R6] in Figure 4.17
where Q> = (Q1 × {>2 }) ∪ ({>1 } × Q2 ) and Q⊥ = (Q1 × {⊥2 }) ∪ ({⊥1 } × Q2 ).
In other words, > (resp. ⊥) is reached in C1 kIM C2 as soon as one of C1 or C2 reaches
its >i (resp. ⊥i ) state.
α

q1 →1 q10 α ∈ I
q2 ∈ Qa2
α
0
(q1 , q2 ) −
→ (q1 , q2 )
α

q1 →1 q10

β

q2 →2 q20

α|β ∈ I

α|β

(q1 , q2 ) −−→ (q10 , q20 )
P

q1 99K1 q10

α

q2 →2 q20 α ∈ I
q1 ∈ Qa1
α
(q1 , q2 ) −
→ (q1 , q20 )

[R1]

[p1,p2]

q1 99K

[R3]

(q1 , q2 )

[p3,p4]
0
0
1 q1 q2 99K 2 q2
[p1 ∗p3 ,p2 ∗p4 ]
99K
(q10 , q20 )

P

q2 ∈ Qa2

q2 99K2 q20

[R5]

P

(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q2 )

[R2]

q1 ∈ Qa1

[R4]

[R6]

P

(q1 , q2 ) 99K (q1 , q20 )

Figure 4.17: Rules for the parallel composition of contracts.
Rules [R1] to [R3] are the usual parallel composition rules for LTS, while Rule [R4] is
similar to the typical parallel composition for Markov chains but on probability intervals.
Finally, Rules [R5] and [R6] state that probabilistic transitions, usually modeling hidden internal behavior, have priority over action transitions. Parallel composition is commutative
since the rules are symmetrically defined.
Example 4.13 Figure 4.18 illustrates the parallel composition of contracts Cs (from Figure 4.13(b)) and C` = bM` c (where M` is given in Figure 4.12(b)), with IM = {rec, del,
req 0 |del0 , res0 |rec0 , fail1 , fail2 }. The composed contract Cs kIM C` states that a failure in
the Link component does not prevent it from continuing to deliver the request req 0 to the
Server, and receiving the response res0 from the Server, but the failure prevents it from
delivering the response res0 back to the Client.
We end the section on parallel composition with two useful theorems.
Theorem 4.7 (Congruence of refinement for kIM ) For all contracts C1 , C2 , C3 , C4
and an interaction model IM, if C1 ≤ C2 and C3 ≤ C4 , then C1 kIM C3 ≤ C2 kIM C4 .
Theorem 4.8 (Independent implementability) For all IMCs M, N , contracts C1 , C2 ,
and interaction model IM, if M |= C1 and N |= C2 , then M kIM N |= C1 kIM C2 .
[0, 0.1]

rec

(t0 , u1 )

[0.02, 0.02]

(t0 , u7 )

[0.98, 0.98]

req 0 |del0

(t0 , u2 )

req 0 |del0

f ail2
[0, 0.1]
(t1 , u3 )

f ail1
(t3 , u3 )

[0.9, 1]
(t2 , u3 )

(t0 , u0 )
del

[0, 0.05]
res0 |rec0

(t0 , u4 )

(t0 , u8 )

(t0 , u6 )

[0.95, 1]
(t0 , u5 )

Figure 4.18: Parallel composition of Cs and C` .

(t1 , u9 )
res0 |rec0

(t3 , u9 )

[0.9, 1]
(t2 , u9 )
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Conjunction of contracts
A single component may have to satisfy several contracts that are specified independently,
each of them specifying different requirements on the component, such as safety, reliability,
or quality of service. Therefore, the contracts may use different, possibly overlapping, subalphabets of the component. The conjunction of contracts computes a common refinement
of all contracts. Prior to conjunction, we define similarity of contracts as a test whether a
common refinement exists.
Definition 4.32 (Similarity (∼)) Let C1 = (Q1 , A1 , →1 , 99K1 , s0 ) and C2 = (Q2 , A2 , →2
, 99K2 , t0 ) be two contracts. ∼ ⊆ (Q1 \ {⊥}) × (Q2 \ {⊥}) is the largest relation such that
∀(s, t) ∈ (Q1 \ {⊥}) × (Q2 \ {⊥}), s ∼ t iff (s = > ∨ t = >) or conditions (1) to (4) below
hold:
1. If (s, t) ∈ Qa1 × Qa2 then
α

(a) for all s0 ∈ Q1 , if s →1 s0 , then either
i. α ∈
/ A2 , or
β1

β2

ii. α ∈ A2 and ∃m ≥ 0, ∃β1 , ..., βm ∈ A2 \ A1 , ∃t1 , ..., tm , t0 ∈ Q2 : t →2 t1 →2
βm

α

. . . → 2 tm →2 t0 ∧ ∀i ∈ 1...m : s ∼ ti ;
α

(b) for all t0 ∈ Q2 , if t →2 t0 , then either
i. α ∈
/ A1 , or
β1

ii. α ∈ A1 and ∃m ≥ 0, ∃β1 , ..., βm ∈ A1 \ A2 , ∃s1 , ..., sm , s0 ∈ Q1 : s →1
β2

βm

α

s1 →1 . . . → 1 sm →1 s0 ∧ ∀i ∈ 1...m : si ∼ t;
2. If (s, t) ∈ Qp1 × Qp2 then
P1

P2

(a) for all s0 ∈ Q1 , if s 99K s0 , then t 99K t0 for some t0 ∈ Q2 with P1 ∩ P2 6= ∅ and
s0 ∼ t0 ; and
P2

P1

(b) for all t0 ∈ Q2 , if t 99K t0 , then s 99K s0 for some s0 ∈ Q1 with P1 ∩ P2 6= ∅ and
s0 ∼ t0 ;
P

3. If (s, t) ∈ Qa1 × Qp2 then for all t0 ∈ Q2 with t 99K2 t0 , s ∼ t0 ;
P

4. If (s, t) ∈ Qp1 × Qa2 then for all s0 ∈ Q1 with s 99K1 s0 , s0 ∼ t.
Finally, C1 and C2 are similar, written C1 ∼ C2 , iff s0 ∼ t0 .
Each Pi in Definition 4.32 refers to a probabilistic interval in the form of [`i , ui ]. Any
state is similar to a top state >i (where the contract does not constrain the implementation
in any way). The bottom states ⊥i are not similar to any state. Two action states are
similar if they agree on the enabled actions in the shared alphabet A1 ∩ A2 . The successor
states are not required to be similar again, as they may be made unreachable in a subsequent
parallel composition. Two probabilistic states are similar if the probabilistic transitions
can be matched such that the intervals overlap (P1 ∩ P2 = ∅) and the successor states are
similar. Overall, two states are similar if they agree on the behavior up to and including
the next reachable action transition in the shared alphabet.
Definition 4.33 (Unambiguous contract) A contract C = (Q, A, →, 99K, s0 ) is unambiguous w.r.t B ⊆ A iff for all r, s, and t ∈ Q such that:
 >0



>0
β
α
r 99K s ∧ r 99K t ∨ ∃α, β ∈ (A \ B) ∪ {∅} : r → s ∧ r → t
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∅

we have: if s ∼ t then s = t, where q → q for all q ∈ Q, .
C is unambiguous if it is unambiguous w.r.t A.
In other words, a contract is unambiguous if the reachable successor states of any
probabilistic state are pairwise non-similar.
a

s1

[0, 0.3]
b
s4 [0.7, 1] s6

[0, 0.6] s2

a

[0.4, 1]

[0, 0.4]
b
a
s5 [0.8, 1] s7

s3

(a) Contract Ca

a
[0.5, 1] s2
s1 [0, 0.5] b
s3

(b) Contract C1

[0, 0.2] t2
a
[0.2, 0.4]
t1
t3
[0.4, 0.8]
b
t4

(c) Contract C2

Figure 4.19: (a) An ambiguous contract Ca ; (b,c) Two non-similar contracts C1 and C2 .
Example 4.14 In Figure 4.19(a), the contract Ca is ambiguous because s2 ∼ s3 (highlighted in gray) but s2 6= s3 .
We are now ready to define the conjunction of two contracts. The two contracts may
refer to different, not necessarily disjoint alphabets. Therefore, the contracts can be used
to specify requirements on two (not necessarily disjoint) aspects of a component.
Definition 4.34 (Conjunction of contracts (∧)) For contracts C1 = (Q1 , A1 , →1 , 99K1
, s0 ) and C2 = (Q2 , A2 , →2 , 99K2 , t0 ) such that C1 and C2 are unambiguous w.r.t A1 ∩ A2 ,
let C1 ∧ C2 be the contract Q, A1 ∪ A2 , →0 , 99K, (s0 , t0 ) where:
1. Q = {(q1 , q2 ) ∈ Q1 × Q2 | q1 ∼ q2 ∧ (q1 6= >1 ∨ q2 6= >2 )} ∪ {>, ⊥}, Qp =
Q ∩ (Qp1 × Q2 ) ∪ (Q1 × Qp2 ) , and Qa = Q \ (Qp ∪ {>, ⊥});
2.
→0 = {(q, a, q 0 ) ∈ → | q 0 ∈ Q} ∪

{(q, a, >) | q, a, (>1 , >2 ) ∈ →} ∪
{(q, a, ⊥) | ∃q 0 = (q10 , q20 ) ∈ Q1 × Q2 : ¬(q10 ∼ q20 ) ∧ (q, a, q 0 ) ∈ →}
where → is the least relation satisfying the rules [C1] – [LiftR] in Figure 4.20, and
3. 99K is the least relation satisfying the rules [C3] – [C4R] in Figure 4.20 (where for
P

all other probabilistic transitions (q1 , q2 ) 99K (q10 , q20 ), P = [0, 0]).
The ⊥ state is entered in the contract C1 ∧ C2 as soon as a pair of non-similar states
(including, by definition, pairs with at least one ⊥ state) is reached.
Rule [C1] requires the contracts to agree on action transitions over their common
alphabet. According to rule [C2L] (resp. [C2R]), the conjunction behaves like the first
(resp. second) contract as soon as the other contract is in >. Rules [LiftL] and [LiftR]
allow the interleaving of action transitions that are not in the common alphabet. Rules
[C3] – [C4R] define probabilistic transitions whose successor states are similar.
Example 4.15 Figure 4.21 shows three contracts for the Link component: C`1 specifies
that the implementation should receive a request (rec) from the Client and deliver it to the
Server (del0 ); C`2 specifies that the implementation should receive a response (rec0 ) from
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α

q1 →1 q10 q2 →2 q20
α
(q1 , q2 ) −
→ (q10 , q20 )
α

α

q1 →1 q10
α
(q1 , >2 ) −
→ (q10 , >2 )

[C2L]

q2 →2 q20
α
(>1 , q2 ) −
→ (>1 , q20 )

α

q1 →1 q10 q2 ∈ Qa2
α
(q1 , q2 ) → (q10 , q2 )

[C1]

[C2R]

α

α 6∈ A2
P1

q1 99K1 q10

(q1 , q2 ) 99K
P

(q1 , q2 ) 99K
P

q2 99K2 q20

(q10 , q20 )

q10 ∼ q20

q2 ∈ Qa2 ∪ {>2 }
P

(q10 , q2 )

q1 ∈ Qa1 ∪ {>2 }
P

(q1 , q2 ) 99K

α 6∈ A1

[LiftR]

P2

q2 99K2 q20

P1 ∩P2

q1 99K1 q10

q2 →2 q20 q1 ∈ Qa1
α
(q1 , q2 ) → (q1 , q20 )

[LiftL]

(q1 , q20 )

[C3]

q10 ∼ q2

[C4L]

q1 ∼ q20

[C4R]

Figure 4.20: Rules for conjunction of contracts.
[0.02, 0.02] s3
rec
s0

fail1

[0, 0.05] t3

>
rec0

s1 [0.98, 0.98]
del0
s2

t0

(a) C`1

fail2

>

t1 [0.95, 1]
del
t2

(b) C`2
u0

(c) C`3

del0 u1
rec0

Figure 4.21: Example: Conjunction of Contracts
the Server and deliver it to the Client (del); C`3 requires the response (rec0 ) received from
the Server to occur after the request (del0 ) delivered to the Server. We can verify that
M` |= (C`1 ∧ C`3 ) ∧ (C`2 ∧ C`3 ) (where M` is in Figure 4.12(b)).
Theorem 4.9 (Associativity of conjunction over the same alphabet) For all unambiguous contracts C1 , C2 , and C3 over the same alphabet, (C1 ∧C2 )∧C3 = C1 ∧(C2 ∧C3 ).
Theorem 4.10 (Soundness of conjunction) For all unambiguous contracts C1 and C2 ,
if πAi (C1 ∧ C2 ) is defined then πAi (C1 ∧ C2 ) ≤ Ci for i = 1, 2.
Example 4.16 Figure 4.22 motivates the requirement of conjunction (Definition 4.34) for
unambiguous contracts. The resulting contract Cb ∧ Cb is reduced such that the model relation can be seen easily. In Figure 4.22(b), v2 denotes the equivalent class {(t1 , t2 ), (t2 , t1 ),
(t2 , t2 )} while v3 denotes the equivalent class {(t1 , t3 ), (t2 , t3 ), (t3 , t1 ), (t3 , t2 ), (t3 , t3 )}. Since
t1 ∼ t2 ∼ t3 , duplicated intervals lead to an unsound result.
Theorem 4.11 (Completeness of conjunction over the same alphabet) For all
delimited unambiguous contracts C1 , C2 , and C, if C ≤ C1 and C ≤ C2 , then C ≤ C1 ∧C2 .
Theorem 4.12 (Congruence of refinement for ∧ over the same alphabet) For all
delimited unambiguous contracts C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 over the same alphabet, if C1 ≤ C2
and C3 ≤ C4 , then C1 ∧ C3 ≤ C2 ∧ C4 .
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t1

a

a

>

a

[0, 0.7]
(t0 , t0 )
[0, 1]

t2

(t1 , t1 )

a

>

v2

a

a

t3

v3

(b) Cb ∧ Cb

(a) Ambiguous contract Cb

s0

0.8

s1

0.2

a

a

a

s3

b

s4

s5

s2

(c) A model Mb

Figure 4.22: Example where Mb |= Cb ∧ Cb but Mb 6|= Cb .

4.2.5

Case Study

We study a dependable computing system with time redundancy. The system specification
is expressed by the contract CS of Figure 4.23 (top left), which specifies that the computation comp should have a success probability of at least 0.999. If the computation fails,
then nothing is specified (state >).
The processor P the system is running on is specified by the contract CP of Figure 4.23
(top right). Following an execution request exe, either the processor succeeds and replies
with ok (with a probability at least p), or fails and replies with nok (with a probability at
most 1 − p). The failure rates for successive executions are independent. The probability p
is a parameter of the contract.

s0

comp

s1

[0.999, 1]

success
CS

[0, 0.001]

CP

s2
f ail

ok
p0

>

s3

exe

[p, 1]

p2

[0, 1 − p]

p3

p1

nok
q6

success

ok 0
ok 0

q0

CR

comp

q1

f ail

exe

0

q2

q5

nok 0

q3

exe0

q4

nok 0

Figure 4.23: (top left) Specification CS ; (top right) Processor contract CP ; (bottom) Time
redundancy contract CR .
We place ourselves in a setting where the reliability level guaranteed by CP alone (as
expressed by p) cannot fulfill the requirement of CS (that is, 0.999), and hence some form
of redundancy must be used. We propose to use time redundancy, as expressed by the
contract CR of Figure 4.23 (bottom). Each computation comp is first launched on the
processor P (exe0 ), either followed by a positive (ok 0 ) or negative (nok 0 ) answer from P .
In the latter case, the execution is launched a second time, therefore implementing time
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redundancy. The contract CR finally answers with success if either execution is followed
by ok 0 , or with f ail is both executions are followed by nok 0 .
In terms of component-based design for reliability, we wonder what is the minimum
value of p that guarantees the reliability level of CS . To compute this minimum value,
we first compute the parallel composition CR kIM CP , with the interaction set IM =
{comp, exe|exe0 , ok|ok 0 , nok|nok 0 , success, f ail}. The reduction modulo bisimulation of
this parallel composition is shown in Figure 4.24 (top), where the interactions exe|exe0 ,
ok|ok 0 , and nok|nok 0 have been replaced for conciseness by exe, ok, and nok, respectively.
We call this new contract CR||P . We then compute the projection of CR||P onto the set
B = {comp, success, f ail}. The result Cπ = πB (CR||P ) is shown in Figure 4.24 (bottom
left).

q4

CT ||P = CT kIM CP

q0

comp

success
exe

q1

[p, 1]

q3

[0, 1 − p]

q5

nok

q9

q00

comp

nok

q10

[p, 1]

q40

[0, 1 − p]

q6

exe

q7

[0, 1 − p]

q8

success

success
q20

[0, 1 − p]
f ail

[p, 1]

q2

f ail
Cπ = πB (CT ||P )

ok

[p, 1]
q30

q000
C˜π

[2p − p2 , 1]
comp
00

q200

[0, (1 − p)2 ]

q300

q1

f ail

Figure 4.24: Parallel composition CT ||P ; Projection Cπ ; Transitive closure C˜π .

We are thus faced with a contract Cπ having sequences of probabilistic transitions;
more precisely, since some probabilistic states have several outgoing transitions, we have
DAGs of probabilistic transitions. We therefore compute the transitive closure for each
such DAG: that is, for each sequence of probabilistic transitions from the initial state of
the DAG (e.g., q10 in Cπ ) to one of its final states (e.g., q20 and q40 in Cπ ), we compute the
equivalent probabilistic transition. Starting from q10 , the probability interval of reaching q20
(resp. q40 ) is given by {p0 + (1 − p0 )p0 | p0 ∈ [p, 1]} (resp. {(1 − p0 )2 | p0 ∈ [p, 1]}), that is,
[2p − p2 , 1] (resp. [0, (1 − p)2 ]). The resulting contract C˜π is shown in Figure 4.24 (bottom
right).
The last step involves checking under which condition on p the contract C˜π refines the
specification CS . We have C˜π ≤ CS ⇔ (1 − p)2 ≤ 0.001 ⇔ p ≥ 0.968. This means that,
with time redundancy and a processor with a reliability level of at least 0.969, we are able
to ensure an overall reliability level of 0.999.
To demonstrate the versatility of our contract framework, we show in Figure 4.25 the
0
alternative contract CR
for spatial redundancy. This time, the execution is launched both
on processor 1 (exe1 ) and on processor 2 (exe2 ). We call CP 1 the contract of processor 1,
which is identical to CP in Figure 4.23 (top right). We call CP 2 the contract of processor 2,
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0
which is identical to CP 1 upto a renaming of the index. The contract CR
answers with
success if either ok1 or ok2 is received, or with f ail is both nok1 and nok2 are received, in
any order.

success
ok1 ∨ nok1

q4

ok1
ok1 ∨ ok2

q0

comp

q1

exe1

q2

exe2

q3

nok2

nok1

q5

ok2 ∨ nok2
f ail

ok2

q6

nok1

nok2
q7

0
.
Figure 4.25: Spatial redundancy: the contract CR

We leave the intermediate computations as exercises for the reader. These are:
• CA = CP 1 kIM CP 2 with IM = {exe01 , ok10 , nok10 , exe02 , ok20 , nok20 }.
0
with IM0 = {comp, success, f ail, exe1 |exe01 , ok1 |ok10 , nok1 |nok10 ,
• CB = CA kIM0 CR
0
0
exe2 |exe2 , ok2 |ok2 , nok2 |nok20 }.

We then compute the projection πB (CB ) onto the set B = {comp, success, f ail}. The
reduction modulo bisimulation of the result, called Cπ0 , is shown in Figure 4.26 (left). Like
with the time redundancy contract, we compute the transitive closure for each DAG of
probabilistic transitions. The result C˜π0 is shown in Figure 4.26 (right).
The last step involves checking under which condition on p1 and p2 the contract C˜π0
refines the specification CS . We have C˜π0 ≤ CS ⇔ (1 − p1 )(1 − p2 ) ≤ 0.001.

4.2.6

Discussion

We have introduced a design framework based on probabilistic contracts and proved essential properties for its use in component-based design. Our definition of contracts adapts
ideas from [173, 270, 111], although the frameworks in [173, 111] do not support interactions
between contracts.
Design choices
A fundamental syntactic choice in defining a symbolic contract framework is to define a
contract either as a pair (assumption, guarantee) as in §4.1 — call them assume/guarantee
contracts — or as a single implicit transition system where the distinction of assumption
and guarantee is made by means of a specific > state, as in the present work. Whereas
assume/guarantee contracts have the benefit of making explicit the assumptions of how
a component is used and the guarantees provided by the component in this case, they
come at the price of introducing some redundancy whenever the assumptions and the
guarantees refer to the same sub-alphabet of the component. From a more technical point
of view, another downside of assume/guarantee contracts is that parallel composition and
conjunction of symbolic representations usually require computing an equivalent implicit
form of the contract, whose definition is not obvious for probabilistic contracts.
A further choice is where to represent the probabilistic behavior: in the model of a
component (i.e., the implementation), in the contract (i.e., the specification), or both. We
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Cπ0 = πB (CB )
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Figure 4.26: Projection Cπ0 = πB (CB ) onto the set B = {comp, success, f ail}; Transitive
closure C˜π0 .
have chosen the last option, as it allows us to model both the expected probabilistic behavior
and the behavior offered by existing components, and reason about how the specification
can be realized.
Moreover, probability distributions can be local to contract states or global. In this
work we have adopted the first option, as state-dependent distributions occur naturally
in models of physical behavior: e.g., the failure rate of a microprocessor increases as the
processor ages. The price of distinguishing local distributions are more involved definitions
of refinement and conjunction.
A final parameter of the contract framework is the definition of parallel composition.
We have chosen to support the BIP interaction model [154] for its expressiveness. In this
framework, the direction of communications is not represented; it would be quite straightforward, however, to add this information by typing ports as input or output ports.
Related work
Several authors have proposed probabilistic extensions of Hoare triples and Dijkstra’s wpcalculus, see e.g. [216]. A trace-based theory of probabilistic system with compositional
semantics and refinement is introduced in [98]. Later on, shared refinement of interfaces
and conjunction of modal specifications over possibly different alphabets have been defined
in [107, 231]. A framework of modal assume/ guarantee contracts is introduced in [148],
for which both parallel composition and conjunction are defined. [174] introduces a compositional framework based on continuous time IMCs, adopting a similar interaction model
as done in this work. [174] supports projection, parallel and symmetric composition, but
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not conjunction.
A trace-based theory of probabilistic contracts has been introduced in [103], where a
contract consists of an assumption A and a guarantee G, both being sets of traces. A
trace is a sequence of valuations of global variables, a subset of which is probabilistic.
The probabilistic variables are supposed to obey a distribution that is independent of the
state. Two types of satisfaction of a contract C by a (non-probabilistic) model S are
defined: R-satisfaction (for reliability) is the probability that S satisfies C; A-satisfaction
(for availability) measures the expected time ratio during which S satisfies C. Conjunction
and refinement are defined for both types of satisfaction. In contrast to our framework,
probability distributions are defined globally.
Assume/guarantee verification of probabilistic models is studied in [182]. Probabilistic
automata are used to model probabilistic and non-deterministic behavior. Several assume/guarantee rules are introduced using pairs (A, G) of probabilistic safety properties,
where a probabilistic safety property is itself a pair of a (non-probabilistic) regular safety
property and a probability.
The recently introduced Constraint Markov Chains (CMC) [63] generalize Markov
chains by introducing constraints on state valuations and transition probability distributions, aiming at a similar goal of providing a probabilistic component-based design framework. Whereas CMCs do not support explicit interactions among components, they allow
the designer to expressively specify constraints on probability distributions. In this framework, conjunction is shown to be sound and complete.
Much work remains to be done in contract-based design. In particular, we need results
for behavioral contracts that help us move from pure theory to approaches that are usable
in practice. We are currently investigating, in a PhD thesis co-advised by Thao Dang from
Verimag, a contract framework for hybrid systems. In order to overcome the problems
of complexity and undecidability, we intend to explore the use of set-based numerical
approximations, with the support of tools such as SpaceEx [120].

Chapter 5

Trace-based Blaming
5.1

Introduction

In a concurrent, possibly embedded and distributed system, it is often crucial to determine
which component(s) caused an observed failure. Understanding causality relationships
between component failures and the violation of system-level properties can be especially
useful to understand the occurrence of errors in execution traces, to allocate responsibilities,
or to try to prevent errors (by limiting error propagation or the potential damages caused
by an error).
The notion of causality inherently relies on a form of counterfactual reasoning: basically
the goal is to try to answer questions such as “would event e2 have occurred if e1 had not
occurred?” to decide if e1 can be seen as a cause of e2 (assuming that e1 and e2 have both
occurred, or could both occur in a given context). But this question is not as simple as it
may look:
1. First, we have to define what could have happened if e1 had not occurred, in other
words what are the alternative worlds.
2. In general, the set of alternative worlds is not a singleton and it is possible that in
some of these worlds e2 would occur while in others e2 would not occur.
3. We also have to make clear what we call an event and when two events in two different
traces can be considered as similar. For example, if e1 had not occurred, even if an
event potentially corresponding to e2 might have occurred, it would probably not
have occurred at the same time as e2 in the original sequence of events; it could
also possibly have occurred in a slightly different way (for example with different
parameters, because of the potential effect of the occurrence of e1 on the value of
some variables).
Causality has been studied in many disciplines (philosophy, mathematical logic, physics,
law, etc.) and from different points of view. In this work, we are interested in causality for
the analysis of execution traces in order to establish the origin of a system-level failure. The
main trend in the use of causality in computer science consists in mapping the abstract
notion of event in the general definition of causality proposed by Halpern and Pearl in
their seminal contribution [162] to properties of execution traces. Halpern and Pearl’s
model of causality relies on a counterfactual condition mitigated by subtle contingency
properties to improve the accurateness of the definition and alleviate the limitations of the
counterfactual reasoning in the occurrence of multiple causes. While Halpern and Pearl’s
model is a very precious contribution to the analysis of the notion of causality, we believe
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that a fundamentally different approach considering traces as first-class citizens is required
in the computer science context considered here: The model proposed by Halpern and
Pearl is based on an abstract notion of event defined in terms of propositional variables
and causal models expressed as sets of equations between these variables. The equations
define the basic causality dependencies between variables (such as F = L1 or L2 if F is
a variable denoting the occurrence of a fire and L1 and L2 two lightning events that can
cause the fire). In order to apply this model to execution traces, it is necessary to map the
abstract notion of event onto properties of execution traces. But these properties and their
causality dependencies are not given a priori, they should be derived from the system under
study. In addition, a key feature of trace properties is the temporal ordering of events which
is also intimately related to the idea of causality but is not an explicit notion in Halpern
and Pearl’s framework (even if notions of time can be encoded within events). Even though
this application is not impossible, as shown by [32], we believe that definitions in terms
of execution traces are preferable because (a) in order to determine the responsibility of
components for an observed outcome, component traces provide the relevant granularity,
and (b) they can lead to more direct and clearer definitions of causality.
As suggested above, many variants of causality have been proposed in the literature and
used in different disciplines. It is questionable that one single definition of causality could
fit all purposes. For example, when using causality relationships to establish liabilities,
it may be useful to ask different questions, such as: “could event e2 have occurred in
some cases if e1 had not occurred?” or “would event e2 have occurred if e1 had occurred
but not e01 ?”. These questions correspond to different variants of causality which can be
perfectly legitimate and useful in different situations. To address this need, we propose
two definition of causality relationships that can express these kinds of variants, called
necessary and sufficient causality.
The framework presented here was introduced in [145]. It distinguishes a set of blackbox components, each equipped with a specification. On a given execution trace, the
causality of the components is analyzed with respect to the violation of a system-level
property. In order to keep the definitions as simple as possible without losing generality —
that is, applicability to various models of computation and communication —, we provide
a language-based formalization of the framework. We believe that our general, trace-based
definitions are unique features of our framework.
Traces can be obtained from an execution of the actual system, but also as counterexamples from testing or model-checking. For instance, we can model-check whether a
behavioral model satisfies a property; causality on the counter-example can then be established against the component specifications.

5.2

Modeling Framework

In order to focus on the fundamental issues in defining causality on execution traces we
introduce a simple, language-based modeling framework.
Definition 5.1 (Component signature) A component signature Ci is a tuple (Σi , Si )
where Σi is an alphabet and Si ⊆ Σ∗i is a prefix-closed specification (set of allowed behaviors)
over Σi .
A component signature is the abstraction of an actual component that is needed to apply
the causality analysis introduced here. Similarly, a system signature is the abstraction of
a system composed of a set of interacting components.
Definition 5.2 (System signature) A system signature is a tuple (C, Σ, B, ρ) where
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• C = {C1 , ..., Cn } is a finite set of component signatures Ci = (Σi , Si ) with pairwise
disjoint alphabets;
• Σ ⊆ Σ01 × ... × Σ0n is a system alphabet with Σ0i = Σi ∪ {}, where  is a distinct
element denoting that Ci does not participate in an interaction α ∈ Σ;
• B ⊆ Σ∗ ∪ Σω is a prefix-closed behavioral model;


S
S
• ρ⊆
i Σi ×
i Σi is a relation modeling information flow among components.
The behavioral model B is used to express assumptions and constraints on the possible
(correct and incorrect) behaviors. The relation ρ models possible information flow among
components. Intuitively, (a, b) ∈ ρ means that any occurrence of a may influence the next
occurrence of b (possibly in the same interaction), e.g., by triggering or constraining the
occurrence of b, or by transmitting information.
Notation 5.1 Given a word w = α1 ·α2 · · · ∈ Σ ∗ and an index i ∈ N let w[1..i] = α1 · · · αi ,
let w[i] = αi , and w[i...] = αi αi+1 · · · . Let |w| denote the length of w. For α = (a1 , ..., an ) ∈
Σ let α[k] = ak denote the action of component k in α (ak =  if k does not participate
in α); for w = α1 · · · αk ∈ Σ∗ and i ∈ 1...n let πi (w) = α1 [i] · · · αk [i] (where  letters are
removed from the resulting word).
For the sake of compactness of notations we define composition k : Σ∗1 × ... × Σ∗n → Σ∗
such that w1 k...kwn = {w ∈ Σ∗ | ∀i ∈ 1...n : πi (w) = wi }, and extend k to languages.

5.2.1

Logs

A (possibly faulty) execution of a system may not be fully observable; therefore we base
our analysis on logs. A log of a system S = (C, Σ, B, ρ) with components C = {C1 , ..., Cn }
of alphabets Σi is a vector t~r = (tr1 , ..., trn ) ∈ Σ∗1 × ... × Σ∗n of component traces such
that there exists a trace tr ∈ Σ∗ with ∀i ∈ 1...n : tri = πi (tr). A log t~r ∈ L is thus
the projection of an actual system-level trace tr ∈ B. This relation between the actual
execution and the log on which causality analysis will be performed allows us to model the
fact that only a partial order between the events in tr may be observable rather than their
exact precedence.1
↑
Let L(S) denote the set of logs of S. Given a log t~r = (tr1 , ..., trn ) ∈ L(S) let t~r =
{tr ∈ B | ∀i ∈ 1...n : πi (tr) = tri } be the set of behaviors resulting in t~r.
Definition 5.3 (Consistent specification) A consistently specified system is a tuple
(S, P) where S = (C, Σ, B, ρ) is a system signature with C = {C1 , ..., Cn } and Ci = (Σi , Si ),
and P ⊆ B is a prefix-closed property such that for all traces tr ∈ B,
(∀i ∈ 1...n : πi (tr) ∈ Si ) =⇒ tr ∈ P
Under a consistent specification, property P may be violated only if at least one of
the components violates its specification. Throughout this chapter we focus on consistent
specifications.
1 It is straight-forward to allow for additional information in traces tr ∈ B that is not observable in the
log, by adding to the cartesian product of Σ another alphabet that does not appear in the projections. For
instance, events may be recorded with some timing uncertainty rather than precise time stamps [264].
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Motivating Example

Consider a database system consisting of three components communicating by message
passing over point-to-point FIFO buffers. Component C1 is a client, C2 the database
server, and C3 is a journaling system. The specifications of the three components are as
follows:
S1 : sends a lock request lock to C2 , followed by a request m to modify the locked data.
S2 : receives a write request m, possibly preceded by a lock request lock. Access control
is optimistic in the sense that the server accepts write requests without checking
whether a lock request has been received before; however, in case of a missing lock
request, a policy violation may be detected later on and signaled by an event x. After
the write, a message journ is sent to C3 .
S3 : keeps receiving journ events from C2 for journaling, and acknowledges them with ok.
The system is modeled by the system signature (C, Σ, B, ρ) where C = {C1 , C2 , C3 }
with component signatures Ci = (Σi , Si ), and
• Σ1 = {a, m!, lock!}, Σ2 = {m?, journ!, x, lock?}, and Σ3 = {b, journ?}, where m! and
m? stand for the emission and reception of a message m, respectively, and a, b, and
x are internal events;
• S1 = {lock!.m!}2 , S2 = {lock?.m?.journ!.ok?, m?.journ!.ok?.x}, and S3 = {(journ?.ok!)i |
i ∈ N};
• Σ = (Σ1 × {} × {}) ∪ ({} × Σ2 × {}) ∪ ({} × {} × Σ3 ): component actions
interleave;

• B = w ∈ Σ∗ ∪Σω | ∀u, v : w = u.v =⇒ (|u|m? ≤ |u|m! ∧|u|journ? ≤ |u|journ! ∧|u|lock? ≤
|u|lock! ∧ w respects lossless FIFO semantics) (where |u|a stands for the number of
occurrences of a in w): communication buffers are point-to-point FIFO queues;
• ρ = {(m!, m?), (journ!, journ?), (lock!, lock?), (ok!, ok?)}: any component may influence
another component’s state only by sending a message that is received by the latter.
We are interested in the global safety property P = Σ∗ok ∪ Σω
ok with Σok = Σ \ {(, x, )}
modeling the absence of a conflict event x. It can be seen that if all three components
satisfy their specifications, x will not occur.
Figure 5.1 shows the log t~r = (tr1 , tr2 , tr3 ). In the log, tr1 violates S1 at event a and
tr3 violates S3 at b. The dashed lines between m! and m?, and between journ! and journ?
stand for communications.
m!

∈
/ S1

client:

journ!

ok?

x

database:

b

∈ S2

m?
∈
/ S3

journal:

journ? ok!

Figure 5.1: A scenario with three component logs.
In order to analyze which component(s) caused the violation of P we can use an approach based on counterfactual reasoning. Informally speaking,
2 For

the sake of readability we omit the prefix closure of the specifications in the examples.
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• Ci is a necessary cause for the violation of P if in all executions where Ci behaves
correctly and all other components behave as observed, P is satisfied.
• Conversely, Ci is a sufficient cause for the violation of P if in all executions where all
incorrect traces of components other than Ci are replaced with correct traces, and
the remaining traces (i.e., correct traces and the trace of Ci ) are as observed, P is
still violated.
Applying these criteria to our example we obtain the following results:
If C1 had worked correctly, it would have produced the trace tr10 = lock! . m!. This
~ 0 = (tr10 , tr2 , tr3 ). However,
gives us the counterfactual scenario consisting of the traces tr
this scenario is not consistent as C1 now emits lock, which is not received by C2 in tr2 .
According to B, the FIFO buffers are not lossy, such that lock would have been received
~0
before m if it had been sent before m. By vacuity (as no execution yielding the traces tr
exists), C1 is a necessary cause and C3 is a sufficient cause according to our definitions
above. While the first result matches our intuition, the second result is not what we would
expect. As far as C2 is concerned, it is not a cause since its trace satisfies S2 .
Why do the above definitions fail to capture causality? It turns out that our definition
of counterfactual scenarios is too narrow, as we substitute the behavior of one component
(e.g., tr1 to analyze sufficient causality of C3 ) without taking into account the impact of
the new trace on the remainder of the system. When analyzing causality “by hand”, one
would try to evaluate the effect of the altered behavior of the first component on the other
components. This is what we will formalize in the next section.

5.4

Causality Analysis

In this section we improve our definition of causality of component traces for the violation
of a system-level property. We suppose the following inputs to be available:
• A system signature (C, Σ) with components Ci = (Ci , Σi ).
• A log t~r = (tr1 , ..., trn ). In the case where the behavior of two or more components
is logged into a common trace, the trace of each component can be obtained by
projection.
• A set I ⊆ 1...n of component indices, indicating the set of components to be jointly
analyzed for causality. Being able to reason about group causality is useful, for
instance, to determine liability of software vendors that have provided several components.

5.4.1

Temporal Causality

As stated in the introduction, the temporal order of the events has an obvious impact on
causality relations. We use Lamport’s temporal causality [185] to over-approximate the
parts of a log that are impacted by component failures. This technique will allow us, in
the next section, to give counterfactual definitions of causality addressing the question of
“what would have been the outcome if the failure of component C had not occurred?”.
Given a trace tr ∈ B let tri = πi (tr). The trace tr is analyzed as follows, for a fixed
set I of components to be checked.
Definition 5.4 (Cone of influence, C(t~r, I)) Given a consistently specified system (S, P)
with S = (C, Σ, B, ρ), C = {C1 , ..., Cn }, and Ci = (Σi , Si ), a log t~r ∈ L(S), and a set of
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component indices I ⊆ 1...n, let gi : N → {⊥, >} be a function associating with the length
of each prefix of tri a value in {⊥, >} (with ⊥ < >). Let (g1∗ , ..., gn∗ ) be the least fixpoint of


∈
/ Si } ∧ i ∈ I ∨

 > if ` = min{k | tri [1..k]




∃k < ` : gi (k) = > ∨


↑

∃tr0 ∈ t~r ∃j, k, m, n : m ≤ n ∧ k = |πj (tr0 [1..m])| ∧
gi (`) =

` = |πi (tr0 [1..n])|∧ gj (k) = > ∧ (tr0 [m][j], tr0 [n][i]) ∈ ρ ∧




tri [1..` − 1] ∈ Si



⊥ otherwise
for i ∈ 1...n and 1 ≤ ` ≤ |tri |. Let C(t~r, I) = (c1 , ..., cn ) such that

∀i ∈ 1...n : ci = min {|tri | + 1} ∪ {` | gi∗ (`) = >}
The cone of influence spanned by the components I is the vector of suffixes tri [ci ...] of the
component traces.
That is, as soon as a component i ∈ I violates Si on a prefix tri [1..`], gi is set to >
(first line). Once gi (k) = >, it remains > for all larger indices (second line). Each time a
component i participates in an interaction β = tr0 [n] for some possible trace tr0 on which
another component j has previously participated in an interaction α = tr0 [m] after a prefix
of length k such that gj (k) = > and (α[j], β[i]) ∈ ρ, then gi is set to >, provided that the
prefix of tri satisfied Si before (third line). The last condition tri [1..` − 1] ∈ Si means that
a possibly incorrect behavior of Ci following an endogenous violation of Si is blamed on
Ci rather than on the components in I.
The cone of influence spanned by the components I is the vector of suffixes of the
component traces starting with the first component action that may have been impacted
by the behavior of the components I starting in one of their failures. For the sake of
simplicity we will refer to C(t~r, I) as the cone.
Example 5.1 Figure 5.2 shows the cones C(t~r, {1}) = (1, 1, 3) and C(t~r, {2, 3}) = (3, 4, 1)
for the example of Section 5.3 and Figure 5.1.
m!
client:

journ!

ok?

x

database:

m?
journal:

b

journ? ok!

Figure 5.2: The scenario with the cones C(t~r, {1}) and C(t~r, {2, 3}), respectively.

5.4.2

Logical Causality

Using the cone of influence defined above we are able to define, for a given log t~r and
set of component indices I, the set of counterfactual traces modeling alternative worlds in
which the failures FI of components in I do not happen, and the behavior of the remaining
components is as observed in t~r up to the part lying inside the cone spanned by FI .
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Definition 5.5 (Counterfactuals) Let t~r = (tr1 , ..., trn ) ∈ L, C~ = (c1 , ..., cn ) be a cone
of influence, and S~ = (S1 , ..., Sn ).
 
~ S~ = tr0 ∈ B | ∀i : pri is a prefix of πi (tr0 ) ∧
(5.1)
σ t~r, C,
(pri ∈ Si =⇒ πi (tr0 ) ∈ Si ) ∧
0

(5.2)

(pri ∈
/ Si =⇒ πi (tr ) = pri ) ∧

(5.3)

(ci = |tri | + 1 =⇒ πi (tr0 ) = pri )

(5.4)

where pri = tri [1..ci − 1].
Intuitively, σ returns the set of alternative behaviors tr0 ∈ B where for each component
i, the prefix pri before entering ci matches its logged behavior in tri (line 5.1), and if the
prefix is correct and a strict prefix of tri then the suffix is substituted such that the whole
behavior of i in trace tr0 is correct (line 5.2); otherwise pri is not extended in the alternative
behavior (lines 5.3 and 5.4). The rationale behind Definition 5.5 is to compute the set of
alternative worlds where the failures spanning C do not occur. To this end we have to prune
out their possible impact on the logged behavior, and substitute with correct behaviors.
Prefixes violating their specifications (line 5.3) and component traces that never enter the
cone (line 5.4) are not extended since we want to determine causes for system-level failures
observed in the log, rather than exhibiting causality chains that are not complete yet and
whose consequence would have shown only in the future.
Definition 5.6 (Necessary cause) Given
• a consistently specified system (S, P) with S = (C, Σ, B, ρ), C = {C1 , ..., Cn }, and
Ci = (Σi , Si ),
↑
• a log t~r ∈ L such that t~r ∩ P = ∅, and

• an index set I,
let C~ = C(t~r, I). The set of traces indexed by I is a necessary cause for the violation of P
~ S)
~ ⊆ P.
by t~r if σ(t~r, C,
That is, the set of logs indexed by I is a necessary cause for the violation of P if in the
observed behavior where the cone spanned by the incorrect behaviors of I is replaced by a
correct behavior, P is satisfied. In other words, if the components in I had satisfied their
specifications, and all components had behaved as in the logs before entering the cone,
then P would have been satisfied.
According to the construction of the cone of influence, this definition of necessary
causality makes the assumption that the violation of a component specification Sj within
the cone of other components I, j ∈
/ I, cannot be blamed for certain on component j.

~ S)
~ =
Example 5.2 Coming back to Example 5.1, let C~ = C t~r, {1} . We have σ(t~r, C,
S1 kS2 k{tr3 }, as shown in Figure 5.3(a). According to Definition 5.6, tr1 is a necessary
~ S).
~ It can be shown that tr3 is
cause for the violation of P since P is satisfied in σ(t~r, C,
not a necessary cause.
The definition of sufficient causality is dual to necessary causality, where in the alternative worlds we remove the failures of components not in I and verify whether P is still
violated.
For a set of traces S, let max S = {s ∈ S | ∀t ∈ S : s is not a strict prefix of t}.
Definition 5.7 (Sufficient cause) Given
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lock! m!
journ!

database:

ok?

lock? m?
journal:

b

journ? ok!


~ S)
~ with C~ = C tr,
~ C,
~ {1}
(a) σ(tr,

m!
client:

journ!

ok?

x

database:

m?
journal:

journ? ok!

~ S)
~ with C~ = C tr,
~ C,
~ {2, 3}
(b) σ(tr,

Figure 5.3: The scenario where the cone (a) C(t~r, {1}) and (b) C(t~r, {2, 3}) is substituted
with suffixes satisfying the component specifications.
• a consistently specified system (S, P) with S = (C, Σ, B, ρ), C = {C1 , ..., Cn }, and
Ci = (Σi , Si ),
↑
• a log t~r ∈ L with t~r ∩ P = ∅, and

• an index set I,
let I = 1...n \ I and C~ = C(t~r, I). The set of traces indexed by I is a sufficient cause for
the violation of P by t~r if

~ S)
~ ∩P =∅
max σ(t~r, C,
That is, the set of logs indexed by I is a sufficient cause for the violation of P if in
the observed behavior where the cone spanned by the violations of specifications by the
complement of I is replaced by a correct behavior, the violation of P is inevitable (even
though P may still be satisfied for non-maximal counterfactual traces). In other words,
even if the components in the complement I of I had satisfied their specifications and no
component had failed in the cone spanned by the failures of I, then P would still have
been violated. The inclusion of infinite traces in the behavioral model B (Definition 5.2)
ensures the least upper bound of the set of counterfactual traces to be included in B.
In Definitions 5.6 and 5.7 the use of temporal causality helps in constructing alternative
scenarios in B where the components indexed by I (resp. I) behave correctly while keeping
the behaviors of all other components close to their observed behaviors.


~ S~ = {tr1 }k{tr2 }kS3 ,
Example 5.3 In Example 5.2 let C~ = C t~r, {2, 3} . We obtain σ t~r, C,
as shown in Figure 5.3(b). By Definition
 5.7, tr1 is a sufficient cause for the violation of
~ S~ . It can be shown that tr3 is not a sufficient cause.
P since P is still violated in σ t~r, C,
Properties.
The following results show that our analysis does not blame any set of innocent components,
and that it finds a necessary and a sufficient cause for every system-level failure.
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness) Each cause contains an incorrect trace.
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Theorem 5.2 (Completeness) Each violation of P has a necessary and a sufficient
cause.

5.5

Application to Bip

In [147] we have presented a preliminary approach to causality analysis on a Bip component system S = kIM {Ki | Ki ∈ K} where Ki = (Bi , IM[Ki ], true). A conservative
approximation was discussed for applications where only incomplete traces with bounded
past are available. We proposed a symbolic implementation, and applied the analysis to
the model of an adaptive cruise control system.

5.6

Application to Synchronous Data Flow

In this section we use the general framework to model a synchronous data flow example,
and illustrate a set of well-known phenomena studied in the literature.
Consider a simple filter that propagates, at each clock tick, the input when it is stable
in the sense that it has not changed since the last tick, and holds the output when the
input is unstable. Using Lustre [161]-like syntax the filter can be written as follows:
change = false → in 6= pre(in)
h = pre(out)

in if ¬change
out =
h
otherwise
That is, component change is initially false, and subsequently true if and only if the input
in has changed between the last and the current tick. h latches the previous value of out;
its value is ⊥ (“undefined”) at the first instant. out is equal to the input if change is false,
and equal to h otherwise. Thus, each signal consists of an infinite sequence of values, e.g.,
change = hchange1 , change2 , ...i.
in

inch change

change

changeout
in

out

out

out
hout
h

h

outh

Figure 5.4: Architecture of the filter.
Figure 5.4 visualizes the architecture and signal names. We formalize the system as
follows.
• Σch = R × B × N × {ch} where the first two components stand for the value of the
input to and output from change, the third component is the index of the clock
tick, and ch is a tag we will use to distinguish the alphabets of different components.
Similarly, let Σh = R × (R ∪ {⊥}) × N × {h} and Σout = R × R × B × R × N × {out}.
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• Sch = {(r1 , r2 , ...) ∈ Σ∗ch | ri = (ini , changei , i, ch) ∧ change1 = false ∧ (i ≥ 2 =⇒
changei = ini−1 6= ini )} is the specification of change. Similarly, Sh = {(r1 , r2 , ...) ∈
Σ∗h | ri = (outi , hi , i, h) ∧ (i ≥ 2 =⇒ hi = outi−1 )} and
n
Sout = (r1 , r2 , ...) ∈ Σ∗out | ri = (ini , hi , changei , outi , i, out) ∧

ini if ¬changei o
outi =
hi
otherwise
• Σ = {(rch , rh , rout ) ∈ Σch ×Σh ×Σout | rch = (inch , change, i1 , ch) ∧ rh = (outh , h, i2 , h)
∧ rout = (inout , hout , chout , out, i3 , out) | i1 = i2 = i3 } is the system alphabet (where
all components react synchronously).
h
• B = {(r1 , r2 , ...) ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω | ∀i : ri = (inch
i , changei , i1 , ch), (outi , hi , i2 , h),
out
out
out
ch
out
out
h
(ini , hi , chi , outi , i3 , out) ∧ ini = ini ∧ changei = chi ∧ outi = outi ∧ hi =
hout
i } is the set of possible behaviors, meaning that connected flows are equal.




• ρ = (·, ·, i, in), (·, ·, i, ch) , (·, ·, i, in), (·, ·, i, out)
 , (·, ·, i, ch), (·, ·, i, out) ,
(·, ·, i, h), (·, ·, i, out) , (·, ·, i, out), (·, ·, i + 1, h) | i ≥ 1 models the data dependencies.

• P = {(r1 , r2 , ...) ∈ B | ∀i : ri = ..., (..., outi , ...) ∧outi = outi+1 ∨outi+1 = outi+2 } is
the stability property, meaning that there are no two consecutive changes in output.

A log of a valid execution is for instance (where connected signals only appear once and
the tick number is omitted):
in
change
h
out

0
false
⊥
0

0
false
0
0

3
true
0
0

2
true
0
0

2
false
0
2

Figure 5.5 shows four logs of faulty executions.
in
change
h
out

0
false
⊥
0

0
false
0
0

1
false
-1
1

2
false
-3
2

(a) tr~1 : early preemption.

in
change
h
out

0
false
⊥
0

0
false
0
0

0
true
-1
-1

0
true
1
1

(b) tr~2 : joint causation.

Figure 5.5: Two logs of faulty executions.
Consider Figure 5.5a. Two components violate their specifications (incorrect values are
underlined): change and h, both at the third instant. The stability property P is violated
at the fourth output. Let us apply our definitions to analyze causality of each of the two
faulty components.
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1. In order to check whether change is a necessary cause, we first compute the cone
spanned by the violation by change as C(tr~1 , {change}) = (3, 5, 3). Thus, the prefixes
of the component traces before entering the cone are as shown in Figure 5.6a. Next
~ 0 )↑ , where
we compute the set of counterfactuals, according to Definition 5.5, as (tr
0
~
tr is shown in Figure 5.6b. P is still violated by the (unique) counterfactual trace,
hence change is not a necessary cause.
in
change
h
out

0
false
⊥
0

0
false
0
0

1

2

-1

-3

(a) tr~1 after removing C(tr~1 , {change}).

in
change
h
out

0
false
⊥
0

0
false
0
0

1
true
-1
-1

2
true
-3
-3

~ 0 such that (tr
~ 0 )↑ = σ(tr~1 , C,
~ S)
~
(b) tr

Figure 5.6: Computing necessary causality of change for the violation of P in tr~1 .
We can show, using the same construction, that h is a sufficient cause for the violation
of P.
2. In order to check whether change is a sufficient cause, we first compute the cone
spanned by the violation by h as C(tr~1 , {h}) = (5, 3, 3). That is, the cone encompasses the last two values of h and out. Due to change being (incorrectly) false,
~ S)
~ =
the only possible counterfactual trace according to Definition 5.5 is σ(tr~1 , C,
0
↑
0
(trchange , trh , trout ) where trchange is as observed in tr~2 , trh = (⊥, 0, 0, 1), and
0
= (0, 0, 1, 2). P is still violated by the unique counterfactual trace, hence
trout
change is a sufficient cause.
We can show, using the same construction, that h is not a necessary cause for the
violation of P.
The example of log tr~1 shows two phenomena called over-determination (there are two
sufficient causes, one of which would have sufficed to violate P) and early preemption: the
causal chain from the violation of Sh to the violation of P is interrupted by the causal
chain from the violation of Schange to the violation of P, since due to change being false,
the incorrect value of h is discarded in the computation of out in log tr~1 .
Figure 5.5b shows a case of joint causation: both change and h are necessary causes
for the violation of P in tr~2 , but none of them alone is a sufficient cause.

5.7

Related Work

Causality has been studied for a long time in different disciplines (philosophy, mathematical
logic, physics, law, etc.) before receiving an increasing attention in computer science during
the last decade. Hume discusses definitions of causality in [169]:
Suitably to this experience, therefore, we may define a cause to be an object,
followed by another, and where all the objects similar to the first are followed
by objects similar to the second. Or in other words where, if the first object
had not been, the second never had existed.
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In computer science, various approaches to causality analysis have been developed recently. They differ in their assumptions on what pieces of information are available for
causality analysis: a model of causal dependencies, a program as a black-box that can be
used to replay different scenarios, the observed actual behavior (e.g. execution traces, or
inputs and outputs), and/or the expected behavior (that is, component specifications). Existing frameworks consider different subsets of these entities. We cite the most significant
settings and approaches for these settings.
A specification and an observation. In the preliminary work of [147], causality
of components for the violation of a system-level property under the BIP interaction
model [154, 22] has been defined using a rudimentary definition of counterfactuals where
only faulty traces are substituted but not the parts of other component traces impacted
by the former. An application in the context of legal contracts has been discussed in [146].
However, the definition of [147] suffered from the conditions for causality being true by
vacuity when no consistent counterfactuals exist. A slightly improved approach is used
in [263] for causality analysis in real-time systems.
With a similar aim of independence from a specific model of computation as in our
work, [234] formalizes a theory of diagnosis in first-order logic. A diagnosis for an observed
incorrect behavior is essentially defined as a minimal set of components whose failure
explains the observation.
A causal model. [162] proposes what has become the most influential definition of
causality for computer science so far, based on a model over a set of propositional variables partitioned into exogenous variables U and endogenous variables V. A function FX
associated with each variable X ∈ V uniquely determines the value of X depending on the
value of all variables in (U ∪ V) \ {X}. These functions define a set of structural equations
relating the values of the variables. The equations are required to be recursive, that is, the
dependencies form an acyclic graph whose nodes are the variables. The observed values of
a set X of variables is an actual cause for an observed property ϕ if with different values of
X, ϕ would not hold, and there exists a context (a contingency) in which the observed values of X entail ϕ. With the objective of better representing causality in processes evolving
over time, CP-logic defines actual causation based on probability trees [31].
In [171], fault localization and repair in a circuit with respect to an LTL property are
formulated as a game between the environment choosing inputs and the system choosing
a fix for a faulty component.
A model and a trace. In several applications of Halpern and Pearl’s SEM, the model is
used to encode and analyze one or more execution traces, rather than a behavioral model.
The definition of actual cause from [162] is used in [32] to determine potential causes
for the first violation of an LTL formula by a trace. As [162] only considers a propositional
setting without any temporal connectors, the trace is modeled as a matrix of propositional
variables. In order to make the approach feasible in practice, an over-approximation is
proposed. In this approach, the structure of the LTL formula is used as a model to
determine which events may have caused the violation of the property.
Given a counter-example in model-checking, [159] uses a distance metric to determine
a cause of the property violation as the difference between the error trace and a closest
correct trace.
An approach to fault localization in a sequential circuit with respect to a safety specification in LTL is presented in [115]: given a counter-example trace, a propositional formula
is generated that holds if a different behavior of a subset of gates entails the satisfaction
of the specification.
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A set of traces. [180] extends the definition of actual causality of [162] to totally ordered
sequences of events, and uses this definition to construct from a set of traces a fault tree.
Using a probabilistic model, the fault tree is annotated with probabilities. The accuracy of
the diagnostic depends on the number of traces used to construct the model. An approach
for on-the-fly causality checking is presented in [198].
An input and a black box. Delta debugging [271] is an efficient technique for automatically isolating a cause of some error. Starting from a failing input and a passing input,
delta debugging finds a pair of a failing and a passing input with minimal distance. The
approach is syntactical and has been applied to program code, configuration files, and context switching in schedules. By applying delta debugging to program states represented as
memory graphs, analysis has been further refined to program semantics. Delta debugging
isolates failure-inducing causes in the input of a program, and thus requires the program
to be available.

5.8

Conclusion

We have presented a general approach for causality analysis of system failures based on
component specifications and observed component traces. Applications include identification of faulty components in black-box testing, recovery of critical systems at runtime, and
determination of the liability of component providers in the aftermath of a system failure.
Future work. This article opens a number of directions for future work. First of all,
we will instantiate and implement the framework for specific models of computation and
communication, such as Timed Automata [8] and functional programs. The tagged signal
model [196] provides a formal basis for representing such models in our framework. In
order to make the definitions of causality effectively verifiable, we will reformulate them
as operations on symbolic models, and use efficient data structures — such as the event
structures used in [109] for distributed diagnosis — to represent and manipulate logs.
At design time, the code of the components can be instrumented so as to log relevant
information for analyzing causality with respect to a set of properties to be monitored. For
instance, precise information on the actual (partial) order of execution can be preserved
by tagging the logged events with vector clocks [117, 207]. More generally, we intend to
investigate the aspect of ensuring accountability [181] by design in future work. Similar
to the approach of [48] to derive logging requirements from a privacy policy that produce
minimal but sufficient logs for auditing the policy, an interesting work direction will be
to study how to automatically determine from the system signature, a minimal logging
requirement for blaming.
A second extension we will investigate is the distinction between observable and nonobservable events, only the former of which are logged. In particular, whenever component
failures are not observable, we have to combine fault diagnosis [241] and causality analysis.
In this chapter we assume only the logs to be available. However, in some situations
such as post-mortem analysis the (black-box) components may be available, in which case
counterfactual scenarios could be replayed on the system to evaluate their outcome more
precisely. In the same vein, an alternative behavior of the control part of a closed-loop
systems is likely to impact the physical process, as in our cruise control example: a counterfactual trace with different brake or throttle control will impact the speed of the car.
This change should be propagated through a model of the physical process to make the
counterfactual scenario as realistic as possible.

Chapter 6

Symbolic Abstractions of
Hybrid Systems
6.1

Modeling and Analysis of Genetic Networks

In this section we show how to leverage the design principles of Bip for the componentbased modeling of genetic networks so as to construct and analyze complex behaviors of
interacting sub-systems. In particular, we propose a goal-directed simulation algorithm
for high-dimensional biological models. The approach is applied to a well-known signaling
network. Finally, we use formal verification for parameter estimation of a genetic regulatory
network so as to fit an experimentally observed or desired behavior.

6.1.1

Motivation

In bioinformatics, the study of the cellular functions on the molecular level has been
strongly stimulated by the development of high-throughput experimental methods. In
addition to such experimental methods, both mathematical and computer science tools
are necessary for the analysis of genetic and metabolic networks. More and more, models and experiments are used jointly to better understand the different cellular processes.
This trend has led to the emergence of a new domain called systems biology, aiming at
a system-level understanding of cells [178]. This focus shift from the study of narrow aspects of cellular behavior towards an integrated view is creating a strong need to jointly
model and analyze different, interacting fragments of behavior. A methodology allowing to
break down the complexity of model construction, composition, and validation in a formal
framework, is of strategic interest for systems biology.
This case study shows and explores how to leverage the design principles of Bip for
the component-based construction of biological models, so as to construct and analyze
complex behaviors of interacting sub-systems. Furthermore, we study goal-directed simulation of high-dimensional biological models. The technique of [139, 141] allows us to guide
simulation through huge state spaces.
Finally, we use formal verification for parameter estimation of a genetic regulatory
network so as to fit an experimentally observed or desired behavior.
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Modeling and Compositional Reachability Analysis

Introduction
Genetic regulatory networks usually encompass a multitude of complex, interacting feedback loops. Being able to model and analyze their behavior is crucial for understanding
the interactions between the genes, and their functions. Genetic regulatory networks have
been modeled as discrete transition systems by many approaches — see e.g. [256, 99] —,
benefiting from a large number of formal verification algorithms available for the analysis
of discrete transition systems. However, most of these approaches face the problem of state
space explosion, as even models of modest size (from a biological point of view) usually lead
to large transition systems, due to a combinatorial blow-up of the number of states. Even
if the modeling formalism allows for a structured representation of the state space such as
Petri nets [233], subsequent analysis algorithms have to be able to exploit this information.
In practice, monolithic approaches for the analysis of genetic regulatory networks do not
scale.
In order to deal with the problem of state space explosion, different techniques have been
developed in the formal verification community, such as partial order reduction, abstraction, and compositional approaches. In this work, we explore the use of compositionality
for the analysis of genetic regulatory networks. Compositional analysis means that the
behavior of a system consisting of interacting components is analyzed by separately examining the behavior of each component within an abstraction of its environment, rather than
by monolithically analyzing the behavior of the overall system. It can therefore be more
efficient than non-compositional analysis, and scale better. As cellular functions are often
composed of functional modules [164, 266, 236], compositional analysis may take advantage
of this modular structure of genetic regulatory networks.
A precondition for compositional algorithms to be applicable, is that the model be
structured. Therefore, this work makes two contributions: first, we present a modeling
framework for genetic regulatory networks in which the different components of the system
(in our case, protein concentrations) and the way they constrain each other, are modeled
separately and modularly. Second, we propose a compositional algorithm allowing us to
efficiently analyze reachability properties of the model.
The approach presented here [139, 141] is based on qualitative simulation [101]. Given
a system of piecewise linear differential equations, qualitative simulation abstracts the
continuous dynamics into a set of qualitative states and discrete transitions between them.
Each qualitative state corresponds either to a regulatory domain, in all points of which the
system obeys the same linear differential equation, or to a switching domain on the frontier
between two or more regulatory domains, where the values of one or more variables take
some threshold.
This work introduces a new, modular discrete abstraction of piecewise linear differential equations. It extends and generalizes the preliminary, short version of [139]. New
contributions include a generalization to switching domains of arbitrary order — where the
order of a domain is defined as the number of variables taking threshold values —, and new
correctness and completeness results. Representing the full state space including higherorder switching domains is important for two reasons: first, reachability may depend on
the existence of paths crossing higher-order switching domains, and second, biologically
relevant states like equilibria are often located on higher-order switching domains.
Related work. By now there is a large number of approaches to model and analyze
genetic networks. An overview can be found in the survey of [99]. The modeling approaches
adopt different mathematical frameworks, which vary in expressiveness and the availability
and efficiency of verification algorithms.
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Reachability properties can be efficiently approximated even for high-dimensional linear
and hybrid systems [129]. However, in order to faithfully model the dynamics of the system,
the exact numerical values of its kinetic parameters have to be known. This is only the
case for few well-studied genetic networks. Therefore, many approaches adopt frameworks
based on hybrid systems or piecewise linear differential equations and use discrete abstractions representing the qualitative behavior of the model. [126] uses predicate abstraction
to automatically compute backward reachable sets of piecewise affine hybrid automata.
[128] presents an algorithm for reachability analysis of piecewise affine hybrid automata
based on iterated refinement of discrete abstractions. [222] addresses the bounded reachability problem of hybrid automata through algebraic decomposition of the state space,
using an approximation based on Taylor polynomials. [126, 128, 222] tackle models of the
Delta-Notch signaling network encompassing up to four cells. [93] introduces dynamic hybridization to compute abstractions over-approximating the reachable states of nonlinear
models. Compositional reachability analysis of discrete models using automatic generation
of context constraints — that is, abstractions of sub-systems — has been studied in [77, 78].
In contrast to these frameworks working on general piecewise linear or hybrid systems,
some approaches take advantage of the specific form of piecewise linear differential equations modeling genetic regulatory networks, see [134] as an early example. The approach
of [101] defines a conservative qualitative abstraction of a piecewise linear system by using
differential inclusions [118, 156].
In order to deal with complex networks, some approaches choose to directly model
genetic networks in a discrete framework, such as the influential early work of [255] and
more recently, modeling approaches based on logical equations [256], Petri nets [73, 89],
Reo connectors [83], or multi-valued decision diagrams [218]. Formal verification can then
be carried out enumeratively (for instance, using the tools [100, 26, 136]) or symbolically,
see for example [72, 43]. Except for [83], and [73] using results from Petri net theory to
establish properties of the model from the structure of the Petri net, these approaches
“flatten” the model and work on the global state space, without computationally taking
advantage of the modularity of the problem.
Only recently there has been an increasing focus on abstraction techniques helping to
tame the complexity of biological models by introducing some degree of compositional reasoning. [110] examines the use of abstract interpretation for several modeling frameworks
in systems biology. [44] defines an exact condition for the behavior of a genetic network
to be preserved when it is embedded in a larger network, aimed at modular analysis of
networks.
Stochastic approaches are known to be an efficient and, in presence of only few reacting
molecules, more faithful alternative to continuous frameworks. Several techniques such as
model reduction by numerical aggregation [62] and structured representation by stochastic automata networks [267] have been proposed to circumvent state space explosion of
numerical analysis.
Component-based Modeling of Genetic Networks
This section briefly introduces the notions of piecewise linear system, and its qualitative
simulation as defined in [101]. We then define a modularized approximation of qualitative
simulation, and compare both frameworks.
Piecewise linear systems. The production of a protein in a cell is regulated by the
current protein concentrations, which can activate or inhibit the production, for instance
by binding to the gene and disabling transcription. At the same time, proteins are degraded.
This behavior of a genetic network can be modeled by a system of differential equations of
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the form
ẋ = f (x, u) − g(x, u)x

(6.1)

where x is a vector of protein concentrations representing the current state, u is a vector of
input concentrations, and the vector-valued function f and matrix-valued function g model
the production rates, and degradation rates, respectively.
The approach of [101] considers an abstraction where the state space of each variable
xi is partitioned into a set of intervals Dir and a set of pi threshold values Dis . This induces
a partition of the continuous state space into a discrete set of domains, in each of which
Equation (6.1) is approximated with a system of linear differential equations.
Definition 6.1 (Domain) Consider a Cartesian product θ = θ1 × ... × θn with θi =
{θi1 , ..., θipi } an ordered set of thresholds such that 0 < θi1 < ... < θipi < maxi . Let
Dir (θ) = {[0, θi1 )} ∪ {(θij , θij+1 ) | 1 ≤ j < pi } ∪ {(θipi , maxi ]}

and Dis (θ) = {θij } | 1 ≤ j ≤ pi . We omit the argument θ when it is clear from the
context. Let Di = Dir ∪ Dis , and D = D1 × D2 × ... × Dn be the set of domains. The domains
in Dr = D1r × D2r × ... × Dnr are called regulatory domains, the domains Ds = D \ Dr are
called switching domains.
The state space [0, max1 ] × · · · × [0, maxn ] is thus partitioned into the set of domains
D.
Definition 6.2 (Piecewise linear system) A piecewise linear system is a tuple M =
(X, θ, µ, ν) where
• X = {x1 , ..., xn } a set of real-valued state variables;
• θ = θ1 ×...×θn , with θi = {θi1 , ..., θipi } such that 0 < θi1 < ... < θipi < maxi , associates
with each dimension i an ordered set of pi thresholds;
• µ : Dr (θ) → Rn≥0 associates with each regulatory domain a vector of production rates;
• ν : Dr (θ) → diag(Rn>0 ) associates with each regulatory domain a diagonal matrix of
degradation rates.
Within a regulatory domain D ∈ Dr , the protein concentrations x evolve according to
the ratio of production rate and degradation rate:
ẋ = µ(D) − ν(D)x

(6.2)

and thus converge monotonically towards the focal point φ, solution of 0 = µ(D) − ν(D)x.
Definition 6.3 (φ) For any D ∈ Dr , let φ(D) denote the focal point of D such that
φi (D) = µi (D)/νi (D)
for any variable xi ∈ X.
Hypothesis 6.1 Throughout this section we make the generic assumption that for any
regulatory domain D, ∃D0 ∈ Dr : φ(D) ∈ D0 , that is, all focal points lie within regulatory
domains, as in [101].
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If φ(D) ∈ D then the systems stays in D, otherwise it eventually leaves D and enters
an adjacent switching domain. In switching domains, where µ and ν are not defined, the
behavior of M is defined using differential inclusions as proposed by [118, 156].
Notations: For any i ∈ 1...n, let regi and switchi be predicates on D characterizing
the regulatory intervals and thresholds of Di , respectively: regi (D) ⇐⇒ Di ∈ Dir ,
and switchi (D) ⇐⇒ Di ∈ Dis for any D = (D1 , ..., Dn ) ∈ D. For a domain D, let
switching(D) = {xi | switchi (D)} be the set of switching variables in D. The order of a
domain D is the number of variables taking a threshold value in D, that is, order(D) =
|switching(D)|. Let succi : Di → Di and preci : Di → Di be the successor and predecessor
function on the ordered set of intervals Di (in the sense that for any
 D1 , D2 ∈ Di , 1D1 < D2
pi
if ∀x1 ∈ D1 ∀x2 ∈ D2 : x1 < x2 ). We put succi (θi , maxi ] = preci [0, θi ) = ⊥
(“undefined”).
Definition 6.4 (R(D)) For any domain D = (D1 , ..., Dn ) ∈ D, let R(D) be the set of
regulatory domains that have D in their boundary:

R(D) = (D10 , ..., Dn0 ) | ∀i ∈ 1...n : (regi (D) ∧ Di0 = Di )

∨ switchi (D) ∧ Di0 = prec(Di ) ∨ Di0 = succ(Di )
As a special case we have R(D) = {D} for D ∈ Dr .
Example 6.1 Consider the example of two types of proteins a and b inhibiting each other’s
production [101]. The respective production rates of proteins a and b are defined by

20 if 0 ≤ xa < θa2 ∧ 0 ≤ xb < θb1
µa =
0 otherwise

20 if 0 ≤ xa < θa1 ∧ 0 ≤ xb < θb2
µb =
0 otherwise
with θa1 = θb1 = 4 and θa2 = θb2 = 8. The degradation rate ν of both proteins is always 2.
1 2
The example is thus modeled
a , xb }, {θa , θa } ×
 by the piecewise linear system M = {x
1 2
t
1
2
{θb , θb }, 
(µa , µb ) , diag(ν,ν) . For the switching
domain D = [0, θa ), {θb } , we have

R(D) = [0, θa1 ), (θb1 , θb2 ) , [0, θa1 ), (θb2 , maxb ] .
Qualitative model. In this section we shortly present the qualitative model of a given
piecewise linear system, as defined in [101]. The continuous behaviors can be approximated
by a discrete transition graph on the set of domains D. This graph simulates the behavior
of the underlying genetic network.
In contrast to previous work where the computation of transitions to and from a domain
D required the enumeration of an exponential number of domains surrounding D [101], the
approach presented here represents symbolically the relative positions of the focal points,
and the successors in the qualitative abstraction.
Definition 6.5 (eq) Given θ = θ1 × ... × θn , we define predicates eqi# on D, i ∈ 1...n,
# ∈ {<, ≤, ≥, >} such that for any domain D = (D1 , ..., Dn ) ∈ D,
eqi# (D) ⇐⇒ ∃D0 ∈ R(D) ∀x ∈ Di0 : φi (D0 )#x
for # ∈ {<, >}
eqi= (D)

⇐⇒ ∃D0 ∈ R(D) ∃x ∈ Di0 : φi (D0 ) = x

and eqi≤ = (eqi< ∨ eqi= ), eqi≥ = (eqi= ∨ eqi> ).
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Intuitively, the predicates eqi# reflect the relative position of focal points of the adjacent
regulatory domains. The predicates eqi< (D) and eqi> (D) specify if some adjacent regulatory
domain has its focal point “left” of Di and “right” of Di , respectively.
Example 6.2 For the network of Example 6.1, the predicate eqa< holds in the domains
covering the state space [θa1 , maxa ] × [θb1 , maxb ]) ∪ ([θa2 , maxa ] × [0, maxb ]). The predicate
eqa= does not hold for any domain.
Definition 6.6 Given a piecewise linear system M = (X, θ, µ, ν) of dimension n, the
qualitative model Q(M ) is defined as the transition graph Q(M ) = (D, →) with transitions
→⊆ D × D such that ∀D, D0 ∈ D, there is a transition D → D0 if D 6= D0 and one of the
following conditions holds
1. switching(D) ⊂ switching(D0 ) ∧ not tr(D) ∧ order inc enabled(D, D0 )
2. switching(D0 ) ⊂ switching(D) ∧ not tr(D0 ) ∧ order dec enabled(D, D0 )
where
not tr(D) =

^

∨

regi (D)

i∈1...n

min

D 0 ∈R(D)

φi (D0 ) < Di <
^ 

order inc enabled(D, D0 ) =


max φi (D0 )

D 0 ∈R(D)

Di0 = Di ∨

i∈1...n


Di0 = preci (Di ) ∧ eqi< (D) ∨

Di0 = succi (Di ) ∧ eqi> (D)
^ 
Di0 = Di ∨
order dec enabled(D, D0 ) =
i∈1...n


= preci (Di ) ∧ eqi≤ (D0 ) ∨

Di0 = succi (Di ) ∧ eqi≥ (D0 )

Di0

Intuitively, condition not tr(D) is satisfied if domain D is not transient, in the sense
that it is instantaneously crossed by any trajectory of M reaching D [101]. The predicates
order inc enabled(D, D0 ) (resp. order dec enabled(D, D0 )) specify that a transition from
D to a higher (resp. lower) order domain D0 is possible only if the direction of D0 relative
to D is in every dimension consistent with the relative position of the focal points of the
source (resp. target) domain. Q(M ) corresponds exactly to the qualitative transition graph
defined in [101].
Example 6.3 Continuing Example 6.1, Figure 6.1 shows the qualitative model Q(M ) of
the piecewise linear system M , according to Definition 6.6.
Component model of genetic networks. The qualitative model Q(M ) (Definition 6.6)
defines one global transition graph whose complexity quickly becomes prohibitive with
growing M . Moreover, Q(M ) encompasses “diagonal” transitions involving qualitative
state changes in more than one dimension at the same time, which makes its decomposition into modules even more difficult. Therefore, we now define a component-based model
C(M ) from a piecewise linear system M . In C(M ), the discrete abstraction of each protein
concentration is modeled separately. This leads to a structured model, whose modularity
can be exploited by compositional verification algorithms.
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θb2

θb1

xa
θa1

θa2

Figure 6.1: Transition graph of the qualitative model Q(M ) (solid graph). θai and θbi are
thresholds on the concentrations xa and xb , respectively.
Definition 6.7 (C(M )) Given a piecewise linear system M = (X, θ, µ, ν) with |X| = n,
we define the LTS C(M ) = (D, A, ) := (B1 kB2 k...kBn )/UM , where the LTS Bi and the
restriction UM are defined as follows.
• ∀i ∈ 1...n : Bi = counter(Di ), where counter(Di ) is a counter defined on Di (θ)
0
0
by the LTS counter(Di ) = Di , {inci , deci }, {(d, succ
i , d ) | d, d ∈ Di ∧ succi (d) =

d0 } ∪ {(d, preci , d0 ) | d, d0 ∈ Di ∧ preci (d) = d0 } . The set of states is the set of
intervals Di , and inci and deci are the actions of counter(Di ).
• UM is an action constraint such that UM (inci ) = Vi> and UM (deci ) = Vi< with

∨
(6.3)
Vi< = regi ∧ not tr ∧ eqi<

switchi ∧ decri (eqi≤ )
(6.4)

>
>
Vi = regi ∧ not tr ∧ eqi
∨
(6.5)
≥ 
switchi ∧ incri (eqi )
(6.6)
Actions inci (deci ) correspond to an increase (decrease) by one of the discretized concentration leveli of protein i. All LTSs counter(Di ) are deterministic, therefore C(M ) is
deterministic.
The predicates Vi< and Vi> specify when a transition decrementing leveli and incrementing leveli , respectively, is enabled. More precisely, lines (6.3) and (6.5) specify that
there is a transition from a lower-order to a higher-order switching domain in the direction of the focal point of the source domain. Condition not tr makes sure that there is a
transition from a switching domain D ∈ Ds to a higher-order switching domain only if D
is not transient for any dimension. Lines (6.4) and (6.6) give the conditions for transitions
decreasing the order: they must be compatible with the relative position of the focal point
of the destination domain. Intuitively, lines (6.3) and (6.5) are obtained from condition 1)
in Definition 6.6 by considering only transitions increasing the order by one. Lines (6.4)
and (6.6) are obtained from condition 2) by considering only transitions decreasing the
order by one and relaxing the condition not tr(D0 ).
The above modeling framework enforces separation of concerns by making a clear distinction between the behaviors of the individual components, and constraints between the
components.
Remark 6.1 Since k is associative, Definition 6.7 leaves open how the system is actually
partitioned into components (in the sense of sets of LTSs). The two extreme cases are that
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each Bi is considered as one component, or that B1 kB2 k...kBn is considered as one single
component. This choice will usually depend on the degree of interaction between the modeled genes. Putting all protein concentrations in one component amounts to a non-modular
model leading to non-compositional analysis. Representing each concentration with a separate component may lead to a large number of components, and loss of efficiency. Usually,
a good choice is to have the components reflect the functional and spatial structure of the
network by gathering closely interacting proteins in the same component, while modeling
more loosely interacting proteins with separate components.
Notations: by construction of C(M ) = (D, A,

) we have ∀D, D0 ∈ D ∀a, b ∈ A : D

a

b

D0 ∧ D
D0 =⇒ a = b. Therefore, we will omit the action labels on the transitions, as
they are uniquely defined by the source and target domain. We write ∗ for the transitive
and reflexive closure of . Given states q and q 0 , q 0 is reachable from q if q ∗ q 0 .
Example 6.4 Figure 6.2 shows the transition graphs of counter(Da ), counter(Db ), and
C(M ) for the piecewise linear system M of Example 6.1.
xb
decb

incb

decb

incb

decb

incb

decb

incb

θb2

θb1

counter(Db )

xa
θa1

θa2

inca inca inca inca

counter(Da )
deca deca deca deca

Figure 6.2: The transition
graphs of counter(Da ), counter(Db ), and C(M )

counter(Da )kcounter(Db ) /UM . Transition labels are omitted on C(M ).

=

Model comparison. We show that the component model C(M ) = (D, A, ) faithfully models Q(M ) = (D, →), up to the representation of “diagonal” transitions of Q(M )
synchronously changing more than one state variable. Order-decreasing transitions synchronously changing more than one state variable are serialized, whereas order-increasing
transitions synchronously changing more than one state variable are not represented in
C(M ). From a biological point of view, this approximation is justified by the neglectably
small probability of two protein concentrations reaching threshold values exactly at the
same instant.
Lemma 6.1 (Correctness of order-increasing transitions) For any D, D0 with
switching(D) ⊂ switching(D0 ), D
D0 =⇒ D → D0 .
Lemma 6.2 (Correctness of order-decreasing transitions) For any D, D0 with
switching(D) ⊃ switching(D0 ) and not tr(D0 ), if ∃D1 , ..., Dk−1 such that D = D0
D1
...
Dk−1
Dk = D0 and order(Di ) = order(D) − i, then D → D0 .
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D0 =⇒ D → D0 .

Theorem 6.1 (Correctness) Consider a piecewise linear system M = (X, θ, µ, ν). C(M )
under-approximates Q(M ) in the sense that for any D, D0 ∈ D with not tr(D0 ), D
D0 =⇒ D → D0 , and D ∗ D0 =⇒ D →∗ D0 (where →∗ is the transitive and reflexive
closure of →).
Proposition 6.1 (Completeness of order-increasing trans.) If D → D0 for some
D, D0 ∈ D with order(D) + 1 = order(D0 ), then D
D0 .
Intuitively, if Q(M ) can make some transition changing only the value of one variable,
then C(M ) can make the same transition.
When some diagonal order-decreasing transition is possible in Q(M ), then any interleaving is possible in C(M ). Formally:
Proposition 6.2 (Completeness of order-decreasing trans.) If D → D0 is an orderdecreasing transition in Q(M ) with switching(D) ⊃ switching(D0 ), then for any sequence
D = D0 , D1 , ..., Dk−1 , Dk = D0 of (possibly transient) domains with ∀i ∈ 0...k − 1 :
adj(Di , Di+1 ) ∧ switching(Di+1 ) ⊂ switching(Di ) we have D
D1
...
Dk−1
D0 ,
V
0
0
0
where adj(D, D ) ⇐⇒ ∃k : Dk ∈ {preck (Dk ), succk (Dk )} ∧ i6=k Di = Di .
The example of Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrates the relation between Q(M ) and C(M )
discussed above.
Under-approximation. The component model C(M ) allows for compositional analysis
of its behavior, by taking advantage of its structure. However, with growing size of the
piecewise linear system M , even C(M ) may become too complex to analyze. Restricting the
component model C(M ) to regulatory and first-order switching domains drastically reduces
the complexity of computing the constraints Vi< and Vi> of Definition 6.7 when constructing
the model. The restricted model is often still precise enough to prove reachability properties
in practice.
Definition 6.8 (D01 ) Let D01 characterize the set of regular domains and first-order
switching domains:
_
^
D01 =
regj
i∈1...n j∈1...n\{i}

Consider the model C(M )/D01 , the restriction of C(M ) = (D, A, ) to the regular and
first-order switching domains, and let D01 denote its transition relation. This is clearly
an under-approximation of both Q(M ) = (D, →) and C(M ):
Proposition6.3 For any two qualitative states D, D0 ∈ D, D
D0 ∧ D
D0 .

D 01

D0 =⇒

D →

Remark 6.2 The transition relation of C(M )/D01 is identical with the restriction of
Q(M ) to regulatory and first-order switching domains.
Example 6.5 Consider the example of two types of proteins a and b modeled by the piecewise linear system M = {xa , xb }, {θa } × {θb }, (µa , µb )t , diag(ν, ν) where


 2 if 0 ≤ xa < θa ∧ 0 ≤ xb < θb ∨
µa =
θa < xa ≤ maxa

0 otherwise
µb = 2, ν = 1, and θa = θb = 1. Figure 6.3 shows the transition graph of Q(M ). Obviously,
all paths from domain D0 to domain D8 traverse the second-order switching domain D4 .
By Propositions 6.1 and 6.2, D8 is reachable from D0 in C(M ), which is not the case in
the under-approximation C(M )/D01 .
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Figure 6.3: Reachability depends on higher-order switching domains being taken into account.
Compositional Reachability Analysis
The component model C(M ) faithfully represents the qualitative model Q(M ), as discussed
above, and can therefore serve as an input for various algorithms analyzing different properties. In the sequel, we will focus on the particular property of reachability. Based on
the LTS C(M ), the compositional goal-directed simulation algorithm shown below allows
us to verify reachability of a goal domain, or set of domains, from an initial domain. The
algorithm exhibits a path, if one exists, that solves the reachability problem.
In the sequel we consider an LTS B = (Q, A, →) = (B1 k . . . kBN )/U with Bi =
(Qi , Ai , →i ), i ∈ K = {1, . . . , N }, and U an action constraint. That is, we suppose
the n protein concentrations to be modeled with N (1 ≤ N ≤ n) components, according
a
to Remark 6.1. Since B is deterministic, we put posta (q) = q 0 if q → q 0 .
Ak
Let pathk : Qk × P(Qk ) → 2 be a function on the LTS Bk telling which actions move
the state of component k along some path starting in the current component state towards
a target predicate. This function can be computed locally: for any predicate P ∈ P(Qk )
and state q ∈ Qk , let

pathk (q, P ) = a ∈ Ak | ∃q 0 , q 00 ∈ Qk \ {q} :
a

¬P (q) ∧ q →k q 0 →∗k q 00 ∧ P (q 00 )

(6.7)

That is, pathk (q, P ) contains an action a if and only if there exists some path from q to P
in the LTS Bk whose first transition is labeled with a.
Given a conjunction c = c1 ∧ ... ∧ cN of predicates ci ∈ P(Qi ), i ∈ 1...N , let c[i] = ci
denote the projection of c on Qi . For a set of actions act, let enabled(act, q) = {a ∈
a
act | ∃q 0 ∈ Q : q → q 0 }. Let enabling(act) be a predicate characterizing the set of states
a
{q | ∃a ∈ act ∃q 0 ∈ Q : q → q 0 } from which some action in act is enabled. Let ⊕ denote
list concatenation. Given a non-empty list l, we write l = e : l0 where e is the first element
and l0 the rest of the list, and l.last for the last element of l.
Algorithm 1 is constructive, that is, it establishes reachability from some initial domain
Dinit to a set of domains characterized by a predicate P by constructing a path from Dinit
to P . Function move takes as arguments the current domain D, a list P of predicates to
be reached (that is, the target predicate and a list of sub-goals), and the path constructed
so far. It returns a Boolean indicating whether a path was found, and in case of success,
the constructed path.
Function move works as follows. If the current state satisfies the initial predicate to be
reached, the successfully constructed path π is returned (line 3). Otherwise, the tail of list
P is removed up to the first predicate that holds in the current state D (line 4). In other
words, previous sub-goals that have become obsolete are removed. The remainder of the
algorithm consists in a for-loop iterating through all prime implicants (conjunctions) c of P
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Algorithm 1 Compositional goal-directed simulation. Initial call to construct a path σ
from domain Dinit to predicate Pgoal : (σ, success) = move(Dinit , hPgoal i, hDinit i).
1: move (D, P, π) {
— (current domain, list of goals, path prefix)
2:
if P.f irst(D)
— Pgoal reached?
3:
return (π, true);
— then return path and “success”
4:
P := pop(P, D);
— remove tail of P from first satisfied sub-goal
W
5:
∀c ∈ p∈P p do
— iterate over conjunctions c of P
S
6:
goal := k pathk (D[k], c[k]); — compute first actions on local paths to c
7:
enabled := enabled(goal, D); — subset of actions enabled in D
8:
∀a ∈ enabled do
a
9:
D0 := posta (D);
— compute domain D0 s.t. D → D0
10:
if D0 ∈
/ π do
— if not yet visited, search path from D0
0
11:
(π , success) := move(D0 , P, π ⊕ hD0 i);
12:
if success
13:
return (π 0 , true);
14:
od;
15:
od;
16:
sub goal := enabling(goal \ enabled);
— compute new sub-goal
W
— if not subsumed by P
17:
if ¬(sub goal =⇒ p∈P p) do
18:
(π 0 , success) := move (D, P ⊕ hsub goali, π); — use new sub-goal
19:
if success
20:
return (π 0 , true);
21:
od;
22:
od;
23:
return (hi, false);
— return “fail” from this call of move
24: }
where

if x(D) 
 hi
pop(x : xs, D) =
hxi
if ¬ x(D) ∧ xs = hi

x : pop(xs, D) otherwise

(line 5). For each c, a new set of actions goal is computed which are prefixes on some local
path from the local projections of D to c (line 6), and the sub-set enabled ⊆ goal of actions
enabled in the current state is computed (line 7). For each enabled action a, the successor
state D0 is computed (line 9). If it has not already been visited in the path constructed so
far, a recursive call to move is made to complete the prefix π ⊕ hD0 i with a path leading
from D0 to the first predicate in P (line 11). If none of these recursive calls succeeds, or
enabled = ∅, a new sub-goal is computed (line 16), consisting of the predicate from which
the actions in goal \ enabled are enabled. If this sub-goal is not already subsumed by the
previous goals (line 17), a recursive call to move is made to solve the reachability problem
with the new sub-goal added to P (line 18). If all above fails for all c ∈ P.last, then move
returns (hi, false) to indicate failure of the current call.
It can be shown that Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to terminate.
Theorem 6.2 (Correctness) Algorithm 1 is correct, in the sense that if move(D, hP i, hi)
= (π, true), π is a path from D to D0 = π.last in (B1 k . . . kBN )/U with P (D0 ).
If for a predicate P characterizing a set of non-transient states, a path D

∗

D0 is
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found on C(M ) (thus, P (D0 ) holds), then Theorem 6.1 ensures that a path D →∗ D0
exists in the qualitative model Q(M ).
Theorem 6.3 (Completeness) Algorithm 1 is complete, in the sense that if a path from
D to P exists in (B1 k . . . kBN )/U , then move(D, hP i, hi) = (π, true), and π is a path from
D to P .
Algorithm 1 is compositional in the sense that it independently computes local paths
through the state spaces of the components (line 6). A global path is then constructed
from the local paths and the constraints between the components: when an action a to
be executed is blocked by a constraint involving other components, the function move is
called recursively to move the blocking components into a domain where a is enabled.
According to Proposition 6.3, reachability in the under-approximation implies reachability in the qualitative model. Therefore, reachability can be checked efficiently on the
restricted model C(M )/D01 . If no path exists, the search can be refined by verifying reachability directly on C(M ). If some reachability problem has no solution, then in the worst
case the full state space must be explored to verify that no path exists.
Example 6.6 (Example 6.4 continued.) The functioning
 of Algorithm 1 is illustrated 
by the path construction from domain Dinit = {θa2 }, (θb1 , θb2 ) to domain Dgoal = {θa2 }, [0, θb1 )
representing a stable equilibrium (Figure 6.2). The subsequent calls of move are (with the
local variables being indexed by the number of the recursive call):
move0 (Dinit , hDgoal i, hDinit i)
4-7: P0 = hDgoal i, c0 = Dgoal , goal0 = {decb },
enabled0 = ∅

16: sub goal0 = [0, θa1 ), (θb2 , maxb ] , (θa1 ,θa2 ),
(θb1 , maxb ] , (θa2 , maxa ], (θb1 , maxb ] }
18: move1 (Dinit , hDgoal , sub goal0 i, hDinit i)
1 2
4-9:
P1 = hDgoal , sub
 goal0 i, c1 = (θa , θa ),
1
(θb , maxb ] , goal1 = {deca },

enabled1 = {deca }, D10 = (θa1 , θa2 ), (θb1 , θb2 }
11:
move2 (D10 , hDgoal , sub goal0 i, hDinit , D10 i)
4-9:
P2 = hDgoal i, c2 = Dgoal ,
goal2 = {inca , decb }, enabled2 = {decb },
D20 = (θa1 , θa2 ), {θb1 }
11:
move3 (D20 , hDgoal i, hDinit , D10 , D20 i)
4-9:
P3 = hDgoal i, c3 = Dgoal , goal3 = {decb },
enabled3 = {decb }, 
D30 = (θa1 , θa2 ), [0, θb1 )
11:
move4 (D30 , hDgoal i, hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 i)
2-7:
P4 = hDgoal i, c4 = Dgoal ,
goal4 = {inc a},
enabled4 = {inc a}, D40 = Dgoal
11:
move5 (D40 , hDgoal i,
hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i)
3:
= (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
13:
= (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
13:
= (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
13:
= (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
20: = (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
= (hDinit , D10 , D20 , D30 , D40 i, true)
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Thus, Dgoal is reached from Dinit by decrementing levela , then levelb twice, and then
incrementing levela again.
We have implemented Algorithm 1 in the compositional analysis tool Prometheus [138].
A query language allows for interactive queries to the algorithm, and navigation through
the state space. Obviously, the order in which the elements are iterated over in lines 5
and 8 is not fixed in Algorithm 1. Heuristics may be used to accelerate the algorithm in
case a path exists, by first examining promising candidates of conjunctions and actions,
respectively. Our implementation processes the conjunctions in line 5 by increasing number
of conjuncts (that is, decreasing number of states characterized by the predicate). In line
8, the actions are processed by increasing length of their shortest path in (6.7).
Case Study: Delta-Notch Cell Differentiation
Cell differentiation by Delta-Notch lateral inhibition is an important step in the embryonic
development of many species, as it causes initially uniform cells to assume different functions. Examples are the emergence of ciliated cells in Xenopus embryonic skin [206], or
neurogenesis in Drosophila. Delta-Notch lateral inhibition is a well-studied phenomenon,
see e.g. [206, 127, 128]. Delta is a transmembrane protein that binds and activates its
receptor, the transmembrane protein Notch, in neighboring cells. High Notch levels in a
cell inhibit its Delta production. Thus, a cell with a high Delta concentration prevents its
immediate neighbors from adopting the same fate; those neighbors then take a different
fate or remain undetermined. Figure 6.4 illustrates these interactions.
Delta

Delta

Delta

Notch

Notch

Notch

Figure 6.4: Interactions within and between neighbor cells.
For our case study, we consider networks ranging from 19 to 343 cells, with the networks
of 49 and 245 cells shown in Figure 6.5. For each protein we partition the continuous
state space into two intervals and one threshold value: DD = {[0, θD ), {θD }, (θD , maxD ]}
and DN = {[0, θN ), {θN }, (θN , maxN ]}. Cells with low Delta and high Notch levels (0 ≤
Delta < θD , θN < Notch ≤ maxN ) are undifferentiated, whereas cells with high Delta
and low Notch concentrations (θD < Delta ≤ maxD , 0 ≤ Notch < θN ) are differentiated,
that is, set to adopt a different fate than undifferentiated cells. The actual values of the
thresholds θD and θN are unknown; possible ranges have been derived in [127]. We suppose
the focal point φ to satisfy
0 ≤ φDeltai < θD if Notchi > θN
θD < φDeltai ≤ maxD if Notchi < θN
0 ≤ φNotchi < θN if
max{Deltaj | j ∈ neighbors(i)} < θD
θN < φNotchi ≤ maxN if
max{Deltaj | j ∈ neighbors(i)} > θD
In the following, we will use our implementation of Algorithm 1 to benchmark the
impact of three parameters on the cost of reachability analysis: the size of the model M ,
the use of C(M ) versus the under-approximation C(M )/D01 , and the degree of modularity
of the model.
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Figure 6.5: Examples of stable equilibrium states involving 49 cells (left) and 245 cells
(right). Dark cells express Delta.
Influence of size and precision. In this section, we fix the granularity of the model
and choose to represent each cell by one component.
For a piecewise linear model M of n cells, and thus a 2n-dimensional global state space,
both the qualitative model Q(M ) and the component model C(M ) encompass 9n domains,
whereas the under-approximation C(M )/D01 has a state space of 4n regulatory domains
and 2n × 22n−1 first-order switching domains.
We check reachability of a given stable equilibrium from the initial state where all
cells are non differentiated, for the models of 19, 37, 49, 245, and 343 cells. Table 6.1
shows the state spaces and execution times for each of the models. “Exact” and “underapproximation” mean that the model C(M ) and its restriction C(M )/D01 were used,
respectively. The subsequent columns show the number of dimensions, the number of
domains of the model, the time for constructing the component model, the number of
differentiated cells in the final state, and the time to construct a path to the final state
using Algorithm 1. All measurements have been made on the same machine, a Pentium4
at 3 GHz with 512 MB of memory.
number of cells
19 (under-app.)
19 (exact)
37 (under-app.)
49 (under-app.)
245 (under-app.)
343 (under-app.)

dim.
38
38
74
98
490
686

state space
5.5 × 1012
1.4 × 1018
7.2 × 1023
1.6 × 1031
7.9 × 10149
1.1 × 10209

model
0.01 s
13.6 s
0.04 s
0.06 s
1.8 s
4.1 s

diff.
7
7
7
8
39
52

reachab.
0.23 s
1.30 s
0.64 s
0.80 s
2 m 31 s
9 m 22 s

Table 6.1: Performance on models of different size and precision.
In all cases, the results reported by Prometheus are consistent with the actual, experimentally observed behavior [206]. For the case of 245 cells and the state shown in
Figure 6.5 involving 39 cells where Delta is expressed, Prometheus finds, in spite of the
considerable size of the model, a shortest path of length 156 reaching the state. The benchmarks suggest the use of the under-approximation as long as the model remains precise
enough to establish the desired property. This significantly accelerates computation of the
constraints Vi· (Definition 6.7), which is the most costly part in constructing the model.
Influence of modularity. In order to evaluate the performance increase due to modularity, we now fix the size of M to 49 cells and use the under-approximation C(M )/D01 .
The only parameter that varies is the granularity of the components, where extreme cases
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are given by the model of 98 components each modeling one protein concentration, and
the model consisting of one single component. According to Remark 6.1, the choice of the
structure of the component model does not influence its behavior. On each instance of the
system we apply Algorithm 1 to find a path from the initial, undifferentiated state to the
state of Figure 6.5 (left).
cells per comp.
reachability

0.5
2.5 s

1
2.0 s

3
1.9 s

7
9.5 s

10
77 s

49
> 12 h

Table 6.2: Benchmarks for different levels of modularity of Delta-Notch 49.
The measured performances are shown in Table 6.2. For this example, the optimal
degree of granularity lies around two cells per component. It should be noted that the
optimal partitioning of proteins into components depend on the system, and cannot be
easily generalized. For a higher degree of modularity (one component per protein concentration), the algorithm performs somewhat slower due to an overhead in coordination
between closely interacting components. As the component size increases, complexity of
the (non compositional) path construction within the components exponentially blows up.
To complete the benchmarks, Table 6.3 shows the comparison with two other tools,
GNA 5.5 and the model checking tool CADP [113]. Both tools are targeted at different
functionalities, and do not compare directly to our approach. However, this comparison
helps to confront the performance of compositional analysis with non-compositional techniques. The second column of Table 6.3 shows the time required by GNA to explore the
state space reachable from the initial state in the model Q(M ). The last two columns
measure the performance of reachability analysis using CADP on the models C(M )/D01
and C(M ) previously generated by Prometheus. Notice that although CADP allows for
compositional verification, we did not use this feature as it currently does not support
action constraints.
GNA (Q(M ))
CADP (C(M )/D01 )
CADP (C(M ))

Delta-Notch 19
(*)
9.8 s
(*)

Delta-Notch 37
(*)
(*)
(*)

Table 6.3: Comparison with other tools. (*): computation interrupted after 24 hours.

Discussion
The study of genetic regulatory networks controlling cellular functions on the molecular
level has been strongly stimulated by the development of high-throughput experimental
methods. As the knowledge of genetic interaction grows, state space explosion is becoming
a limiting factor in the formal analysis of models in systems biology. Modularity and
compositionality are a way to cope with this complexity.
We have presented a modeling framework for genetic regulatory networks in which a
discrete abstraction of the network dynamics, defined by a system of piecewise linear differential equations, is constructed component-wise. We have formally compared our approach
with the discrete abstraction of [101] and shown their equivalence for biologically sound
models. We have further proposed a compositional goal-directed simulation algorithm taking advantage of the modularity of the constructed model in order to efficiently analyze
reachability properties. On high-dimensional, structured networks the benchmarks clearly
show its efficiency. When used interactively, goal-directed compositional simulation can
help the user to navigate through huge state spaces.
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An interesting work direction, underlined by the results of §6.1.2, is to study how to
reflect the structure of the modeled network by aggregating closely interacting genes into
components and compute abstractions of their context, in order to computationally take
advantage of this topological information.
The focus shift from the study of narrow aspects of cellular behavior towards the integrated view of systems biology, aiming at a system-level understanding of cells [178], is
creating a strong need to jointly model and analyze different, interacting fragments of behavior. Component-based modeling is crucial to overcome the complexity of such systems.
More work is needed to better understand how existing techniques can be adapted to the
specific needs and constraints of systems biology.

6.1.3

Parametric Models

A central problem in the analysis of biological regulatory networks concerns the relation
between their structure and dynamics. This problem can be narrowed down to the following
two questions: (a) Is a hypothesized structure of the network consistent with the observed
behavior? (b) Can a proposed structure generate a desired behavior?
Qualitative models of regulatory networks, such as (synchronous or asynchronous)
Boolean models and piecewise-affine differential equation (PADE) models, have been proven
useful for addressing the above questions. The models are coarse-grained, in the sense that
they do not explicitly specify the biochemical mechanisms. However, they include the logic
of gene regulation and allow different expression levels of the genes to be distinguished.
They are interesting in their own right, as a way to capture in a simple manner the complex
dynamics of a large regulatory network. They can also be used as a first step to orient the
development of more detailed quantitative ODE models.
Qualitative models bring specific advantages when studying the relation between structure and dynamics. In order to answer questions (a) and (b), one has to search the
parameter space to check if for some parameter values the network is consistent with the
data or can attain a desired control objective. In qualitative models the number of different parametrizations is finite and the number of possible values for each parameter is
usually rather low. This makes parameter search easier to handle than in quantitative
models, where exhaustive search of the continuous parameter space is in general not feasible. Moreover, qualitative models are concerned with trends rather than with precise
quantitative values, which corresponds to the nature of much of the available biological
data [68].
Nevertheless, the parametrization of qualitative models remains a complex problem.
For most models of networks of biological interest the state and parameter spaces are too
large to exhaustively test all combinations of parameter values. The aim of our work in [27]
is to address this search problem for PADE models by treating it in the context of formal
verification and symbolic model checking [85].
Our contributions in [27] are twofold. On the methodological side, we develop a method
that in comparison with our previous work [28] makes it possible to efficiently analyze large
and possibly incompletely parametrized PADE models. This is achieved by a symbolic
encoding of the model structure, constraints on parameter values, and transition rules
describing the qualitative dynamics of the system. We can thus take full advantage of
symbolic model checkers for testing the consistency of the network structure with dynamic
properties expressed in temporal logics. The computer tool GNA has been extended to
export the symbolic encoding of PADE models in the NuSMV language [82]. In comparison with related work [43, 90, 122], our method applies to incompletely instead of fully
parametrized models, provides more precise results, and the encoding is efficient without
(strongly) simplifying the PADE dynamics.
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Figure 6.6: Synthetic IRMA network in yeast. Schematic representation of the synthetic
IRMA network in yeast constructed in [68]. The green and blue boxes are promoter and
genes, and the yellow and red ovals are proteins and metabolites.
On the application side, we show that the method performs well on real problems, by
means of the IRMA synthetic network and benchmark experimental data sets [68]. More
precisely, we are able to find parameter values for which the network satisfies temporal
logic properties describing observed expression profiles, both on the level of individual and
averaged time-series. The method is selective in the sense that only a small part of the
parameter space is found to be compatible with the observations. Analysis of these parameter values reveals that biologically-relevant constraints have been identified. Moreover, we
make suggestions to improve the robustness of the external control of the IRMA behavior
by proposing a rewiring of the network.
In comparison with traditional quantitative approaches, the results we obtain are quite
general, since they do not depend on specific molecular mechanisms or parameter values.
Moreover, the analysis is exhaustive in the sense that the entire parameter space is scanned.
These two features are particularly interesting for “negative results”, such as showing that
a given design is not likely to show a desired behavior. In contrast, quantitative ODE
models like those developed in [68] do not predict a range of possible behaviors but rather
single out one likely behavior with quantitative precision. Qualitative and quantitative
approaches provide complementary information on system dynamics.
In comparison with other analysis and verification methods developed for similar modeling formalisms [43, 90, 122], our approach is original in two respects. First, it applies to
incompletely parametrized models and can handle any dynamical property expressible in
temporal logics supported by the model checker. Second, we reason at a finer abstraction
level, in that we take into account dynamics on the thresholds and work with a partition
of the state space preserving derivative sign patterns. The latter feature is particularly
well-suited for the comparison of model predictions with time-series data in IRMA.
An interesting direction for further research is to consider more general problems in
which not only parameters but also regulation functions are incompletely specified.

6.1.4

Discussion

The needs in embedded systems design discussed in the introduction — techniques for
constructing complex systems from simpler components, support for heterogeneity, compositional reasoning — also hold for modeling biological systems, and are exacerbated by
the plethora and complexity of interactions at all levels of living organisms. Not surprisingly, a great deal of effort in bioinformatics, and more particularly the young domain
of systems biology [178], has been devoted to formal modeling of such systems. Advanced
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component-based design techniques are needed to bridge the gap between models of specific
aspects, and integrated models that are crucial for gaining a system-level understanding of
cells.
On the other hand, it is fascinating to compare the solutions invented by life — including
mutual exclusion [206] as well as clock synchronization and distributed consensus [242], to
name just a few examples — with approaches from virtually all domains of computer
science. For instance, understanding the principles excluding unwanted interferences in
spite of tight interaction within and between many levels of abstraction, could provide an
inspiring insight for component-based design.

6.2

Multi-scale Controller Synthesis for Switched Systems

When available, discrete abstractions provide an appealing approach to controller synthesis. Recently, an approach for computing discrete abstractions of incrementally stable
switched systems has been proposed, using the notion of approximate bisimulation. This
approach is based on sampling of time and space where the sampling parameters must
satisfy some relation in order to achieve a certain precision. Particularly, the smaller the
sampling period, the finer the lattice approximating the state-space and the larger the
number of states in the abstraction. This renders the use of these abstractions for synthesis of fast switching controllers computationally prohibitive. In [66] we have presented a
novel class of multiscale discrete abstractions for switched systems that allows us to deal
with fast switching while keeping the number of states in the abstraction at a reasonable
level. The transitions of our abstractions have various durations: for transitions of longer
duration, it is sufficient to consider abstract states on a coarse lattice; for transitions of
shorter duration, it becomes necessary to use finer lattices. These finer lattices are effectively used only on a restricted area of the state-space where the fast switching occurs.
The abstractions are computed on-the-fly during controller synthesis. The finest scales of
the abstraction are effectively explored only when fast switching is needed. We present
two synthesis algorithms that exploit the specificities of multi-scale abstractions for reachability specifications under time optimization, and for safety synthesis. We illustrate the
benefits of our approach by applying it to a boost DC-DC converter. The experimental results show drastic improvements of the complexity of controller synthesis using multi-scale
abstractions instead of uniform abstractions.

6.2.1

Introduction

The use of discrete abstractions for continuous dynamics has become standard in hybrid
systems design (see e.g. [252] and the references therein). The main advantage of this approach is that it offers the possibility to leverage controller synthesis techniques developed
in the areas of supervisory control of discrete-event systems [232] or algorithmic game
theory [16]. Historically, the first attempts to compute discrete abstractions for hybrid
systems were based on traditional systems behavioral relationships such as simulation or
bisimulation [213], initially proposed for discrete systems most notably in the area of formal methods. These notions require inclusion or equivalence of observed behaviors which
is often too restrictive when dealing with systems observed over metric spaces. For such
systems, a more natural abstraction requirement is to ask for closeness of observed behaviors. This leads to the notions of approximate simulation and bisimulation introduced
in [131].
These notions enabled the computation of approximately equivalent discrete abstrac-
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tions for several classes of dynamical systems, including nonlinear control systems with or
without disturbances (see [225] and [224], respectively) and switched systems [132]. These
approaches are based on sampling of time and space where the sampling parameters must
satisfy some relation in order to obtain abstractions of a prescribed precision. Particularly,
it should be noticed that the smaller the time sampling parameter, the finer the lattice used
for approximating the state-space; this may result in abstractions with a very large number
of states when the sampling period is small. However, there are a number of applications
where sampling has to be fast; though this is generally necessary only on a small part of
the state-space. For instance, in sliding mode control of switched systems (see e.g. [237]),
the sampling has to be fast only in the neighborhood of a sliding surface.
In [66] we have presented a novel class of multiscale discrete abstractions for incrementally stable switched systems that allows us to deal with fast switching while keeping
the number of states in the abstraction at a reasonable level. Following the self-triggered
control paradigm [261, 265, 12], we assume that the controller of the switched system has
to decide the control input and the time period during which it will be applied before
the controller executes again. In this context, it is natural to consider abstractions where
transitions have various durations. For transitions of longer duration, it is sufficient to
consider abstract states on a coarse lattice. For transitions of shorter duration, it becomes
necessary to use finer lattices. These finer lattices are effectively used only on a restricted
area of the state-space where the fast switching occurs.
These abstractions allow us to use multiscale iterative approaches for controller synthesis as follows. An initial controller is synthesized based on the dynamics of the abstraction
at the coarsest scale where only transitions of longer duration are enabled. An analysis of
this initial controller allows us to identify regions of the state-space where transitions of
shorter duration may be useful (e.g. to improve the performance of the controller). Then,
the controller is refined by enabling transitions of shorter duration in the identified regions.
The last two steps can be repeated until we are satisfied with the obtained controller.
The concept of approximately bisimilar multi-scale discrete abstractions has also been
explored in [253] where the multi-scale feature was used for accommodating locally the
precision of the abstraction while the time sampling period remained constant. On the
contrary, the approach presented in [66] seeks for a uniform precision but varying time
sampling periods. In both works, the multi-scale abstractions were used to synthesize
suboptimal reachability controllers.
We also propose to use these multi-scale abstractions for the synthesis of safety controllers for switched systems. The abstractions are computed on-the-fly during controller
synthesis and the dynamics at the finest scales are explored only when necessary. We provide experimental results that show drastic improvements of the complexity of controller
synthesis using multi-scale abstractions instead of the uniform abstractions defined in [132].

6.2.2

Preliminaries

Incrementally stable switched systems
We propose an approach for controller synthesis for a class of switched systems formalized
in the following definition.
Definition 6.9 A switched system is a quadruple Σ = (Rn , P, P, F ), where:
• Rn is the state space;
• P = {1, . . . , m} is the finite set of modes;
• P is the set of piecewise constant functions from R+ to P , continuous from the right
and with a finite number of discontinuities on every bounded interval of R+ ;
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• F = {f1 , . . . , fm } is a collection of smooth vector fields indexed by P .
A switching signal of Σ is a function p ∈ P, the discontinuities of p are called switching
times. A piecewise C 1 function x : R+ → Rn is said to be a trajectory of Σ if it is continuous
and there exists a switching signal p ∈ P such that, at each t ∈ R+ where the function p
is continuous, x is continuously differentiable and satisfies:
ẋ(t) = fp(t) (x(t)).
We will denote x(t, x, p) the point reached at time t ∈ R+ from the initial condition x
under the switching signal p. If p is constantly equal to p ∈ P , the associated trajectory
is denoted x(t, x, p).
The results presented in this chapter apply to switched systems satisfying the incremental stability property (i.e. δ-GUAS [11, 132]). Essentially, a switched system is incrementally stable if all trajectories associated with the same switching signal converge
asymptotically to the same reference trajectory independently of their initial condition.
Unless all vector fields share a common equilibrium, this does not imply stability.
In the following, k.k denotes the Euclidean norm over Rn . Incremental stability of a
switched system can be characterized using Lyapunov functions:
Definition 6.10 A smooth function V : Rn × Rn → R+ is a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov
function for Σ if there exist K∞ functions1 α, α and κ > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ Rn , for
all p ∈ P :
α(kx − yk) ≤ V (x, y) ≤ α(kx − yk);
∂V
∂x

(x, y)fp (x) +

∂V
∂y

(6.8)

(x, y)fp (y) ≤ −κV (x, y).

(6.9)

The computation of a δ-GUAS Lyapunov function is generally hard and out of the
scope of this report. However, if all vector fields are affine one can compute a quadratic
δ-GUAS Lyapunov function by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities. As in [132], we
will make the supplementary assumption on the δ-GUAS Lyapunov function that there
exists a K∞ function γ such that
∀x, y, z ∈ Rn , |V (x, y) − V (x, z)| ≤ γ(ky − zk).

(6.10)

This assumption was shown to be not restrictive provided V is smooth and we are interested
in the dynamics of Σ on a compact subset of Rn , which is often the case in practice.
In [132], it was proved that under the existence of common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function
V satisfying equation (6.10), it is possible to compute discrete abstractions that approximate the dynamics of Σ at any desired level of accuracy.
Approximate bisimulation
In this section, we present the notion of approximate equivalence which will relate a
switched system to the discrete systems that we construct. We start by introducing transition systems which allow us to model switched and discrete systems in a common mathematical framework.
Definition 6.11 A transition system is a tuple T = (Q, L,

- , O, H, I) consisting of:

• a set of states Q;
1A

continuous function γ : R+ → R+ is said to belong to class K∞ if it is strictly increasing, γ(0) = 0
and γ(r) → ∞ when r → ∞.
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• a set of labels or actions L;
• a transition relation

- ⊆ Q × L × Q;

• an output set O;
• an output function H : Q → O;
• a set of initial states I ⊆ Q.
T is said to be metric if the output set O is equipped with a metric d, discrete if Q and L
are finite or countable sets.
l
The transition (q, l, q 0 ) ∈ - will be denoted q - q 0 , or alternatively q 0 ∈ succ(q, l);
this means that the system can evolve from state q to state q 0 under the action l. An action
l ∈ L belongs to the set of enabled actions at state q, denoted enab(q), if succ(q, l) 6= ∅. If
enab(q) = ∅, then q is said to be a blocking state; otherwise it is said to be non-blocking.
If all states are non-blocking, we say that the transition system T is non-blocking. A
trajectory of the transition system is a finite sequence of transitions

σ = q0

l0

- q1

l1

- q2

l2

- ...

lN −1

- qN .

It is initialized if q0 ∈ I. N ∈ N is referred to as the length of the trajectory. A state
q ∈ Q is reachable if there exists an initialized trajectory reaching q. The observed behavior
associated to a trajectory is the sequence of outputs o0 o1 o2 . . . oN where oi = H(qi ), for all
i ∈ {0, . . . , N }.
Transition systems can model the dynamics of switched systems. Given a switched
- , O, H, I),
system Σ = (Rn , P, P, F ), we define the transition system T (Σ) = (Q, L,
where the set of states is Q = Rn ; the set of labels is L = P × R+ ; the transition relation
is given by
p,τ
x - x0 iff x(τ, x, p) = x0 ,
i.e. the switched system Σ goes from state x to state x0 by applying the constant mode p
for a duration τ ; the set of outputs is O = Rn ; the observation map H is the identity map
over Rn ; the set of initial states is I = Rn . The transition system T (Σ) is non-blocking
and deterministic, it is metric when the set of outputs O = Rn is equipped with the metric
d(x, x0 ) = kx − x0 k. Note that the state space of T (Σ) is uncountable.
Traditional equivalence relationships for transition systems rely on equality of observed
behaviors. One of the most common notions is that of bisimulation equivalence [213, 252].
For metric transition systems, requiring strict equivalence of observed behaviors is often
too restrictive. A natural relaxation is to ask for closeness of observed behaviors where
closeness is measured with respect to the metric on the output set. This leads to the notion
of approximate bisimulation introduced in [131].
- , O, Hi , Ii ), with i = 1, 2 be metric transition
Definition 6.12 Let Ti = (Qi , L,
i
systems with the same sets of labels L and outputs O equipped with the metric d. Let ε ≥ 0
be a given precision. A relation R ⊆ Q1 × Q2 is said to be an ε-approximate bisimulation
relation between T1 and T2 if for all (q1 , q2 ) ∈ R:
• d(H1 (q1 ), H2 (q2 )) ≤ ε;
• ∀q1
• ∀q2

l

l

1

2

- q10 , ∃q2

- q20 , such that (q10 , q20 ) ∈ R;

l

l

2

1

- q20 , ∃q1

- q10 , such that (q10 , q20 ) ∈ R.
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The transition systems T1 and T2 are said to be approximately bisimilar with precision ε,
denoted T1 ∼ε T2 , if:
• ∀q1 ∈ I1 , ∃q2 ∈ I2 , such that (q1 , q2 ) ∈ R;
• ∀q2 ∈ I2 , ∃q1 ∈ I1 , such that (q1 , q2 ) ∈ R.
If T1 is a system we want to control and T2 is a simpler system that we want to use for
controller synthesis, then T2 is called an approximately bisimilar abstraction of T1 .

6.2.3

Multi-scale abstractions for switched systems

Let Σ be a switched system and let us assume that the switching in Σ is determined by a
time-triggered controller of period τ > 0. Then, the dynamics of Σ can be described by
the transition system Tτ (Σ) obtained from T (Σ) by selecting the transitions that describe
trajectories of duration τ . In [132], an approach to compute approximately bisimilar abstractions of Tτ (Σ) was presented, based on a quantization of the state-space Rn which is
approximated by the lattice:


2η
n
n
√
q[i] = ki
[R ]η = q ∈ R
, ki ∈ Z, i ∈ 1...n
n
where q[i] is the i-th coordinate of q and η > 0 is a state space discretization parameter.
The resulting abstraction Tτ,η (Σ) is discrete, its set of states and its set of actions are
respectively countable and finite. It is shown in [132] that under the existence of a common
δ-GUAS Lyapunov function and equation (6.10), Tτ (Σ) and Tτ,η (Σ) are approximately
bisimilar:
Theorem 6.4 [132] Consider a switched system Σ, time and state space sampling parameters τ, η > 0 and a desired precision ε > 0. If there exists a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov
function V for Σ such that equation (6.10) holds and


η ≤ min γ −1 (1 − e−κτ )α(ε) , α−1 (α(ε))
(6.11)
then, Tτ (Σ) ∼ε Tτ,η (Σ).
Particularly, it should be noted that given a time sampling parameter τ > 0 and a
desired precision ε > 0, it is always possible to choose η > 0 such that equation (6.11)
holds. This essentially means that approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions of arbitrary precision can be computed for Tτ (Σ). However, the smaller τ or ε, the smaller η must
be to satisfy equation (6.11). In practice, for a small time sampling parameter τ , the ratio
ε/η can be very large and discrete abstractions with an acceptable precision may have a
very large number of states (see e.g. [132]).
Unfortunately, there are number of applications where the switching has to be fast
though this fast switching is generally necessary only on a restricted part of the state
space. For instance, for safety controllers, fast switching is needed only when approaching
the unsafe set. In order to enable fast switching while dealing with abstractions with a
reasonable number of states, one may consider discrete abstractions enabling transitions
of different durations. For transitions of long duration, it is sufficient to consider abstract
states on a coarse lattice to meet the desired precision ε. As we consider transitions of
shorter durations, it becomes necessary to use finer lattices for the abstract state-space.
These finer lattices are effectively used only on a restricted area of the state space, where the
fast switching is necessary. This allows us to keep the number of states in the abstraction
at a reasonable level. This results naturally in a notion of multi-scale discrete abstraction
presented next.
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For that purpose, we use self-triggered controllers [261, 12], where the controller not only
determines the mode of the switched system but also the duration during which the mode
remains active. We assume that the controller can choose from a finite set of durations
−s
ΘN
τ | s = 0, . . . , N } that consists of dyadic fractions of a time sampling parameter
τ = {2
τ > 0 up to some scale parameter N ∈ N. The dynamics of the switched system is then
- , O, H1 , I1 ) where the
naturally described by the transition system TτN (Σ) = (Q1 , L,
1

set of states is Q1 = Rn ; the set of labels is L = P × ΘN
τ ; the transition relation is given by
x

p,2−s τ
1

- x0 iff x(2−s τ, x, p) = x0 ;

the set of outputs is O = Rn ; the observation map H1 is the identity map over Rn ; the set
of initial states is I1 = Rn .
q 00
x(τ, q, p)

q0
x(τ /2, q, p)
q
Figure 6.7: Principle for the computation of the discrete abstraction: q 0 = succ2 (q, (p, τ /2))
where q 0 = arg minr∈Q12 (kx(τ /2, q, p) − rk) and q 00 = succ2 (q, (p, τ )) where q 00 =
arg minr∈Q02 (kx(τ, q, p) − rk).
The computation of a discrete abstraction of TτN (Σ) can be done using the following
approach. We approximate the set of states Q1 = Rn by a sequence of embedded lattices:
for s = 0, . . . , N , let Qs2 = [Rn ]2−s η , i.e.


2−s+1 η
s
n
q[i] = ki √
Q2 = q ∈ R
, ki ∈ Z, i ∈ 1...n
n
where η > 0 is a state space discretization parameter. Let us remark that we have Q02 ⊆
n
Q12 ⊆ · · · ⊆ QN
2 . By simple geometrical considerations, we can check that for all x ∈ R
s
−s
and s = 0, . . . , N , there exists q ∈ Q2 such that kx − qk ≤ 2 η.
N
We now define the abstraction of TτN (Σ) as the transition system Tτ,η
(Σ) = (Q2 , L,
- , O, H2 , I2 ) where the set of states is Q2 = QN
;
the
set
of
actions
remains
the same
2
2

L = P × ΘN
τ ; the transition relation is given by
q

p,2−s τ
2

- q 0 iff q 0 = arg min (kx(2−s τ, q, p) − rk).
s
r∈Q2

If the minimizer r ∈ Qs2 is not unique, then one can
p,2−s τ 0
- q then
definition of the set Qs2 = [Rn ]2−s η , if q
2

choose arbitrarily one of them. By

we have kx(2−s τ, q, p) − q 0 k ≤ 2−s η.
The approximation principle is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The set of outputs remains O =
n
Rn ; the observation map H2 is the natural inclusion map from QN
2 to R , i.e. H2 (q) = q;
0
the set of initial states is I2 = Q2 .
It is important to note that all the transitions of duration 2−s τ end in states belonging
to Qs2 . This means that the states on the finer lattices are only accessible by transitions of
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N
shorter duration. Note that the transition system Tτ,η
(Σ) is discrete since its sets of states
and actions are respectively countable and finite. Also, if we only consider transitions
N
of duration τ , the dynamics of Tτ,η
(Σ) coincides with that of the uniform abstraction
N
Tτ,η (Σ) defined in [132]. Both transition systems TτN (Σ) and Tτ,η
(Σ) are non-blocking and
deterministic.

Theorem 6.5 Consider a switched system Σ, time and state space sampling parameters
τ, η > 0, scale parameter N ∈ N, and a desired precision ε > 0. Let us assume that there
exists a common δ-GUAS Lyapunov function V for Σ such that equation (6.10) holds. If

n
h
i
o
−s
η ≤ min min 2s γ −1 (1 − e−κ2 τ )α(ε) , α−1 (α(ε))
(6.12)
s=0...N

then R = {(x, q) ∈ Q1 × Q2 | V (x, q) ≤ α(ε)} is an ε-approximate bisimulation relation
N
N
between TτN (Σ) and Tτ,η
(Σ). Moreover, TτN (Σ) ∼ε Tτ,η
(Σ).
It is interesting to note that given a time sampling parameter τ > 0 and a scale
parameter N ∈ N, for all desired precisions ε > 0, there exists η > 0 such that equation
(6.11) holds. This essentially means that approximately bisimilar multiscale abstractions
of arbitrary precision can be computed for TτN (Σ).

6.2.4

Safety Controller Synthesis on Multi-scale Abstractions

We have illustrate the use of multiscale abstractions for synthesizing safety and sub-optimal
reachability controllers in [66, 65, 217]. These problems were considered in [208, 130]
based on the use of uniform discrete abstractions. We extend the synthesis algorithms to
multiscale abstractions that are computed on-the-fly, so as to provide a scalable trade-off
between precision and cost, while guaranteeing, for reachability, a lower bound on the
performance of the closed-loop system.
- , O, H, I). For simplicity, we assume that T
Let us consider a system T = (Q, L,
N
(Σ) defined in
is deterministic. This is satisfied by the transition systems TτN (Σ) and Tτ,η
the previous section.
In the following, we consider deterministic static state-feedback controllers. However,
we just use the term controller for brevity.
Definition 6.13 A controller for T is a map S : Q → 2L such that for all q ∈ Q,
S(q) ⊆ enab(q) and ∀l ∈ S(q), S succl (q) 6= ∅ (deadend freedom).
The system T controlled by S is the system T /S = (Q, L,
. , O, H, I) where the
S
transition relation is given by
h
i
l
l
q
. q 0 ⇐⇒ (l ∈ S(q)) ∧ (q - q 0 ) .
S

S(q) = ∅ means that the controller is not defined at q. Since we assumed that T is
deterministic, the system T /S is deterministic as well.
Problem formulation
Definition 6.14 A state q of T is controllable with respect to a safety specifications QS if
q ∈ QS and there exists an infinite sequence of transitions of T starting in q and remaining
in QS . We denote the set of controllable states by cont(QS ).
- , O, H, I) with respect to a safety
Definition 6.15 A safety controller for T = (Q, L,
specification QS ⊆ Q is a controller S for T (see Definition 6.13 such that QS is invariant
in T /S, and S(q) = 0 for q ∈
/ cont(QS ).
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Given the set of controllable states cont(QS ), we can define a safety controller S ∗ as
follows: for all q ∈
/ cont(QS ), S ∗ (q) = ∅ and for all q ∈ cont(QS ),
S ∗ (q) = {l ∈ enab(q) | succl (q) ∈ cont(QS )}.
This safety controller is maximal in the sense that any other safety controller S satisfies
S(q) ⊆ S ∗ (q), for all q ∈ Q. The set cont(QS ) and thus S ∗ are computable for our
discrete abstractions. However, the larger the number of states, the more expensive the
computation. For that reason, we want to exploit multi-scale abstractions to propose a
more efficient algorithm for the synthesis of safety controllers.
Let us consider that the set of labels of T is L = P × ΘN
τ as defined in the previous
section. The lazy safety synthesis problem consists in controlling a system so as to keep
any trajectory starting from some initial state in I within the safe subset of states, while
applying in each state a transition of the longest possible duration for which safety can
be guaranteed. For that purpose we define priority relations on the set of labels giving
priority to transitions of longer duration: for l, l0 ∈ L with l = (p, δ), l0 = (p0 , δ 0 ), l  l0 iff
δ ≤ δ 0 , l ≺ l0 iff δ < δ 0 and l ∼
= l0 iff δ = δ 0 . Given a subset of labels L0 ⊆ L, we define
max (L0 ) = {l0 ∈ L0 | ∀l ∈ L0 , l  l0 }.

- , O, H, I) and QS
Definition 6.16 A maximal lazy safety controller for T = (Q, L,
is a safety controller S with respect to QS such that for all controllable initial states in
q ∈ I ∩ cont(QS ), S(q) 6= ∅, and for all states q ∈ Q with S(q) 6= ∅, q is reachable in T /S
and the following conditions hold:
1. if l ∈ S(q), then for any l ≺ l0 , succl0 (q) ∈
/ cont(QS ) (laziness);
2. if l ∈ S(q), then for any l ∼
= l0 , l0 ∈ S(q) iff succl0 (q) ∈ cont(QS ) (maximality).
The controller S represents a trade-off between maximal permissiveness and efficiency,
in the sense that it contains the same initial states as the maximal safety controller; on the
other hand, in each state, the enabled transitions are those of maximal duration for which
controllability is preserved.
Theorem 6.6 There exists a unique maximal lazy safety controller.
Discrete controller synthesis for multiscale abstractions
Our algorithm for synthesizing the maximal lazy safety controller is based on a depth first
search exploration of the trajectories, starting from initial states and exploring transitions
of longer duration first. The multi-scale abstraction is computed on-the-fly during the
synthesis algorithm.
More precisely, the maximal lazy safety controller is computed by Algorithm 1 which
calls the function explore (Algorithm 2) for each initial state q ∈ I; the second argument
of the function is the set of states already visited by the current trajectory. The global
variables are K, U , and C for the sets of controllable and uncontrollable states and the
controller, respectively. Function explore(q, V ) returns whether q is controllable, where V
is the set of states already visited. explore recursively explores the paths starting from q
until either a controllable or an uncontrollable state is reached. If a state already visited
by the current trajectory is reached, then a circular path within the set of safe states and
containing q has been found, and therefore the state q is controllable. The outer loop
explores increasingly short transitions as long as no safe successor of q has been found.
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In Algorithm 1, each transition initiating from a state in QS is explored at most once.
Hence, termination of Algorithm 1 is guaranteed if the sets of labels L, and of safe sets QS
N
are finite: this is the case for our multi-scale abstractions Tτ,η
(Σ) when the safe set is given
−1
n
by QS = H (OS ) with OS a compact subset of R . In the worst case (when all states
in QS are reachable but none is controllable), all the transitions initiating from a state in
QS need to be explored. This provides us with a worst-case (time and space) complexity
given by |QS | × |L|. However, in practice this upper-bound is not reached.
Algorithm 1: Maximal lazy safety controller synthesis.
Input: Transition system (Q, L, →, O, H, I), priority  ⊆ L × L, safe states QS ⊆ Q
Output: maximal lazy safety controller C : Q → 2L
Data: controllable states K ⊆ Q, uncontrollable states U ⊆ Q
begin
(K, U, C) := (∅, Q \ QS , ∅) ;
for q ∈ I ∩ QS do
explore (q, ∅) ;

Algorithm 2: explore(q, V )
Input: state q ∈ Q, visited states V ⊆ Q
Output: true iff q is controllable
Data: unexplored labels Lu ⊆ L
begin
if q ∈ U then
return false
if q ∈ K then
return true
if q ∈ V then
K := K ∪ {q} ;
return true
Lu := L ;
while Lu 6= ∅ do
foundSucc := false ;
for l ∈ max (Lu ) do
if explore (succ(q, l), V ∪ {q}) then
C(q) := C(q) ∪ {l} ;
foundSucc := true ;
if foundSucc then
K := K ∪ {q} ;
return true
Lu := Lu \ max (Lu ) ;
U := U ∪ {q} ;
return false

Controller synthesis for reachability. In [66, 217] we have discussed the special cases
of time-optimal and time-bounded reachability.
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Experimental Results

Our approach has been implemented in the tool CoSyMA [217] (Controller Synthesis using
Multi-scale Abstractions).
DC-DC Converter
As a first case study, we apply our approach to a boost DC-DC converter. It is a switched
system with two modes, the two dimensional dynamics associated with both modes are
affine of the form ẋ(t) = ap x(t) + b for p ∈ {1, 2} (see [133] for numerical values). It can be
shown that it is incrementally stable and thus approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions
can be computed. We consider the problem of keeping the state of the system in a desired
region of operation given by the safe set OS = [1.15, 1.55] × [5.45, 5.85].
We use approximately bisimilar abstractions to synthesize maximal lazy safety controllers for the DC-DC converter. We compare the cost of controller
synthesis for the
√
uniform abstraction Tτ01 ,η1 for parameters τ1 = 0.5s and η1 = 10−3 2/4 (containing transitions of duration 0.5s) and the multi-scale abstractions Tτ22 ,η2 for parameters τ2 = 4τ1
and η2 = 4η1 (containing transitions of durations in Θ2τ = {2s, 1s, 0.5s}). These two abstractions have the same precision. Table 6.4 details the experimental results obtained for
the synthesis of the controllers for Tτ01 ,η1 and Tτ22 ,η2 . We can see that there is a noteworthy
reduction of the time used to compute the controller using multi-scale abstractions instead
of using uniform ones (up to a 86% improvement between Tτ01 ,η1 and Tτ22 ,η2 ). This is due to
the fact that the size of uniform abstractions grows exponentially with higher resolutions,
whereas using multi-scale abstractions are refined only when we get close to unsafe regions
(reduction of more than 91% between Tτ01 ,η1 and Tτ22 ,η2 ). Interestingly, this reduction in
computation time and size does not affect the performance of the multi-scale controllers,
which yield a ratio of controllable initial states2 (CR) over the safety specification comparable to that of their its uniform counterparts. It is worth emphasizing that using CoSyMA
there is a remarkable reduction of the computation times compared to those reported in [65]
obtained by a prototype implementation of the algorithm. Figure 6.8 depicts the maximal
lazy safety controller for Tτ22 ,η2 and QS and the trace of its simulation starting from the
state (1.15,5.6).

Time [s]
Size [103 ]
δ(l)

CR

N
Abstractions
√ Tτ,η for ε = 0.1
√
−3
N = 0, τ = 0.5s, η = 10
2/4 N = 2, τ = 2s, η = 10−3 2
8.3
1.1
599
53
2 s (63.6%)
1 s (31.7%)
0.5 s (100%)
0.5 s (4.7%)
93.52%
93.51%

Table 6.4: Experimental results for the maximal lazy safety controller synthesis for the
boost DC-DC converter.

Building Temperature Regulation
The second case study deals with temperature regulation in a circular building. Each room
is equipped with a heater and at a given instant at most one heater is switched on. The
2 The ratio of controllable initial states for a controller S : Q → 2L and a system T = (Q, L, →, O, H, I)
is computed as |{q ∈ I|S(q) 6= ∅}|/|I|.
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Figure 6.8: The maximal lazy safety controller for Tτ22 ,η2 and QS . Left: mode 1 is activated
(light gray); mode 2 is activated (black); modes 1 and 2 (gray). Middle: actions of 2s are
enabled (light gray). Right: actions of 1s are enabled (light gray), actions of 0.5s are
enabled (black).
temperature ti of the room i is defined by the differential equation ṫi = α(ti+1 + ti−1 −
2ti ) + β(te − ti ) + γ(th − ti )ui (t) where ti−1 is the temperature of the room i − 1; ti+1 is
the temperature of the room i + 1; te is the temperature of the external environment of the
building; th is the temperature of the heater; α is the temperature transfer ratio between
the rooms i ± 1 and the room i; β is the temperature transfer ratio between the external
environment and the room i; γ is the temperature transfer ratio between the heater and
the room i; ui (t) equals to 1 if the room i is heated, or 0 otherwise. Given a number n ≥ 2
of rooms, we distinguish n + 1 switching modes. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the mode pi represents
the mode of activating the heater of room i. The mode pn+1 represents that no heater
is activated. The values of α, β, γ, te , and th are respectively 1/20, 1/200, 1/100, 10,
and 50. We will increase the system dimension to test the limits of the tool in terms of
memory usage and computation time. Given the safety specification QS = [20.0, 22.0]n for
n ∈ {3, 4, 5}, we synthesize safety controllers for buildings of three, four, and five rooms.
The values of τ and η are given in Table 6.5. By looking to the results, we can see the
combinatorial explosion of the size of abstractions by increasing the system dimension from
3 to 5. Also, it makes sense that the ratio of controllability of initial states decreases by
increasing the number of rooms. On our machine equipped with a Core i5-2430M and 4GB
of RAM, synthesis fails for the 6-dimensional instance due to running out of memory.

Time [s]
Size [103 ]
δ(l)

CR

N
Abstractions Tτ,η
n = 3, N = 2,
n = 4, N = 2,
η = 50 × 10−3
η = 50 × 10−3
τ = 20s, ε = 0.2 τ = 20s, ε = 0.2
2.4
595
56
3 928
20 s (20%)
20 s (9%)
10 s (80%)
10 s (87%)
5 s (0%)
5 s (4%)
99.99%
99.89%

n = 5, N = 1
η = 0.1
τ = 10s, ε = 0.4
571
6 135
10 s (86%)
5 s (14%)
99.79%

Table 6.5: Comparison of experimental results for the safety synthesis for the temperature
regulator system of three, four, and five dimensions.
2
Figure 6.9 shows the maximal lazy safety controller for the transition system T20,0.05
of
3
three dimensions and the safety specification QS = [20.0, 22.0] . The plots are slices of the
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Figure 6.9: Maximal lazy safety controller for T20,0.05
of three dimensions and QS . Horizontal axis: t1 (t); vertical axis: t2 (t). Top: t3 (t) ≈ 20; bottom: t3 (t) ≈ 22. Left: actions of
20s are enabled (black); actions of 10s are enabled (gray); middle: mode p1 (black); mode
p2 (light gray); p1 and p2 (gray); bottom: mode p4 (black); mode p3 (light gray); p3 and
p4 (gray).

state space in the dimensions (t1 , t2 ) for a fixed t3 ≈ 20◦ (left) and t3 (t) ≈ 22◦ (right),
respectively. The plots on the top depict scales and those in the middle and the bottom
depicts modes. We can remark the predominance of the mode p4 (no heater is activated)
by increasing the temperature of third room.

6.2.6

Discussion

We have proposed the use of multiscale, approximately bisimilar discrete abstractions for
the computation of controllers, applying them to the specific control problems of timeoptimal reachability and safety. This work is a step towards a tight integration of formal
design techniques for the discrete and continuous part of embedded systems. Our experimental results have shown that we can achieve a remarkable reduction in the computation
time of such controllers in comparison with the use of uniform abstractions, while preserving similar levels of performance. Future work will deal with the application of multi-scale
abstractions to other kinds of control problems, and compositional controller synthesis for
switched systems.
More recently we have proposed a different approach to the computation of symbolic abstractions of incrementally stable switched systems [194]. The main novelty consists in using mode sequences of given length as symbolic states for our abstractions. We have shown
that the resulting symbolic models are approximately bisimilar to the original switched
system and that an arbitrary precision can be achieved by considering sufficiently long
mode sequences. The advantage of this approach over existing ones is double: first, the
transition relation of the symbolic model admits a very compact representation under the
form of a shift operator; second, our approach does not use lattices over the state-space and
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can potentially be used for higher dimensional systems. We have provided a theoretical
comparison with the lattice-based approach and presented a simple criterion enabling to
choose the most appropriate approach for a given switched system. Finally, we have shown
an application to a model of road traffic for which we have synthesized a schedule for the
coordination of traffic lights under safety and fairness constraints.

Chapter 7

Conclusion
7.1

Work Achieved

In this document I have presented different approaches to component-based design of embedded systems. Starting with and building on the component framework Bip (§2) I have
proposed algorithms for compositional analysis of general properties like deadlock freedom,
progress, and liveness (§3.2), and for synthesis (adaptor synthesis (§3.3) and compositional
strategy mapping (§3.4)). I have further presented results on conformance checking for
choreographies with unbounded communication channels (§3.5), and on fault recovery in
Bip (§3.6). As an application of Bip to systems biology, I have studied how to compositionally model and analyze genetic regulatory networks (§6.1.2) and how to use model
checking to estimate kinetic parameters of genetic networks (§6.1.3).
I have further proposed formal frameworks for contract-based design, including modal
assume/guarantee contracts (§4.1) and probabilistic contracts (§4.2), and developed a novel
approach to analyze logical causality in a trace-based framework (§5).
Finally, I have developed an approach making efficient use of discrete controller synthesis for the control of a class of switched continuous systems with respect to safety and
reachability properties (§6.2).
The common goal of these results is the construction of complex systems ensuring some
crucial correctness properties by construction.

7.2

Looking Ahead

Several of the results presented in this document would deserve being further developed,
implemented, and applied to real-world problems. For instance, an implementation of
our contract frameworks in the Bip tool platform could implement a type system for
components and strengthen the support for a compositional design flow.
The results presented in this document also open numerous new research directions
and challenges, a few of which I will present in the form of an interdisciplinary research
program.

Causality and Risk Management in Component-based Systems
Previous research on formal methods for component-based design has mostly focused on
functional and real-time properties. In my future research I intend to focus on two phenomena that so far received less attention in the formal design of computing systems: logical
causality and risk.
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Putting Causality Analysis to Use
In §5 I have presented results for defining and effectively analyzing logical causality between
component failures. I intend to pursue this research direction along the following lines, with
the mid-term goal of transferring the results to actual applications.
• Generalize our definitions of logical causality to different models of computation and
communication such as networks of timed automata [8] and the Real-Time Calculus [254].
• Counterfactual reasoning (“what would have been the outcome if component C had
behaved correctly?”) inherently suffers from inconsistencies between the observed,
real behavior and the hypothetical behavior due to side effects of C’s behavior [209]. I
intend to develop solutions to alleviate these issues in order to improve discriminancy
of causality analysis. For instance, a fault model of all possible (correct or incorrect)
behaviors of a component will allow a more fine-grained analysis of how a component
may have been influenced by failures of its peers.
• Implementation details of components may be hidden but some behaviors may be
known to be more likely than others. A probabilistic component model would allow us
to determine the probability of counterfactual scenarios so as to achieve a quantitative
notion of causality, e.g., a degree of responsibility [80].
• An important aspect of this work is to implement and apply the results to realworld problems of causality analysis, in particular from the domain of embedded and
medical [197] devices. I have started a collaboration with colleagues from University
of Pennsylvania on this topic. I also intend to investigate how to efficiently implement
causality analysis, based on the use of appropriate data structures similar to [109]. A
possible candidate platform for logging is the OSGI logging framework LogOS [121].
Causality, i.e., the logical dependence of an effect on a cause, has long been studied in
philosophy [199], natural sciences, law [215], logic [81, 47], and statistics [220], among many
other disciplines. The analysis of causality has applications in many areas of computer
science. For instance, tracking causality between events in the execution of concurrent
system is required to ensure reversibility [187]; to allow the diagnosis of faults in a complex
concurrent system [109]; or to enforce accountability [181], that is, designing systems in
such a way that it can be determined without ambiguity whether a required safety or
security property has been violated, and why. More generally, the goal of fault tolerance
can be understood as preventing certain causal chains from occurring by designing systems
such that each causal chain either has its premises outside of the fault model (e.g., by
introducing redundancy [124]), or is broken (e.g., by limiting fault propagation [239]).
Due to these multiple facets of causality, my research on causality analysis will necessarily be interdisciplinary and in collaboration with colleagues from other domains.
Dynamic Contracts and Risk Management
In a framework of dynamic contracts, which may be proposed at run-time, a component can
use the set of contracts it is involved in to evaluate its commitments and analyze the risk
(or the opportunity) of agreeing upon a set of new contracts. For instance, for behavioral
contracts “risk” may be defined as the absence of a strategy of the component to meet all
contracts. Scheduling of mixed criticality systems [262] can be seen as a special case of risk
management: a task of low criticality is scheduled only if this does not entail the risk for
a critical task to miss its deadline. Another special case of interest is the decision whether
it is safe to accept a software update.
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As an extension I intend to study quantitative contracts. Quantitative contracts — e.g.,
based on automata with costs — may express requirements of components over time, and
the guarantees they provide if the requirements are met. For instance, a component can
guarantee a lower bound on throughput, provided that the component is granted some
minimum amount of resources upon periodic request; another component may give safety
guarantees provided that its real-time requirements are met. For quantitative contracts
we can define the risk (resp. opportunity) as the increase (resp. decrease) in cost of the
best strategy ensuring the combined guarantees of all enacted contracts. Contracts may
also encompass penalties for the case that a partner is not able or willing to meet its
promises [112]. In that case, the risk would amount to the sum of penalties a component
incurs in the case of the impossibility to honor previous commitments.
In order to perform risk evaluation efficiently in the case of quantitative contracts, we
may investigate the use of optimization techniques such as mixed integer programming [94]
to find an optimal strategy.
Besides risk analysis, evaluating the quantities committed through contracts is of interest for the design of embedded systems: the latter can often be reconfigured at run-time to
trade off speed and power consumption. However, current scheduling approaches merely
react to the workload, available computing power and energy at the current instant, rather
than being able to anticipate future demand and available resources1 . This is mainly
because current software is not able to provide this information. In contrast, the set of
valid contracts provides information about the future use of resources promised to components, such that additional resources can be activated before contention actually creates a
bottleneck.
The research directions on dynamic and quantitative contracts and risk analysis will
be investigated as part of the French project C 5 on contract-based design of certified
components (submitted).
As for causality, this research direction will have a multidisciplinary character, as similar contract frameworks are used in finance [172] and of course, law. Conversely, formal,
computationally tractable approaches to risk management will be of interest for disciplines
other than computer science.
Both causality and risk analysis should be applicable to models (a priori) — e.g., to
evaluate whether a design is sufficiently robust —, to systems at runtime — e.g., to decide
whether to isolate a faulty component or to act a new contract —, and to logs (a posteriori)
— e.g., to establish liability. I intend to develop language support to enable high-level
control over causality and risk management.

1 Model

behaviors.

predictive control uses knowledge from previous executions, and cannot anticipate different
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